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Les abeilles pilotent deçà delà les fleurs, mais elles en font après le miel,
qui est tout leur ; ce n’est plus thin, n’y marjolaine : Ainsi les pièces
empruntées d’autrui, il les transformera et confondra, pour en faire un
ouvrage tout sien : à savoir son jugement, son institution, son travail et
étude ne vise qu’à le former.
-Michel de Montaigne
-Essais, I, 26

Bees cull their several sweets from this flower and that blossom, here and
there where they find them, but themselves afterward make the honey,
which is all and purely their own, and no more thyme and marjoram: so
the several fragments he borrows from others, he will transform and shuffle
together to compile a work that shall be absolutely his own; that is to say,
his judgment; his instruction, labor and study tend to nothing else but to
form that.
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ABSTRACT

Coreference resolution in Spanish has only been approached from a knowledgebased perspective while no system exists for Catalan. As an alternative
to knowledge-based approaches, corpus-based systems allow for machinelearning techniques to automate the acquisition of knowledge from annotated corpora. This dissertation takes two steps further in the direction
of building a learning-based coreference resolution system for Catalan and
Spanish. First, the linguistic issues are considered in order to design a linguistically well-founded (and without forgetting the computational requirements) coreference annotation scheme for Catalan and Spanish. This scheme
is used to enrich the AnCora corpora with coreference information, and the
reliability of the annotation is guaranteed by the high interannotator agreement obtained in a reliability study. Second, a study from a theoretical and
empirical perspective is carried out to analyse those definite noun phrases
that are the first element in a coreference chain, which behave differently in
Spanish and English. The results lead to suggesting a series of features that
are used to build a chain-starting classifier.
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RESUMEN

La resolución de la correferencia en español solo ha sido considerada desde
una perspectiva basada en conocimiento. En el caso del catalán, no existe
ningún sistema. Como alternativa a los enfoques basados en conocimiento,
los sistemas basados en corpus hacen posible que técnicas de aprendizaje
automático automaticen la adquisición de conocimiento a partir de corpus
anotados. Este trabajo presenta dos contribuciones hacia la construcción
de un sistema de resolución de la correferencia basado en aprendizaje automático para el catalán y el español. En primer lugar, se consideran los
aspectos lingüı́sticos a fin de diseñar un esquema de anotación de la correferencia bien fundamentado lingüı́sticamente (y sin olvidar las necesidades
computacionales) para el catalán y el español. Este esquema sirve para
enriquecer los corpus AnCora con información sobre la correferencia y un
estudio de fiabilidad pone de relieve el alto grado de acuerdo entre anotadores. En segundo lugar, se lleva a cabo un estudio desde el punto de
vista teórico y empı́rico para analizar aquellos sintagmas nominales que son
el primer elemento de una cadena de correferencia, los cuales se comportan de distinto modo en español e inglés. Los resultados sugieren una serie
de atributos que se utilizan para construir un clasificador de iniciadores de
cadena.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) aims to develop tools that are able to
automatically “understand” and “produce” language so that humans can
interact with machines and these can manipulate our information. These
understanding and production are no more than a pretence, although not an
easy one. A great deal has been achieved and we enjoy today NLP systems
that our ancestors would have never believed possible, but language is so
intrinsically complicated that we are still racking our brains to solve all
those challenges that remain to bring NLP applications as close as possible
to human language. One of these challenges is coreference resolution.
With the future aim of training a machine-learning coreference resolution
system for Catalan and Spanish, the work here presented focuses on corpus
annotation with coreference information for these two languages together
with the detection of definite noun phrases (NPs) that are able to start a
coreference chain.
Coreference annotation is an area whose relevance has become more and
more apparent as knowledge-based approaches have met their limits while
corpus-based systems have opened up new avenues to coreference resolution,
allowing machine-learning techniques to automate the acquisition of knowledge from annotated corpora. The set of learning features is a key factor
in learning techniques. One of the prototypical features captures whether a
reference is definite or not, since it is traditionally believed that definite NPs
are used to refer back to a previously mentioned entity. However, definite
NPs behave differently in English and Spanish, the latter allowing a larger
amount of definites NPs to introduce an entity into the text for the first
time.
The unquestionable dominance of English in NLP has resulted in very
few research being conducted in coreference resolution for Spanish, no works
regarding machine-learning methods, and no research at all for Catalan.
1
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This dissertation takes two steps further towards providing these two languages with a coreference resolution system up to the standard. In order
to exploit machine-learning techniques and given their dependence on both
the corpus size as well as the quality of the annotation, I develop a linguistically well-founded (and without forgetting the computational requirements)
annotation scheme for encoding coreference links in Catalan and Spanish
corpora. In the search of relevant features for a coreference resolution system, I carry out a corpus-based study of definite NPs in Spanish and build
a chain-starting classifier.
In this introductory chapter, I provide a definition of coreference (Section
1.1) and specify what the task of coreference resolution consists of as well
as the two main ways it can be approached from (Section 1.2). Section
1.3 briefly discusses the most relevant existing knowledge-based and corpusbased approaches to coreference resolution. Special attention is paid to the
latter, especially the latest developments, and to the situation of the task in
the Spanish context. The rest of the chapter delimits the goals of the present
study (Section 1.4) and gives an overview of this dissertation (Section 1.5).

1.1

What is coreference?

Coreference is often treated together with anaphora, which is appropriate
in the sense that there is indeed a considerable overlap between the two of
them. On the other hand, however, this has led computational approaches
to employ both terms interchangeably, as if they meant the same, and this
is not the case. An attempt to clarify the difference is found in van Deemter
and Kibble (2000), who criticize the linguistic inconsistencies underlying
widely used annotation schemes.
Let us begin with anaphora at Hirst’s (1981, p. 4) hands, who is the
author of the most cited definition in the field of NLP:
Anaphora is the device of making in discourse an abbreviated
reference to some entity (or entities) in the expectation that
the perceiver of the discourse will be able to disabbreviate the
reference and thereby determine the identity of the entity. The
reference is called an anaphor, and the entity to which it refers
is its referent or antecedent. A reference and its referent
are said to be coreferential. The process of determining the
referent of an anaphor is called resolution.
The “abbreviated” character of an anaphor results in its being a very textual relation, lexicogrammatical in nature (Halliday and Hasan, 1976), which
makes it different from coreference: an anaphor always depends on its antecedent, as it is semantically “empty” (or near-empty) and needs a previous
mention to fill up its content. Coreference, in contrast, is a more pragmatic
2
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relation, greatly dependent on the situational context. It occurs between two
linguistic units – whether meaningful or anaphoric – that stand in a relation
of “identity of reference.” Halliday and Hasan (1976) approach coreference
highlighting the role it plays in making a text cohesive, although coreference
alone does not suffice to give cohesion to a text. It is a discourse mechanism,
one that does not only make a semantic unit of a text, but a mechanism
that also enriches stylistically a text avoiding repetitions and making it more
fluent.
Given that coreference and anaphora are discourse-level phenomena,
they are not usually dealt with in traditional grammars (Bosque and Demonte, 1999; Solà, 2002) beyond some references in those chapters devoted
to pronouns, the definite article or ellipsis.1 The two terms are near and an
anaphor and its antecedent usually corefer (1-a)(1-b), but this is not always
the case. Despite their close interrelation, not all coreference relations are
anaphoric (1-c), nor are all anaphoric relations coreferent (1-d).2
(1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

(Cat.) La teoria generalment acceptada que Amèrica va ser poblada
fa 13.500 anys per nòmades procedents d’Àsia que van entrar-hi per
Alaska.
‘The generally accepted theory that America was settled 13 500 years
ago by nomads coming from Asia that arrived there through Alaska.’
(Cat.) Els integrants del Cor Vivaldi assagen les peces del seu primer
cicle de concerts. En aquesta primera edició del cicle . . .
‘The members of the Vivaldi Choir rehearse the compositions of their
first cycle of concerts. In this first edition of the cycle . . . ’
(Cat.) La religiosa que es va curar gràcies a Joan XXIII defuig les
aparicions públiques. . . . Caterina Capitani no era una devota del Papa
...
‘The nun who recovered thanks to John XXIII avoids public appearances. . . . Caterina Capitani was not a devotee of the Pope . . . ’
(Cat.) A algú se li acudirà organitzar festes de lluita de classes, igual
que existeixen les de moros i cristians.
‘Somebody will come up with organizing festivals of class struggle, just
as there are those of Moors and Christians.’

Simply defining coreference as identity of reference is not very rigorous
though, since the debate as to what reference involves is a long and unresolved one. According to some authors, A and B corefer if they refer to
the same thing in the world, while according to Webber (1979), coreference
takes place within the discourse model, namely between the (mental) entities
in a listener’s evolving model of the discourse. For the former, coreference
between hypothetical entities, for instance, is ruled out, as it is coreference
1
An exception is Blackwell (2003), who takes a pragmatic perspective, although her
study is limited to testing the neo-Gricean maxims on the basis of Spanish oral data.
2
All the examples throughout the dissertation are real, extracted from the AnCora corpora (see Section 3.1). Those preceded by (Cat.) come from Catalan and those introduced
by (Sp.) from Spanish.

3
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between abstract concepts; for the latter, in contrast, by considering an intermediate level between words and the world, coreference has a much wider
coverage. Hence, coreference is supposed to occur between discourse entities
(henceforth DE), which may correspond to something in the outside world,
but they do not have to.
With respect to the anaphoric forms, there are no clear-cut criteria.
Coreference might occur between a pronoun and its antecedent (1-a), between two non-pronominal noun phrases (1-b)(1-c) or, one step further,
between an NP and a discourse segment (2).
(2)

(Cat.) La primera donant va ser una dona de 40 anys que va morir d’un
infart la nit de dissabte passat, a qui es van extreure el cor, el fetge i els
ronyons. . . . Aquesta intervenció havia creat una gran expectació.
‘The first donor was a 40-year-old woman who died from a heart attack
last Saturday night, who had her heart, liver and lungs taken out. . . . This
operation had created great expectations.’

Unlike anaphora, which is unidirectional and asymmetrical, two interesting
properties of coreference are symmetry (if A corefers with B, then B corefers
with A) and transitivity (if A corefers with B, and B corefers with C, then A
corefers with C). These properties induce a set of equivalence classes among
the coreferent mentions, all elements in a class being coreferent.

1.2

The task of coreference resolution

Given the cohesive nature of coreference, which links those entities in a
text that point to the same entity, it is a key element for the complete
interpretation of a text and, by extension, an interesting object of study both
in theoretical linguistics and in NLP. By building the so-called coreference
chains, we can identify all the information that appears throughout a text
in relation to the same entity. Coreference resolution was thus born as
the process of linking in a string all those linguistic units (mentions3 ) that
refer to the same entity in the discourse model.
Notice the difference between anaphora and coreference resolution (consider (1-d) vs. (1-c)): whereas the former attempts to find an antecedent
for each anaphoric unit (usually a pronoun), the latter aims to build full
coreference chains, namely linking all NPs – whether pronominal or with
a nominal head – that point to the same entity. The output of anaphora
resolution are pairs of noun-pronoun (or pairs of a discourse segment and a
pronoun in some cases), while the output of coreference resolution are chains
containing a variety of items: pronouns, full NPs (definite, demonstrative,
3

I follow the terminology of the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program (see
Section 1.3), where a mention is defined as an instance of reference to an object, and an
entity is the collection of mentions referring to the same object in a document.
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possessive, indefinite, bare, etc.), common nouns or named entities (NEs),
discourse segments...
From a computational perspective, the identification of coreference links
is crucial for a number of applications:
 Information Extraction. Information Extraction systems attempt
to fill predefined template structures with information extracted from
one or more documents. To this end, different pieces of information
referring to the same discourse entity can be successfully merged if
coreferent mentions are linked.
 Text Summarization. As an extension of Information Extraction,
producing a summary of a text requires resolving coreference relations
for linking what is said about the main topic as well as producing a
coherent and fluent summary as output.
 Question Answering. In order to answer a user’s query like Where
is Park Güell?, a Question Answering system has to be able to disambiguate references to Park Güell along a document, where the answer
can be given in the form of The park is in Barcelona or It is located
in Barcelona.
 Machine Translation. Pronominal anaphora resolution is particularly central in a Machine Translation system in order to translate
the pronouns in the source language to their correct counterpart in
the target language, which might involve mapping the pronoun onto
another pronoun, an elliptical pronoun, or a full NP.

The importance of the coreference resolution task in Information Extraction led to its inclusion in two in a series of Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) organized by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency) in 1995 and 1998. These conferences aimed to evaluate emerging
information extraction technologies under the same criteria.
From a linguistic point of view, capturing the way a discourse entity
is repeatedly referred to along a discourse makes it possible to obtain the
variants of a concept (the different “signs” for a same “sense” in Frege’s
terms). Besides, empirical data of the way coreference relations are actually
expressed is a way to test the hypotheses suggested by Ariel (1988) and
Gundel et al. (1993) about the cognitive factors governing the use of referring
expressions.
The knowledge necessary to solve coreference relations is extremely diverse, including lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and world knowledge. As a result, no general theory accounts as yet for all possible coreference relations. In automatic systems, such varied knowledge has been coded
in two different ways, according to which systems can be divided into:
5
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 Knowledge-based approaches: the hand-coding of a set of rules
lies at the core of knowledge-based systems, mainly hard constraints
that impose restrictions between two potentially coreferent mentions.
 Corpus-based approaches: instead of a priori defined set of rules,
corpus-based systems rely on a series of soft constraints derived from
a corpus annotated with coreference information.

1.3

The state of the art

On the basis of the division of systems into knowledge- and corpus-based,
this section gives the reader an overview of the ways in which coreference
resolution has been tackled from these two perspectives so that it serves as
a frame to locate my work afterwards. Given the excellent state of the art
found in Ng (2003), I summarise it schematically in Table 1.1 and accompany
it by a brief description of what can be considered as the main milestones
in the history of coreference resolution. The reader is invited to consult
Ng (2003), Hirst (1981) and Mitkov (2002) for more details. Finally, I
complement these works by documenting two areas:
 I describe the most recent systems, covering from 2003 up to the
present day (Section 1.3.1).
 I delve into what has been done for Spanish in relation with coreference
resolution. Catalan cannot be included since no work exists for this
language from this perspective (Section 1.3.2).

Although there is not a strict correspondence between a period of time
and a type of approach, Table 1.1 does follow a broad chronological order.
The first approaches to “coreference” resolution, in the 1970s, were knowledge based, but rather than coreference they focused on solving pronominal
anaphora, namely matching non-expletive pronouns with the corresponding antecedent so as to fill them semantically. Hobbs (1978) constitutes still
today a reference system. The early approaches were based on the strategy
known as history list, which constructs for each pronoun a list with all previous NPs in order of recency. The correct antecedent is picked out from
the list according to a series of constraints. Hobbs (1978) went one step
beyond by building up a search space of the sentence on the basis of a parse
tree. The antecedent is searched in a left-to-right, breadth-first manner,
according to gender, number, and person agreement.
Pronominal resolution already achieves successful results by only using
information at the morphosyntactic level. Spurious cases, however, call for
more sophisticated knowledge, and this is very much the case of full NPs
(i.e. non-pronominal). Therefore, a second step came with the introduction
of discourse-level information, exploiting the notion of focus (Grosz,
6
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1977; Sidner, 1979), which goes hand in hand with linguistically-grounded
terms like theme-rheme, given-new, old-new, topic-comment, activatedness,
etc. For discourse-oriented algorithms, the ranking of antecedents is driven
predominantly by discourse principles. A very influential outcome of this
line of research has been centering theory (Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Grosz
et al., 1995; Walker et al., 1998; Poesio et al., 2004b), which holds that
each utterance in a coherent discourse segment contains a single semantic
entity (the backward-looking center) that provides a link to the previous
utterance, and an ordered set of entities (the forward-looking centers) that
offer potential links to the next utterance.4 Centering is powerful in resolving a considerable number of pronominal references, but it falls weak when
resolving full NPs, since it fails to capture global focus effects.
The rise of the Internet in the 1990s brought about the need for largescale applications. In order to combine the different information sources
needed for pronominal resolution in a cheap and robust way, factor-based
approaches came to the scene. Each factor is either a constraint or preference that captures a specific knowledge source, including morphological,
4

For a full account of the centering concepts together with an application of the theory
to spoken Spanish, see Taboada (2008).

Type

Subtype

Systems

Knowledge-based

Syntax-based

Hobbs (1978)

knowledge rich, semiautomatic preprocessing,
small-scale evaluation

Discourse-based

Grosz (1977), Sidner (1979),
Grosz and Sidner (1986),
Strube (1998)

Factor-based

Carbonell and Brown (1988),
Lappin and Leass (1994),
Kennedy and Boguraev
(1996),
Baldwin (1997),
Mitkov (1998)

Corpus-based

Manual

Vieira and Poesio (2000),
Harabagiu et al. (2001)

knowledge lean,
fully
automatic preprocessing,
large-scale evaluation

Machine learning

Aone and Bennett (1995),
McCarthy
and
Lehnert
(1995), Soon et al. (2001),
Ng and Cardie (2002),
Müller et al. (2002)

Statistical

Ge et al. (1998)

Table 1.1: Outline of related work, inspired by Ng (2003)
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syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information. Constraints are first applied to rule out incompatible antecedents, while preferences give a numeric
score to the remaining candidates so that one finally wins over the others. Carbonell and Brown (1988) and Lappin and Leass (1994) make use
of rich linguistic knowledge, while Kennedy and Boguraev (1996) and Baldwin (1997), in an attempt to do without deep syntactic parsing, just make
use of morphological and shallow syntactic information that is heuristically
computed. In this vein, Mitkov (1998) develops a knowledge-poor pronoun
resolution system that uses lexical information to obtain salience information.
The last and most significative turning point occured around the turn
of the century, at a time when collections of texts annotated with coreference information began to be at the disposal of the scientific community.
After the success that morphologically annotated corpora and syntactic treebanks had on building machine-learning PoS5 taggers and syntactic parsers,
corpus-based approaches to the field of computational coreference resolution offered a promising alternative to knowledge-based system. See Zaenen
(2006) for a critical discussion. Given the variety of information levels that
come into play in the task, machine-learning techniques make it possible to
automatically infer a language model from annotated corpora that is able
to construct full coreference chains. On the other hand, the existence of big
corpora made it possible for the first time to test systems at a large scale
instead of using small collections of data as it had been the case until then.
Ever since the inclusion of the task of coreference resolution in the
DARPA conferences for developing information extraction systems – MUC-6
(1995) and MUC-7 (1998) – and the availability of coreferentially annotated
corpora for English, the number of corpus-based approaches has steadily
grown. These conferences also promoted coreference resolution systems that
operate in fully automatic mode, that is to say, systems that are evaluated
as part of a complete system that first identifies all the candidate NPs and
must thus deal with the inevitable noisy data when mistakes occur along the
preprocessing pipeline, without fixing them manually before the resolution
of coreference links.
Since 1999 the ACE program has taken over the role played by MUC.
The objective of ACE evaluations is to develop Automatic Content Extraction technology to support automatic processing of human language in text
form. It is organized by NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which is a federal agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce.
ACE has made available corpora coreferentially annotated for English, Arabic, Chinese, and the 2007 evaluation extended the Entity Detection and
Recognition task to Spanish with a 150 000-word corpus of the newswire
domain. This task requires that mentions of seven entity types (facility,
5

Part of speech (PoS).
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geo-political entity, location, organization, person, vehicle, and weapon) be
correctly associated with the corresponding entity. Only one system (IBM),
however, participated for the Spanish language, with results slightly below
those obtained for English.
Standard corpus-based systems decompose the coreference task into a
two-step procedure:
1. Classification: a classifier is trained on a corpus to learn the probability that a pair of NPs are coreferent or not. This pair is represented
by a feature vector consisting of unary features (i.e. information about
each individual NP, such as its number) and binary features (i.e. information about the relation between the two NPs, e.g. whether they
agree in number). Example pairs are labeled as positive if the two NPs
are coreferent and negative otherwise.
2. Clustering: the individual links identified at the first stage are merged
to form coreference chains.
Depending on the way in which the probabilistic models are learned
for classifiying, corpus-based approaches can be subdivided into manual,
machine-learning, and statistical approaches. The first (Harabagiu et al.,
2001; Vieira and Poesio, 2000) derive the probabilistic model after having mined a corpus manually. The second make use of learning algorithms
instead (such as decision trees or maximum entropy classifiers) which are
able to automatically determine the probability that two NPs are coreferent. Systems differ in the number and type of features they employ, the
training corpus, the method in which positive and negative instances are
created, and the learning algorithm. Specially interesting from a linguistic perspective is the set of features and the training corpus (size, domain,
annotation scheme). Table 1.2 describes outstanding systems along these
dimensions. Thirdly, statistical approaches combine several factors into a
single probability, which is the likelihood that an NP is an antecedent of
a given anaphor. Ge et al. (1998) determine pronominal anaphora by considering the distance between antecedent and pronoun, grammatical role,
gender, number, animacy, and the ocurrence frequency of the antecedent.
Comparing and evaluating different systems in a fair and consistent way
is problematic due to the different data and languages on which each system
is tested, with different degrees of pre-processing, and without dealing with
the same kind of units: some are limited to pronouns, others to ACE-type
entities, while some tackle all kinds of NPs. This accounts for the relevance
of international competitions such as MUC or ACE, where all participants
are given a task description and specific criteria together with the same
training and test material.
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Aone and Bennett (1995)

System

English

English

Japanese

Language

MUC-6 and MUC-7. Training: 1 359
and 2 150 coreferent NPs (30 texts
each). Test: 1 479 and 885 coreferent NPs (30 and 20 texts).

MUC-5 English Joint Venture.
Training:
322 coreferent NPs
(50 texts). Only references to 4
types: entity, facility, person and
product-or-service.

Newspaper articles about joint ventures. Training: 1 971 coreferent
NPs (295 texts). Test: 1 359 coreferent NPs (200 texts).

Corpus

53 features: Soon et al.’s (2001) features but splitting string match into
pronouns, proper names and common nouns; plus substring, grammatical role, animacy, embedded elements, quotes, titles, WordNet distance . . .

12 features: category, string match,
gender and number agreement, semantic class, alias, appositive,a distance.

8 features: named entity, substring
match, alias, lexical domain-specific,
same sentence.

66 features: category, grammatical
role, topicalization, semantic-class,
distance . . .

Features

Müller et al. (2002)

Ng and Cardie (2002)

Soon et al. (2001)

McCarthy and Lehnert (1995)

English

MUC-6 and MUC-7. Training: 1 359
and 2 150 coreferent NPs (30 texts
each). Test: 1 479 and 885 coreferent NPs (30 and 20 texts).

16 features: category, agreement in
person, gender and number, grammatical function, semantic class,
string match, substring match, distance, minimum edit distance.
German

German texts about sights, historic
events and persons in Heidelberg.
Training: 1 743 coreferent NPs (200
texts). Test: 436 coreferent NPs (50
texts).

a

As pointed out by van Deemter and Kibble (2000), from a linguistic point of view, NPs linked by apposition are in an
attributive rather than coreference relation.
Table 1.2: Machine-learning systems
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1.3.1

Latest developments: from 2003 up to the present

Some directions for further extensions of state-of-the-art coreference resolution systems have been pointed out by Ng (2003) and Uryupina (2008),
ranging from the enlargement and improvement of the feature set (including
the consistency and size of training corpora) to changing the learning strategies. The following discusses some of the suggestions that have been made in
these two respects. Although the two directions for improvement are closely
interrelated, each system is placed in one or the other group depending on
where the biggest emphasis is put.
Feature set
The feature set is a key element – both in the classification and clustering
phases – and the number and sophistication of features is directly dependent
on the information annotated in the learning corpus: superficial features do
not require any annotation, while most sophisticated ones do. Let us review
the different types of information recently included, sometimes the novelty
is not so much on the information itself but on the way it is obtained.
 Backward features (Yang et al., 2004)
The inclusion of nine so-called backward features that describe the
antecedent of the candidate antecedent (definite, indefinite, pronoun,
proper noun, NE, human, first NP in the sentence, subject, apposition)
is taken as a way to obtain the salience in the local discourse of a
candidate antecedent, namely the “local focus” in terms of centering
theory. Instead of looking back at each element in the coreference chain
of a candidate antecedent, it is assumed that the closest antecedent is
able to provide sufficient information. The approach is restricted to
pronominal resolution.
 Extended feature set (Uryupina, 2006)
The feature set is extended up to a total of 351 features incorporating
more linguistic knowledge: (i) lexicographic similarity (122 features),
which is split into normalization, substring selection and matching;
(ii) syntactic knowledge (64 features) concerning NP type, tree-based
constraints, indicators for appositions and copulas, number and person agreement, and grammatical roles; (iii) semantic compatibility (29
features), obtained from WordNet; and (iv) salience-based properties
(136 features) inspired by centering theory, which consider the distance between the anaphor and the antecedent, linear order, hierarchy
of grammatical roles, and backward features. The evaluation shows
that the extended feature set only leads to a moderate improvement
and she concludes that it is due to the corpus size, believing that more
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substantial improvement can be achieved if more training material is
added.
 Anaphoricity determination (Uryupina, 2003a)
Drawing on corpus-based studies that have shown that many definite
NPs are not anaphoric, additional features can be included to help
decide whether a definite NP is the first mention in a coreference chain
or is a coreferent mention. Uryupina (2003a) suggests using “definite
probability,” context, and syntactic features.6
 Semantics (Ponzetto and Strube, 2006)
They obtain promising results by employing different semantic sources:
the web-based Wikipedia encyclopedia, WordNet, and semantic role
labelling. The first two are used to extract semantic similarity and
relatedness measures so that pairs of head nouns can be compared,
while the third feature helps in cases of semantic parallelism in which
considering the role of arguments with respect to the predicate is a
cue for antecedent selection.

Learning strategy
Given that the widely used single-candidate model is rather limited in that
the learnt probability only takes into account the relationship between an
NP and one of its antecedent candidates, other alternatives have been put
forward. There has been a move from local optimization clustering decisions
to global ones in an attempt to go beyond link-first (linking a mention to its
closest candidate antecedent) and link-best (linking a mention to its most
confident candidate antecedent) decisions used by Soon et al. (2001) and
Ng and Cardie (2002), respectively. It is assumed that performance can
be improved by taking into account the entire set of coreferent mentions,
since some mentions might be more informative than others. Changing the
learning strategy can in turn open the door to including additional features,
extending those reported above.
 Twin-candidate model (Yang et al., 2003a)
Unlike the single-candidate model, the twin-candidate model considers the conditional probability when the candidate is concurrent with
other competitors. Hence, a training instance consists of an anaphor,
one positive candidate, and one negative candidate. The feature vector (23 features) contains two extra features that capture the distance
(in sentences and in paragraphs) between the pair of candidates.
 Bell tree (Luo et al., 2004)
The Bell tree is used to represent the search space of possible coreference chains. Each chain is considered to be a path and so coreference
6

See Chapter 5 for a further exploration of these features.
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resolution is recast as finding the best path out of all the possible
ones (given by the Bell Number) that can be built linking the NPs in
a document. Machine learning is used to rank the different possible
paths and select the best one. The training model assumes that entities other than the one in focus have no influence on the decision of
linking a mention with an entity. Two models are thus proposed: the
mention-pair model (Soon et al., 2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002), whose
features are computed over a pair of mentions, and the entity-mention
model, which takes into account information outside the mention pair.
17 features are used (the pair of actual strings, acronym, edit distance,
distance, NP type, etc.). Two years later, Nicolae and Nicolae (2006)
point out that “despite the fact that the Bell tree is a complete representation of the search space, the search in it is optimized for size and
time, while potentially losing optimal solutions.”
 Global ranking (Ng, 2005)
Profit is taken from comparing the outputs of a set of coreference
systems by ranking the suggested candidate partitions so as to select
the best partition. In order to learn a good ranking model, two kinds
of features are used: partition-based and method-based. Partitionbased features characterize a candidate partition and include features
derived from Ng and Cardie (2002) but applied to the cluster as a
whole, such as the probability that two NPs residing in the same cluster
have incompatible gender values. The method-based feature represents
the coreference system that generated the candidate partition under
consideration.
 Graphs (Nicolae and Nicolae, 2006)
The use of graph representations to build full coreference chains is
rather innovative, although its efficiency largely depends on restricting coreference resolution to five ACE-like entity types. The system
starts by detecting those NPs that refer to one of these types and
a graph is built for each type, as if all mentions referred to a single
entity: the nodes represent the mentions, whereas the edges between
nodes constitute the confidence values derived from the coreference
classification phase. The BestCut algorithm is responsible for dividing
each graph repeatedly by cutting the links between subgraphs until a
model previously learned suggests to stop. Graphs are used for full
NPs, while pronouns are solved separately.
 Training data selection (Uryupina, 2004)
Too hard or irrelevant positive instances are eliminated on the assumption that if a system does not have features to learn such pairs, they
do not bring any useful information but just introduce noise. Different sampling strategies are designed for pronouns, definites, named
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entities, and the rest of NPs, since each type of NP exhibits different
behaviour with respect to possible coreference cues.
 Optimization (Hoste, 2005)
Hoste (2005), in the first machine-learning approach to the resolution
of coreference in Dutch, explores the effects that methodological issues
have on learning coreference resolution: the selection of features, algorithm bias, parameter optimization, and training instance selection.
After conducting several experiments that compare the performance
of two different machine learners (Timbl, a memory-based package, vs.
Ripper, a rule induction one), she concludes that there is no general
set of “most informative features,” but that these largely depend on
the data set, the language, and the selection procedure. Moreover,
the choice of information sources interacts with other factors such as
algorithm bias and parameters. All in all, two algorithms cannot be
compared without an overall optimization of parameters, feature representation, and training instance selection.

1.3.2

Coreference resolution for Spanish

Coreference resolution for Spanish has exclusively been treated by the Language Processing and Information Systems Group (GPLSI) of the University
of Alicante, and always from a knowledge-based (factor-based) approach separating pronominal anaphora from definite and demonstrative NPs. Refer
to Table 1.3 (p. 17) for the evaluation scores.
 Pronominal anaphors.

Ferrández et al. (1999) and Palomar et al. (2001) focus on resolving personal pronouns, elliptical subjects, elliptical nouns within NPs
headed by an adjective, and surface-count anaphora.7 They develop
an anaphora-resolution module within a larger system that works from
the partial syntactic analysis generated by a syntactic module based
on the slot unification grammar. The output of this parsing module
is a “slot structure” logical form, which stores the lexical, syntactic,
morphological and semantic information of every constituent. The
anaphora resolution algorithm is factor-based (see Table 1.1), following a standard constraints-and-preferences selection.
7

Surface-count anaphora occurs when a noun refers to the surface structure of the
sentence in order to get its interpretation, like in:
(i)

(Sp.) Tanto Juan como Marı́a vinieron al concierto, pero el primero se fue a las
diez.
‘Both John and Mary came to the concert, but the first left at ten o’clock.’
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The set of constraints and preferences is basically an adaptation to
Spanish of the set used by Lappin and Leass (1994) for English, but
the adaptation must deal with the fact that, unlike Lappin and Leass
(1994), the Spanish version just relies on partial parsing. Constraints
fall into two major groups: morphological agreement (person, gender, and number), and c-command and minimal-governing-category
constraints. According to the latter, for instance, reflexive pronouns
cannot corefer with an NP that is included in a PP, and personal and
demonstrative pronouns cannot enter into a coreference relationship
with a subsequent NP within the same clause. As for preferences, the
importance of each kind of knowledge and their order are derived from
mining a corpus. They differ depending on whether the pronoun occurs within a PP or not. By way of example, the order of preferences
for elliptical subjects is the following:
1. Animate NPs (i.e. NPs that are not of time, direction, quantity, or
abstract type).
2. NPs that are in the same sentence.
3. NPs that are in the same sentence and are also the antecedent of another
elliptical subject.
4. NPs that are in the previous sentence.
5. NPs that are not included in a relative clause or apposition.
6. NPs that are not included in a PP, except for a ‘to’ and de ‘of’.
7. NPs that appear before the verb.
8. NPs that occur more than once in the text.

Saiz-Noeda’s (2002) ERA system is an extension of Palomar et al.’s
(2001) algorithm by incorporating syntactic functions, thus allowing
a revision and optimization of the constraints and preferences of the
original algorithm, as well as semantic information, which is obtained
from the Spanish WordNet. The WordNet synsets make it possible to
include constraints on the semantic compatibility between the candidate antecedent and the verb of which the anaphor is an argument,
thus helping in ranking candidate antecedents. The evaluation shows a
significant improvement with respect to the original system, although
the test corpus is considerably reduced.
 Definite and demonstrative descriptions (DDs).

Two different algorithms are presented in Muñoz (2001) for DDs that,
according to him, can be solved only with syntactico-semantic information without world knowledge. These correspond to three types:
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1. DDs with the same head.
(3)

(Sp.) La casa de la playa . . . Esa casa
‘The house of the beach . . . That house’

2. DDs with a semantically related head (a synonym, hypernym,
hyponym, or meronym).
(4)

(Sp.) Los soldados . . . Estos hombres
‘The soldiers . . . Those men’

3. DDs that fulfil a semantic role of a preceding verb and corefer
with the respective argument.
(5)

(Sp.) Juan [vende la casa a Fernando]. El vendedor
‘John [sells the house to Ferdinand]. The seller’

By limiting his scope to these three classes so as to avoid “pragmatic”
knowledge,8 Muñoz (2001) leaves out a central case of coreference:
DDs whose antecedent is a proper noun.
(6)

(Sp.) Bill Clinton . . . El presidente de los EEUU
‘Bill Clinton . . . The president of USA’

The first algorithm developed by Muñoz (2001) is based on a set of
heuristics that are applied as a filter to the list of candidates, which
consists of all DDs that have previously appeared in the text. After
having identified all DDs, those of type (1) are solved, and afterwards
those of types (2) and (3). The DDs for which no antecedent has
been found are all considered as first mentions, including coreferent
ones that require pragmatic knowledge (6). The heuristics check for
parallelism between the modifiers of the two DDs, embedding, semantic relations between the modifiers, gender and number agreement,
frequency, and distance.
The shortcomings detected in this algorithm lead him to develop a
second one, which attempts to identify first-mention DDs9 prior to resolution, reduce the number of comparisons in the search, and optimize
the whole procedure by means of weighted heuristics. The solution is
found in the automatic generation of a semantic net while the text is
processed on the basis of the Spanish WordNet. To this end, whenever an NP is encountered, all the available base concepts for its head
8

The reader wonders about the criteria that allow Muñoz (2001) to draw a clear-cut
distinction between those DDs that are solved semantically and those that are solved
pragmatically.
9
Muñoz (2001) inaccurately calls non-anaphoric those DDs that introduce an entity
into the text for the first time.
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Test corpus

Pa

98 206-word Blue Book
(telecommunications texts)
2 123-word Lexesp (different genres)

83% (pronouns)

Palomar et al. (2001)

375 pronouns (Blue Book)
and 1 302 pronouns (Lexesp)

76.8%

Muñoz (2001)

1 180 DDs (Lexesp, newspapers, and legal documents)

79.5%

Saiz-Noeda (2002)

3 000 words (two opinion articles and a narrative text)

94.49%

System
Ferrández et al. (1999)

Rb

97% (elliptical subjects)

75.3%

a

Precision (P) is the percentage of correct answers predicted for the target class with respect
True positives
to the correct and wrong answers predicted for that class.
True positives + False positives
b Recall (R) is the percentage of correct answers predicted for the target class with respect to
True positives
all true instances of the target class.
True positives + False negatives

Table 1.3: Results obtained by anaphora resolution systems for Spanish

that are found in WordNet make it possible to infer the word class. A
word sense disambiguation module is applied for polysemic words to
obtain the right sense. The resulting word class is then searched in the
semantic net: if it does not exist, the new class is created and the DD
classified as first mention; if it does exist and the NP is a DD, then
the resolution algorithm begins. Reducing the search space, the DD
is compared only with the NPs belonging to the same class. The set
of heuristics are the same as those used in the first approach, but now
a weight is given to each heuristic so that an “importance factor” is
computed for each candidate according to the number of heuristics it
does not violate. The candidate with the highest importance factor is
the one selected as antecedent. As a prior stage, first-mention DDs can
be ruled out by detecting all those DDs that are the first to activate
a concept in the semantic net.
An attempt to bring these different approaches together is outlined in
Palomar et al. (2000), where the system Phora is presented. Apart from the
anaphora resolution module, the system includes a PoS and semantic tagger
as well as a parser based on Lexical Functional Grammar. As described
above, the resolution of both pronouns and DDs relies on constraints and
preferences at different linguistic levels with the exception of discourse-based
and world knowledge. No evaluation on Phora is reported nor has it made
any impact, to my knowledge, on the research community.
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The fact that no large coreferentially annotated corpus exists for Spanish has blocked the development of corpus-based approaches to coreference
resolution for this language. On the other hand, it also means that systems
cannot be tested at a large scale, but just on small data sets that are annotated for the occasion. Apart from the ACE 2007 corpus annotated with
ACE-like entity types, Navarro (2007) constitutes another annotation effort,
although not coreference at full but just the same set of pronouns dealt with
in Palomar et al. (2001). The Cast3LB corpus10 (100 000 words) is enriched
by exploiting the morphological, syntactic and semantic information already
annotated, thus reducing the amount of manual annotation, which is well
known to be a time-consuming and tedious task. The semiautomatic process begins by employing Saiz-Noeda’s (2002) anaphora resolution system
to select from a list of candidates an antecedent for each anaphor; secondly,
the human annotator decides whether or not to accept the suggestion.

1.4

Research objectives

After this overview of the state of the art up to the present time, we can
see what remains to be improved and where this work aims to make impact.
This dissertation falls within the framework of corpus-based approaches.
My choice is motivated by the fact that no large corpus annotated with
coreference information exists for Catalan or Spanish. From a computational perspective, this corpus will make it possible to build a corpus-based
coreference resolution system for Catalan and one for Spanish, an unexplored research area as yet. The information from different levels (lexical, semantic, morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic) used in building a
chain-starting classifier casts light on potential features helpful for resolving coreference links. On the other hand, from a linguistic perspective, the
scientific community will have access to a large collection of real examples
of coreference, on the basis of which discourse models can be hypothesized,
existing theories about coreference (mostly based on constructed examples)
can be tested against real data, and contrastive studies of how coreference
is expressed crosslinguistically can be conducted. The corpus-based study
of chain-starting definite NPs, collating theoretical accounts with real data,
provides an insight in this regard.
More specifically, my goals in detail are:
 Considering the linguistic problem: gathering a full typology of coreference relations between pronouns and full NPs in Catalan and Spanish
in order to delimit the scope of the annotation.
 Considering the existing coreference annotation schemes developed for
English and other languages in the light of my scope.
10

The Cast3LB corpus is a component of the AnCora-Es corpus (see Section 3.1).
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 Defining a linguistically well-founded annotation scheme whose tags
consistently cover the contemplated cases and can be computationally
useful. These guidelines are made explicit in two coreference annotation manuals.
 Customising and adapting an annotation tool to meet our annotation
scheme so as to facilitate the annotators’ job.
 Annotating two samples of 100 000 words from the AnCora corpora in
order to check and refine the original guidelines.
 Carrying out a reliability study to test whether the intercoder agreement is high enough so as to ensure the reliability of the annotation.
 Bringing together theoretical claims on definiteness and collating them
with linguistic evidence extracted from corpus data.
 Testing the results from the corpus-based study on definiteness by
building a chain-starting classifier of definite NPs.

1.5

Dissertation outline

This dissertation is structured in six chapters organized as follows. The current chapter introduces the task of coreference resolution and outlines prior
work in this respect. It serves to specify the objectives of the present study.
Chapter 2 begins by dissecting coreference as it occurs in real data, thus
justifying why coreference resolution is said to be one of the most challenging problems in artificial intelligence. The way the hardness inherent in this
linguistic phenomenon has been dealt with by the most influential coreference annotation schemes is considered by presenting each tagset. A more
critical perspective points out advantages and shortcomings. The chapter
closes with an overview of annotated corpora of English and other languages
in relation with the corpus genre, the coding scheme, and the corpus size.
Chapter 3 presents the first significant contribution of this dissertation.
After a brief introduction to AnCora, the corpora we work with, I describe
the annotation strategy that was designed and followed to enrich AnCora
with coreference information. Next an own annotation scheme is presented
in detail: the choice of tags is explained and illustrated with examples extracted from the corpora themselves. Finally, the annotation tool that supports the coding task is illustrated.
Chapter 4 reports a reliability study with eight annotators. Different
statistics to measure agreement are discussed from the perspective of coreference annotation. Krippendorff’s alpha is computed for this study, and
the cases of disagreement are discussed. Besides, a typology of sources of
disagreement is proposed, which is novel to the best of our knowledge.
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Chapter 5 corresponds to the second main contribution of this dissertation. It reports on an experiment using the multilevel AnCora corpus. As a
first step towards building a coreference resolution system for Catalan and
Spanish, I focus on definite noun phrases. They are studied from three different perspectives – theoretical, empirical, and computational – integrating
theoretical claims, testing hypotheses, and inferring a series of heuristics so
as to construct a chain-starting classifier.
In Chapter 6, I summarise the conclusions of the dissertation in the light
of what has been achieved, and suggest future work in the light of my longterm project. Finally, the appendix includes a newspaper article from the
Catalan corpus (AnCora-Ca) fully annotated with coreference following our
scheme.
Three publications have resulted from the work here presented: a paper (Recasens et al., 2007b) in the 6th International Conference on Recent
Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP 2007), a paper (Recasens et al., 2007a) in the journal Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural
published by the Sociedad Española para el Procesamiento del Lenguaje
Natural (Spanish Society for Natural Language Processing), and a paper
(Recasens et al., 2008) in the 3rd International Conference on Linguistic
Evidence hold in Tübingen (Germany).
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2
ENCODING COREFERENCE LINKS

The introductory chapter pointed out the need for corpora annotated with
coreference information for two main reasons. On the one hand, to test
coreference resolution systems: reliability can only be achieved with largescale evaluations. On the other hand, to train corpus-based systems, as
large amounts of data are required for machine learning in general, and
especially for coreference resolution. Annotating coreference, however, is
not a trivial task, since the way coreference relations occur in real data
is full of complexities – unnoticed by language users. A wide variety of
sources of knowledge come into play in establishing coreference relations,
ranging from lexical to discourse information as well as world knowledge at
large. This is what makes it so difficult from a computational point of view.
According to Fraurud (1990), there are three steps to approach the problem:
1. Making explicit coreference relations.
2. Determining the knowledge necessary to establish these relations.
3. Formulating this knowledge in a computationally tractable way.
Steps 1 and 2 are closely interrelated, since one needs to have reasons to mark
a coreference relation while at the same time by encoding these relations
one becomes aware of the grounds whereon language users establish such
links. This chapter is mainly devoted to Step 1, although going hand in
hand with Step 2, issues concerning the latter will also emerge alongside.
The chapter begins by dissecting coreference as it occurs in real data, by
pointing out problematic cases on which any annotation task has to meet
specific decisions (Section 2.1). This discussion provides the foundations
for the three following sections (2.2, 2.3, 2.4), where the coding schemes
underlying the annotation of the largest existing corpora are presented: the
MUC, the ACE, and the MATE schemes, respectively. They exemplify
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different designs that result from specific decisions as to how to deal with
the hard linguistic issues. Finally, the proposals are compared in Section
2.5, and an overview of current annotated corpora of English and other
languages is given.

2.1

Coreference case by case

Enriching a text with coreference tags involves making explicit the coreference relations that hold between certain discourse entities. Put it this way,
it seems a straightforward task, but we shall see that the picture is rather
complex. An annotation scheme is useful provided that it is consistent. To
this end, the guidelines need to contemplate and specify all the cases that the
coder may encounter, and offer criteria so that annotators have the means
to choose the most appropriate tag.
A successful coding scheme must find the right balance between linguistic theorizing and observational data. Consequently, the design of a coding
scheme goes hand in hand with the consideration of corpus data. The following list points out the main issues that arose throughout the definition
of the coreference annotation scheme for AnCora, yielding a typology of
coreference in Catalan and Spanish in the style of Hirst (1981) for English.
For now, I shall just mention the issues, illustrated with real examples from
the two languages; how I decided to deal with each of them will become
clear in Chapter 3, after considering first how other schemes have tackled
the problem.
1. Elliptical pronouns
Unlike English, where all subjects must be made explicit in the text,
the rich verbal morphology of Catalan and Spanish makes it possible
that pronominal subjects are ommitted if no contrast is being made.
Coreference relations can thus hold between two elements one of which
has been omitted.1
(1)

(Cat.) La mitjana d’edat dels ramaders empordanesos és de 47 anys
i *0* tenen una jornada laboral de 73 hores setmanals.
‘The average age of the stock farmers from the Emporda region is of
47 years and (they) have a working timetable of 73 hours per week.’

2. Clitic pronouns
Unstressed personal pronouns are clitic forms in the two languages we
are considering. When the clitic follows the verb, both merge into one
single word in Spanish (2-a), and the clitic is joined with a hyphen in
Catalan (2-b). Despite being attached at the end of the verb, clitics
1

Following the syntactic annotation of AnCora, elliptical subject pronouns are marked
with *0* and with the corresponding pronoun in brackets in the English translation.
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take part into coreference relations just as overt personal pronouns do
in English.
(2)

a.

b.

c.

(Sp.) La intención es reconocer el gran prestigio que tiene la
maratón y unirlo con esta gran carrera.
‘The intention is recognizing the great prestige that the Marathon
has and join|it with this big race.’
(Cat.) *0* va demanar un esforç per assimilar l’euro amb rapidesa i no deixar-ho per més endavant.
‘(She/He) asked for an effort to assimilate the euro quickly and
not postponing-it for later.’
(Cat.) Un vianant va aconseguir prendre-li la navalla a l’agressor.
‘A pedestrian managed to take-him the penknife from the aggressor.’

Example (2-c) illustrates a redundancy known as “clitic doubling” allowed by Catalan and Spanish, by which clitics can appear in the same
clause as the canonical complement with which they corefer.
3. Quoted speech
First- and second-person pronouns (3-a), including editorial we (3-b),
turn from deictic into anaphoric within quoted speech.
(3)

a.

b.

(Sp.) El guardameta del Atlético de Madrid, A. Jiménez, cumplió
ayer uno de sus sueños al vencer al Barcelona. “*0* Nunca habı́a
ganado al Barcelona.”
‘The goalkeeper of the Atlético de Madrid, A. Jiménez, realized
yesterday one of this dreams when winning Barcelona. “(I) had
never won Barcelona.”’
(Sp.) Spanair está creciendo – dijo el presidente – gracias a los
acuerdos que *0* tenemos con diversas compañı́as.
‘Spanair is growing – said the president – thanks to the agreements that (we) have with several companies.’

4. Possessives
With respect to coreference, possessive full NPs need to be split into
two units: the entire NP and the possessive determiner, since the
reference to the thing(s) possessed (4-a) must be distinguished from
the reference to the possessor (4-b).
(4)

a.

b.

(Cat.) La diversitat pel que fa a la nacionalitat dels músics d’Il
Gran Teatro Amaro és un dels factors importants, tot i que els
seus components sempre han mostrat interès.
‘The diversity with respect to the nationality of the musicians of
Il Gran Teatro Amaro is one of the important factors, although
its components have always shown interest.’
(Cat.) La diversitat pel que fa a la nacionalitat dels músics d’Il
Gran Teatro Amaro és un dels factors importants, tot i que els
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seus components sempre han mostrat interès.
‘The diversity with respect to the nationality of the musicians of
Il Gran Teatro Amaro is one of the important factors, although
its components have always shown interest.’

5. Embedded NPs
NPs embedded within a larger one can also be coreferent. For instance,
between the NPs el presidente de los Estados Unidos ‘the president of
the U.S.’ and el presidente del paı́s ‘the president of the country’ two
coreference links hold: one between the entire NPs (referring to the
same person), and one between los Estados Unidos ‘the U.S.’ and el
paı́s ‘the country’.
6. Split antecedent
The reference of plural NPs can coincide with the sum of two or more
individuals introduced in the discourse. Such individuals might be
syntactically summed through coordination (5-a) but they might not,
in which case we talk of a “split antecedent” (5-b).
(5)

a.

b.

(Cat.) Max Cahner, Marta Nadal, Joan A. Benach i Narcı́s J.
Aragó van coincidir . . . Per tots ells la solució . . .
‘Max Cahner, Marta Nadal, Joan A. Benach and Narcı́s J.
Aragó coincided . . . For all them the solution . . . ’
(Sp.) *0* Propongo abrir la campaña con un debate polı́tico
general y cerrarla con otro, aunque Rı́os advirtió que él está
dispuesto a que en esos debates participen los cabezas de otros
partidos.
‘(I) suggest opening the campaign with a general political debate and closing|it with another one, although Rı́os noticed that
he will allow that in those debates the heads of other parties
participate.’

7. Referential vs. attributive NPs
Traditional grammar assumes that NPs encode the expression of things,
while APs and VPs predicate something about them. Not all NPs,
however, are referential; the picture is not so simple. NPs can also
be attributive, complementing another noun by means of a PP (6-a),
as a proper noun (6-b), through an appositional phrase (6-c), or as
predicate nominals (6-d). The debate lies in whether it makes sense
to consider coreference between attributive NPs.
(6)

a.

(Cat.) Les condicions de treball
‘The working conditions’2

2

In English, nouns complementing another noun tend to appear as premodifiers, rather
than the conditions of working.
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b.
c.
d.

(Cat.) El grup de teatre Proscenium
‘The theatrical company Proscenium’
(Cat.) Xavier Carré, gerent de SEMEGA
‘Xavier Carré, the manager of SEMEGA’3
(Cat.) L’agrupament d’explotacions lleteres és l’únic camı́
‘The union of milk exploitations is the only way’

Nouns within lexicalized phrases (7-a) are not referential either.
(7)

a.

(Cat.) D’altra banda
‘On the other hand ’

8. Generic vs. specific NPs
In the same way that there is no doubt that talking about apples in
general is not the same as talking about one or a group of specific
apples, this distinction extends to time-dependent entities of a kind of
celebration. The generic celebration (e.g. the Olympic Games) differs
from a specific celebration (e.g. the Olympic Games of Barcelona).
As a result, proper coreference distinguishes two chains in (8-a): one
about the concert taking place at 7 on Sunday (el concert “La tenora
més enllà de la cobla”), and the other chain about the concert as a
type (Aquest concert). This issue extends to those relations known as
“function-value” (8-b) in which a measure takes a value at a specific
time and place.
(8)

a.

b.

(Cat.) El Teatre de Palamós serà l’escenari diumenge a les set
del concert “La tenora més enllà de la cobla”. Aquest concert
es va crear l’any 2000. D’ençà aquest espectacle ha visitat diferents indrets de Catalunya. El preu de les localitats pel concert
de diumenge és 3 euros.
‘The Theatre of Palamos will stage on Sunday at 7 the concert “The tenora beyond the cobla”. This concert was created in
2000. Since then this show has visited different places in Catalonia. The price of the seats for the concert on Sunday is 3
euros.’
(Cat.) Al Garraf, la taxa d’atur s’ha situat en un 7,02%
. . . Catalunya segueix sent el territori amb la taxa d’atur més
baixa a Espanya amb un 6,6%.
‘In Garraf, the unemployment rate has reached 7.02% . . .
Catalonia is still the region with the lowest unemployment rate
in Spain with 6.6%.’

9. Metonymy
The reference of a word on its own might differ from its reference when
used within a discourse, as Kripke (1977) already pointed out in his
3

Notice that English does not allow bare NPs (with no determiner) as appositions.
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distinction between “semantic reference” and “speaker’s reference.”
Consequently, metonymy4 can license coreference relations between
words with different semantic references.
(9)

a.
b.

(Sp.) Rusia llegó a la conclusión . . . Moscú proclamó . . .
‘Russia came to the conclusion . . . Moscow proclaimed . . . ’
(Sp.) Egipto necesita más de 250 millones de dólares para eliminar las minas que se encuentran en diferentes zonas de este paı́s.
‘Egypt needs more than 250 million dollars to remove the mines
that are located in different areas of this country.’

A metonymical bridge also accounts for cases of “type shift” such as
(9-b), in which NEs of different types are used as coreferent: Egipto
‘Egypt’ refers to the organization whereas este paı́s ‘this country’ denotes the location. The existence of “speaker’s reference” accounts for
the high subjectivity inherent in coreference, hence ambiguities and
underspecifications.
10. Discourse deixis
Some NPs do not corefer with a previous NP but with a discourse
segment. This is known in the literature as reference to “abstract
objects” or “discourse deixis” (Webber, 1979). The referent can be
the proposition itself (10-a), the event token (10-b), or the event type
(10-c).
(10)

a.

b.

c.

(Sp.) El jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas de Sudáfrica, el general Nyanda, afirmó hoy en su primera visita oficial a Angola
que las Fuerzas Armadas de este paı́s “consiguieron destruir
buena parte de las fuerzas convencionales de UNITA.” El general sudafricano hizo estas declaraciones . . .
‘The head of the Armed Forces of South Africa, general Nyanda,
confirmed today in his first official visit to Angola that the
Armed Forces of this country “managed to destroy a big part of
the conventional forces of UNITA.” The South African general
made these declarations . . . ’
(Sp.) Un pirata informático consiguió robar los datos de 485.000
tarjetas de crédito ... El robo fue descubierto...
‘A hacker managed to steal the data of 485 000 credit cards ...
The robbery was discovered ...’
(Cat.) El 1966, la monja va vomitar sang. El fet es va repetir
al cap de sis mesos.
In 1966, the nun threw blood up. The event happened again six
months after.

4

Metonymy is the use of a word for an entity which is associated with the entity
originally denoted by the word, e.g. dish for course.
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11. Bound anaphora
It remains controversial whether NPs bounded by a quantifier can
enter into a coreference relation. Cases of a distributional kind (11-a)
express a relation different from coreference: if cada una ‘each’ is linked
to EDF y Mitsubishi ‘EDF and Mitsubishi,’ then it follows that a total
of two licenses, not four, were bought. These cases, however, must be
distinguished from phrases introduced by cada ‘each’ that, by being
distributed into each of the components, result in a whole that equals
the sum of the parts (11-b).
(11)

a.

b.

(Sp.) EDF y Mitsubishi participaron en la licitación de licencias para construir centrales eléctricas y se quedaron con dos
cada una.
‘EDF and Mitsubishi participated in the bidding for licenses to
build power stations and they got two each.’
(Sp.) Brasil buscará el pase a la final ante los vigentes campeones, los australianos . . . Los números uno de cada equipo,
Rafter y Kuerten, abrirán el fuego en la primera jornada.
‘Brasil will look for its pass to the final before the actual champions, the Australians . . . The numbers one of each team, Rafter
and Kuerten, will open the first day.’

12. Bridging reference
Some relations might look like coreferential ones when they are of
a different kind. Bridging relations (Clark, 1977) hold between two
elements in which the second is interpreted by an inferential process
(“bridge”) on the basis of the first. The relation her house . . . the
window is a prototypical bridging, but real data show cases that are
not so straightforward.
(12)

a.

b.

(Cat.) CiU perd Carles Viver, el representant que *0* tenia al
Constitucional. En aquest buit, els dos partits hi han col·locat
l’advocat Eugeni Gay.
‘CiU loses Carles Viver, the representative that (it) had in the
Constitutional. In this vacancy, the two parties have placed
the lawyer Eugeni Gay.’
(Cat.) L’acusat va clavar-li la navalla al coll i intentar propinarli dues ganivetades més, que la vı́ctima no va rebre gràcies al
fet que l’arma va xocar amb una cartera. En aquell moment
...
‘The accused stuck a penknife into his neck and tried to slit him
twice more, which the victim did not get because the weapon
clashed with a wallet. In that moment . . . ’

Corpus-based methods depend to a large extent on the quality of the corpora
they are trained on. The annotation scheme must be able to express the
features on which learning algorithms can rely on (see Table 1.2 in Chapter
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1). A good set of pertinent and comprehensive features are made possible by a complete and consistent annotation. A successful system results
thus from combining an appropriate learning environment with a large corpus conveniently annotated. The following sections present three influential
coreference annotation schemes in the light of the issues outlined above, thus
especially focusing on:
 The grounds (syntax, semantics, etc.) on which markables are delimited. By markables it is meant the linguistic items between which
coreference relations might hold.
 The distinction of coreference vs. other relations (anaphora, predication, part-of, type-token, etc.).
 The formal representation of the annotations.

2.2

The MUC scheme

The coreferentially annotated corpora developed for the two DARPA Message Understanding Conferences account for the boom that coreference resolution saw in the late 90s. The MUC-6 and MUC-7 data sets are both based
on English newspaper articles: the former from the Wall Street Journal
(mainly economical news) and the latter from the New York Times (mainly
articles about airlines and plane crashes). The MUC corpora, however, contain a rather limited number of words, approximately 55 000 (Table 2.1).
For the purposes of the evaluation program, specific guidelines were provided within the Coreference Task Definition so as to make clear to the
participants what was annotated and what was not. I will discuss the guidelines for the last competition, MUC-7 (Hirschman and Chinchor, 1997). In
order to understand the reasons that account for some of the decisions that
were taken, we need to bear in mind the four criteria underlying the task
definition. According to the authors, these criteria “often push in different
directions.” Listed in order of priority, they are:

MUC-6 (1995)

MUC-7 (1998)

Training corpus

30 documents
15 000 words

30 documents
15 000 words

Test corpus

30 documents
15 000 words

20 documents
10 000 words

Table 2.1: MUC data sets
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1. Support for the MUC information extraction tasks.
2. Ability to achieve good (ca. 95%) interannotator agreement.
3. Ability to mark text up quickly (and therefore, cheaply).
4. Desire to create a corpus for research on coreference and discourse
phenomena, independent of the MUC extraction task.
Criteria 4 seems to be the one pushing in another direction, since the
first three are not incompatible with each other whereas the last one calls
for a wide-coverage annotation. Priority is given to preserving high interannotator agreement over capturing every possible phenomenon that could
fall under the heading of “coreference.” For this reason, the scheme covers
only coreference among NPs that stand in a general relation of “identity,”
without more fine-grained distinctions.
The annotation uses SGML tagging within the text stream, adding a
<COREF> tag to those NPs that stand in a relation of identity. The tag of
the antecedent contains an obligatory attribute, ID, with an identification
number for the string, and an optional attribute, MIN, which is used in
complex NPs to indicate the minimum string (usually the head) that the
system must identify in order to consider a resolution correct.
<COREF ID="99"> Lawson Mardon Group Ltd. </COREF> said ...
<COREF ID="100" MIN="Haden MacLellan PLC"> Haden MacLellan PLC
of Surrey, England </COREF> ...
The coreferent expression has three obligatory attributes (ID, TYPE, REF)
and an optional one (STATUS). Apart from the ID number, the TYPE attribute is superfluous since only one type of coreference relation is marked (it
is always filled with “IDENT”) and REF contains the ID of the antecedent.
The STATUS attribute always takes the value (“OPT”) and it is for evaluational purposes, being added when the link is considered to be optional, e.g.
predicate relations. No system will thus be penalized for these relations.
<COREF ID="101" TYPE="IDENT" REF="100"> Haden MacLellan </COREF>
The guidelines specify that “the coreference relation will be marked between elements of the following categories: nouns, NPs, and pronouns.” To
the linguist’s surprise, “NPs” are taken to mean full NPs, whereas “nouns”
correspond to named entities (NEs). Markables do not include relative pronouns, interrogative wh- NPs, substrings of NEs, or verbal gerunds (nominalized gerunds are considered as noun-like). Since clauses are not markables,
no relation is marked for pronouns or full NPs whose antecedent is a clause.
Let us see now the decisions taken for more specific issues:
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- Elliptical pronouns: English does not allow elliptical subject pronouns,
and implicit subjects in coordinated sentences are not markables.
- Quoted speech: First- and second-person pronouns are also markables and
can be linked to third-person pronouns in the main text.
- Possessives: There are two potential markables, the entire NP and the
possessive determiner.
- Embedded bare nouns: Prenominal modifiers are markable only if they
are coreferent with an NE or a nominal head. Thus drug is marked in
(13-a) but contract is not in (13-b).
(13)

a.
b.

He was accused of money laundering and drug trafficking. However, the trade in drugs . . .
Ocean Drilling & Exploration Co. will sell its contract drilling
business . . . Ocean Drilling said it will offer 15% of the contract
drilling business in the near future.

- Coordinated NPs: The individual conjuncts as well as the entire conjoined
NP are all potential markables.
The MUC corpora are only annotated with coreference information. Instead
of marking all NPs, only those entering into coreference relations are manually annotated. Coders are told to enclose in SGML tags the maximal NP
(including all its modifiers) and designate the head in the MIN attribute.
Coreference is defined as the relation between two markables that “refer
to the same object, set activity, etc. It is not a requirement that one of
the markables is ‘semantically dependent’ on the ‘other’, or is an anaphoric
phrase.” The MUC identity relations also include:
a. Links between a bound anaphor and the NP which binds it (18-b).
b. Most appositions, like
San Diego, one of America’s finest cities and one of America’s finest cities ,

but not
the criminals, often legal immigrants and often legal immigrants .

c. Predicate nominals, including all kinds of copulas.
(14)

Higgins will serve as president of Dreamy Detergents.

No matter time-dependent identity, all attributes are linked (19-a).
d. Types (i.e. generics) and tokens.
(15)

Producers don’t like to see a hit wine increase in price . . . Producers
have seen this market opening up.
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e. Functions and values, the function always linked to the most recent value.
(16)

The temperature is 90.

f. Metonymy.
(17)

The White House sent its health care proposal to Congress. Senator
Dole said the administration’s bill had little chance of passing.

In the absence of more specific principles, the coreference judgments are
left to “the intelligent reader’s knowledge of the world resulting from his
or her best understanding of the text.” The authors want to restrict the
task and make it easier for annotators so that high agreement is achieved.
However, this results in collapsing under one single label (“identity”) different cases that differ from each other. The MUC scheme has been severely
criticized (van Deemter and Kibble, 2000) for conflating “elements of genuine coreference with elements of anaphora and predication in unclear and
sometimes contradictory ways”:
 Bound anaphora.

(18)

a.
b.

Whenever a solution emerged, we embraced it.
Every TV network reported its profits.

Van Deemter and Kibble (2000) argue that a solution (18-a) is a nonreferring NP, it does not refer to any single solution, and so it makes
no sense to link it coreferentially. Likewise, quantifying NPs such as
every TV network (18-b) refer to the set of all TV networks and it
does not corefer with its.
 Relation between a subject and a predicative NP. The referentiality of
predicative NPs is also problematic and yet the MUC task description
instructs annotators to let them corefer with other NPs.
 Intensionality.

(19)

a.
b.

Henry Higgins, who was formerly sales director of Sudsy Soaps,
became president of Dreamy Detergents.
The stock price fell from $4.02 to $3.85.

Sentences involving change over time are not treated as it is due, since
there is no equivalence relation in (19-a) between the three NPs. Likewise, instead of asking annotators to consider the more recent value
in (19-b), it would make more sense to exclude these functional descriptions from entering coreference relations, as they simply do not
refer.
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 Bare nouns functioning as prenominal modifiers are marked up only
if they corefer with an NE or head (13), which brings about much
indeterminacy and makes the task too dependent on the annotators’
decisions and abilities to detect all potential links.

Van Deemter and Kibble (2000) conclude that the identity relation annotated in MUC must be distinguished from the coreference relation, thus
calling for a rethinking of the coreference annotation enterprise. Despite
this criticism, the MUC scheme has been used to annotate several corpora
in English (Gaizauskas and Humphreys, 1996; Mitkov et al., 1999) as well
as in other languages (Hoste, 2005), and the MUC corpora, being the only
ones available for coreference for a long time, have been – and they still are
– widely used for English.

2.3

The ACE scheme

Section 1.3 already pointed out the central role played by ACE (Automatic
Content Extraction; Doddington et al., 2004), the evaluation program that
is the continuation of MUC since 1999. The Entity Detection and Recognition task has been supported for English, Arabic, Chinese, and new to ACE
2007 was a pilot evaluation using Spanish data: a training corpus of 150 000
words, and a test corpus of 50 000 words, both of the newswire domain. The
English corpus includes different genres: newswire, broadcast news, broadcast conversations, weblogs, discussion forums, and conversational telephone
speech. I will review the ACE scheme on the basis of the guidelines given
for Spanish (Linguistic Data Consortium LDC, 2006). ACE 2007 had five
recognition tasks:
- Entity Detection and Recognition (EDR)
- Value Detection and Recognition
- Time Detection and Recognition
- Relation Detection and Recognition
- Event Detection and Recognition
Since coreference is mainly involved in the first task, EDR, I shall delve into
this one. The definition of EDR is based on two basic concepts. An entity is
assumed to be an object or set of objects in the world; whereas a mention is
assumed to be a reference to an entity. By way of example, several mentions
of a single entity are Joe Smith; the guy wearing a blue shirt; he. The
objective of EDR is to find and collect into equivalence classes all mentions
(whether proper nouns, descriptions, or pronouns) of a few specific entity
types. Although the ACE program addresses the same issues as the MUC
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program, its research objectives are defined in terms of the target objects
(i.e. specific entity types) rather than in terms of the entities in the text.
Therefore, this limitation to seven entity types is the main distinguishing
feature of ACE. Apart from the TYPE attribute, the SUBTYPE attribute
is a more fine-grained distinction within each type:
 Person (PER): humans, e.g. the butcher.
Subtypes: individual, group, indeterminate.
 Organization (ORG): corporations, agencies, and other groups of
people defined by an established organizational structure, e.g. University of Minnesota.
Subtypes: commercial, educational, entertainment, government, media, medical-science, non-governmental, religious, sports.
 Geo-political Entity (GPE): geographical regions defined by political and/or social groups, e.g. the European Union. The reason for this
hybrid type was the observation that the same word can often imply
different entity types, or what is more, coreference can occur between
different underlying entity types.
Subtypes: continent, county-or-district, GPE-cluster, populationcenter, nation, special, state-or-province.
 Location (LOC): geographical areas and landmasses, bodies of water,
and geological formations, e.g. borders shared by Turkey, Azerbaijan,
and Georgia.
Subtypes: address, boundary, celestial, land-region-natural, regiongeneral, region-international, water-body.
 Facility (FAC): buildings and other permanent man-made structures
and real estate improvements, e.g. the oil refinery.
Subtypes: airport, building-grounds, path, plant, subarea-facility.
 Vehicle (VEH): a physical device primarily designed to move an object from one location to another, e.g. the compartment of the train.
Subtypes: air, land, subarea-vehicle, underspecified, water.
 Weapon (WEA): physical devices primarily used as instruments for
physically harming or destroying other entities, e.g. Sarin gas.
Subtypes: biological, blunt, chemical, exploding, nuclear, projectile,
sharp, shooting, underspecified.

Mentions which do not fit into any of these entity types are simply ignored. Apart from a type and subtype attributes, each entity must be
assigned a CLASS that describes the kind of reference it makes:
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 Specific referential (SPC): a particular, specific and unique real
world entity.

(20)

A crowd of angry Muslims set fire to a hotel.

 Generic referential (GEN): it refers not to a particular object, but
to an entire class or kind of entity.

(21)

About 231 feet to 264 feet of water is shallow for submarines.

 Negatively quantified (NEG): it has been quantified such that it
refers to the empty set of the type of object mentioned.

(22)

No sensible lawyer would take that case.

 Underspecified (USP): the entity cannot be precisely accounted for,
namely quantified NPs in modal, future, conditional, hypothetical,
negated, uncertain and question contexts.

(23)

Many people will participate in the parade.

ACE uses SGML tags, but instead of inline annotation, it opts for standoff format, which keeps separate the base file from the annotation file: the
first file contains the plain text while the second contains pointers to elements of the base file and the annotations are attached to these pointers.
An ACE annotation file lists all entities encountered in the document with
<ENTITY> elements. Each of these contains as its children the mentions
(<ENTITY_MENTION> elements) that denote the same parent entity.
Each mention contains a TYPE attribute that indicates whether it is
a named entity (NAM), a common noun (NOM) – including bare nouns –
or a pronoun (PRO) – including wh-question words and specifiers (which),
partitive constructions (e.g. half of the team), and headless NPs (the dead ).
A distinction is also kept between referential (REF) and attributive (ATR)
mentions, namely mentions that state a property about an entity referenced
by another mention. ATR mentions include predicate nominals, appositive
phrases, and nominal modifiers. An entity can contain both referential and
attributive mentions.
For each mention, both its full <extent> (the entire NP) and its <head>
are recorded by specifying respectively their starting and ending characters
within the <charseq> element. The marking of the head resembles the MIN
attribute of the MUC scheme. Detailed instructions are given on what word
is to be chosen as the mention head.
The following example corresponds to an entity of type:organization,
subtype:commercial, and class:specific. The first mention is a proper noun, a
pronoun follows, and next two common nouns, the last one being attributive.
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(24)

Ebeid is to meet representatives of “Sainsbury” in Egypt in the next few
days, to review “the obstacles they are facing and to work on eliminating
them.” El-Sherif . . . added that the follow-up report had revealed that the
company had been the victim of a “fierce campaign by competitors”.

<entity ID="...-E17" TYPE="ORG" SUBTYPE="Commercial" CLASS="SPC">
<entity_mention ID="...-E17-38" TYPE="NAM" ATR="FALSE">
<extent>
<charseq START="1676" END="1684"> Sainsbury </charseq>
</extent>
<head>
<charseq START="1676" END="1684"> Sainsbury </charseq>
</head>
</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="...-E17-40" TYPE="PRO" ATR="FALSE">
<extent>
<charseq START="1743" END="1746"> they </charseq>
</extent>
<head>
<charseq START="1743" END="1746"> they </charseq>
</head>
</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="...-E17-42" TYPE="NOM" ATR="FALSE">
<extent>
<charseq START="1866" END="1876"> the company </charseq>
</extent>
<head>
<charseq START="1870" END="1876"> company </charseq>
</head>
</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="...-E17-48" TYPE="NOM" ATR="TRUE">
<extent>
<charseq START="2117" END="2163"> the victim of a
"fierce campaign by competitors" </charseq>
</extent>
<head>
<charseq START="2121" END="2126"> victim </charseq>
</head>
</entity_mention>
</entity>
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Coreference itself is not paid much attention in the guidelines but presented as a straightforward task once all mentions have been identified: “For
each entity, we record and coreference all mentions of the entity. There are
no limits on the use of inference and world knowledge in detecting and recognizing entities. The determination should represent the system’s best judgment of the source’s intention (i.e. the intention of the author or speaker).”
The annotation of coreference links in ACE is thus recast as a problem of
identifying and classifying each mention into its appropriate entity.
Metonymy is especially highlighted in that mentions used metonymically
are to be included within the entity they are referencing and marked by
the “metonymy_mention” attribute. Firstly, “nickname metonymy” occurs
when the name of an entity is used to refer to another entity related to it,
as when using a capital city name to refer to the country’s government or
to a sports team.
(25)

a.
b.

Beijing will not continue sales of anti-ship missiles to Iran.
We hope to solve this problem in the games before Bolivia and
Venezuela.

Secondly, “cross-type metonymy” occurs when more than one aspect of an
entity is referenced in a document. For example, entities of type:organization
often have a physical entity of type:facility associated with them.
(26)

Wouters died an hour later at St. John Macomb Hospital. The suspect
died later the same night, hospital spokeswoman O’Grady said Thursday.

The first mention is referencing the physical building, whereas the second
references the organization that runs the hospital.
The restriction to a specific set of entity types makes the task easier.
Besides, systems participating in the evaluation competition only need to
output entities of the class:specific referential. However, it is suggested that
“performance on specific entities may prove to be better if a system attempts
to output more than just the specific entities.”

2.4

The MATE meta-scheme

The goal of the MATE project (Davies et al., 1998) was to develop tools to
support dialogue annotation, including syntactic information, coreference,
and dialogue acts. Therefore, unlike the MUC and ACE schemes, which
were developed with the specific goal of coding data for evaluation programs, the MATE scheme is put forward as a proposal, a “meta-scheme”
that offers a list of potential tags to the designer of a scheme, who can extract his own scheme according to the needs of the annotation task. As
the authors point out, there is no such thing as a universally useful standard for coreference annotation in dialogues. Interestingly enough, MATE
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is designed with languages other than English in mind.
The meta scheme consists of a core scheme and three extensions. MATE
is thus a flexible scheme, very useful for linguistic analyses, as it can adapt
to various research purposes. The core scheme was developed with a twofold objective: to produce a scheme which (i) offers coverage similar to that
offered by the MUC scheme and which (ii) is likely to be reliable in terms
of interannotator agreement. The three extensions enable additional links:
references to the visual situation, an extended range of anaphoric expressions
(e.g. incorporated clitics) and antecedents (e.g. discourse segments), and a
more complex set of relations (“bridging”).
The MATE scheme also adopts the SGML standard, but differently from
MUC, it recommends the use of standoff annotation as well as the use of two
different elements to mirror the distinction between markables and coreference relations. The <de> tag (Discourse Entity5 ) encodes each markable
with an ID number attribute. A separate tag, the <link> one, is added
whenever a coreference relation is found. It contains two attributes: an
HREF pointer to the <de> element that stands in a coreference relation,
and a TYPE attribute specifying the type of link (which in the case of the
core scheme can only be “ident”). The antecedent is expressed within the
<link> tag in the HREF attribute of the <anchor> element.
<de ID="de_01"> We </de>’re gonna take <de ID="de_02"> the
engine E3 </de> and shove <de ID="de_03"> it </de> over to ...
<link href="de_03" type="ident">
<anchor href="de_02"/> </link>
Encoding the antecedent as a separate <anchor> tag within <link>
makes it possible to add more than one antecedent and so annotate ambiguities, which are very common in spoken dialogue. The MATE scheme also
puts emphasis on how to deal with disfluencies and hesitations, which are
typical of dialogues.
In the core scheme, only identity relations between NPs are considered.
This allows for identifying markables (NPs) automatically in case that the
corpus has already been enriched with syntactic information. However, the
identity relation is more restricted than it is in MUC. Function-value relations (see (31) below), for instance, are kept distinct from identity relations
(the third extension adds the corresponding label). Being a meta-scheme,
MATE gives no detailed instructions for annotation but just general advice, providing an inventory of the options for identifying markables that
are available to designers of a scheme. It is suggested that not all NPs
5
Another difference between the MATE and MUC schemes is the conceptualization
underlying the annotation: only the first relies on discourse model theories, by which a
discourse is assumed to involve the construction of a shared discourse model containing
discourse entities. The MATE scheme is meant as a partial representation of the discourse
model evoked by a text, hence the name given to the tag for NPs is <de>.
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should be treated as markables, but that predicate nominals and appositive
phrases should be excluded. Attention is also drawn to decide whether to
mark NPs within negated or questioned contexts and whether to include
non-restrictive relative clauses as part of the DE.
The first extension concerns references to the visual situation. For this
purpose, to each dialogue a <universe> element is added that is filled with a
<ue> element (with an ID attribute) for each object in the visual scene that
can be referred to, such as the places and objects around the participants
of the conversation. References to these objects can then be represented by
means of the same <link> mechanism used in the core scheme.
The second extension contemplates extending the set of markables to:
- Elliptical pronouns
- Incorporated clitics
- Abstract objects
With a <seg> tag verbs with elliptical subjects or incorporated clitics, which
are common in Romance languages, can be marked.
Conoces a <de ID="de_168"> mi suegra? </de>
[Do you know my mother-in-law?]
Pues <seg ID="seg_169"> dale </seg> este libro ...
[Then give|her this book]
<link href="seg_169" type="ident">
<anchor href="de_168"/> </link>
The <seg> element can also be used to identify constituents other than NPs
that are the antecedents in discourse deixis, namely a clause or sequence of
clauses. An additional TYPE attribute might be used to specify the type
of object introduced (proposition, event, or action).
<seg ID="de_129" type="prop"> Doctors are still convinced
that <de ID="de_131"> Tamoxifen </de> can prevent breast
cancer </seg>. <de ID="de_132"> This </de> is because of ...
<link href="de_132" type="ident">
<anchor href="seg_129"/> </link>
The principles that must guide the decision of which textual region counts as
antecedent and which type of object is the antecedent are left to the scheme
designer. It is stressed, however, that no reliability study for this type of
annotation has been carried out.
Finally, the third extension goes beyond coreference and targets bridging
references, namely anaphoric expressions that denote objects that have not
been introduced in the discourse, but that are related to an entity already
introduced in the text by relations other than identity. In this case, the
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extension consists of enlarging the set of values that the TYPE attribute of
the <link> element can take:
 Set membership

(27)

The kids went to a party last weekend. Paul wanted to wear his
new suit.

 Subset

(28)

You have here the models of rockets. And you are going to try to
classify the rockets that have flown well.

 Possession (possible subtypes: attribute, partitive, strict possession)

(29)

The device, which included two booster tubes, may have been designed for an attack.

 Bound anaphora

(30)

Nobody likes his job.

 Function-value

(31)

The temperature rose to 90 degrees.

 Instantiation

(32)

We need oranges. There are some at Corning.

 Event relation

(33)

a.
b.

There was an explosion. The noise was tremendous.
Muslims were taught guerrilla warfare in Afghanistan. The
instructors were members of radical Islamic militant groups.

In the case of bridging references, the proposals indicate that, given
the low interannotator agreement reported by Poesio and Vieira (1998),
annotators should first try to identify an antecedent which is identical with
the anaphor and, if this fails, consider any of the extended bridging relations.
The most direct implementations of the ideas proposed in the MATE
meta-scheme are the GNOME and VENEX projects, which led to a revision
of the MATE meta-scheme (Poesio, 2004b). The GNOME corpus (Poesio, 2004a) includes texts from three domains with a total of about 9 000
NPs. The annotators only marked relations between NPs. GNOME incorporated aspects of two extensions: references to the visual situation, and
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three bridging relations (set membership, subset, and possession). A reasonable agreement on identity relations was found (80%), but only 22% of
bridging references were marked in the same way by both annotators. Extending the range of relations proved difficult and it showed the need for
allowing one markable to be linked to more than one antecedent through
different types of relations.
The VENEX corpus (Poesio et al., 2004a) is an Italian corpus of spoken
dialogues and newspaper articles. Instantiating the MATE scheme with a
Romance language made it possible to test the annotation of clitics. Secondly, in this project the identification of markables was automatized, which
proved very useful. However, since this made it impossible not to mark predicative NPs, a further attribute was introduced to specify the type of semantic object denoted by an NP (term-denoting, quantitative, predicative). A
general conclusion was that ambiguity is a main issue when annotating coreference. With the aim of studying this linguistic phenomenon, the ongoing
ARRAU project (Poesio and Artstein, 2008) is developing a corpus where
coders are offered the opportunity to annotate ambiguity.

2.5

Summary

In this second chapter, I started by outlining the main issues underlying
coreference annotation, these issues on which coding schemes need to take
explicit decisions. I discussed the three most influential existing annotation
schemes focusing on the kind of information that can be encoded with the
tagset designed for the purpose. Table 2.2 specifies to what extent the
complex issues listed at the beginning of the chapter are covered by each
scheme (the dashline separates relations that go beyond coreference).
We saw that the target use of the corpus to be annotated strongly influences which and how coreference links are represented. On the one hand,
the MUC and ACE schemes are oriented towards international evaluation
campaigns, which call for corpora with high interannotator agreement. On
the other hand, the MATE meta-scheme also allows for developing corpora
usable for linguistic enquiries and research, so its extended version is able
to capture a wide range of coreferential as well as anaphoric relations.
The present discussion would be incomplete if no mention was made
to the ongoing OntoNotes project (Hovy et al., 2006), which is expected
to have far-reaching effects on the development of NLP applications once
the three corpora of English, Chinese and Arabic are fully released. They
comprise various genres and are going to be the largest corpora of these
languages annotated from the morphological to the pragmatic levels (parse
trees, predicate constituents and their arguments, word sense disambiguation, linking each word sense to an ontology node, NEs, and coreference
links). The leading principle of OntoNotes is to construct each annotation
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1. Elliptical pronouns
2. Clitic pronouns
3. Quoted speech
4. Possessives
5. Embedded NPs
6. Split antecedent
7. Referential vs. attributive
8. Generic vs. specific
9. Metonymy
10. Discourse deixis
11. Bound anaphora
12. Bridging reference

MUC

ACE

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

MATE
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

Table 2.2: Coverage of three major coreference schemes

layer at 90% interannotator agreement, which is a strong claim for the most
complex levels.
The coreference guidelines (Pradhan et al., 2007; BBN Technologies,
2006), apart from NPs, include as markables elliptical pronouns in pro-drop
languages like Chinese as well as verbs (the head of the verb phrase) that
are coreferenced with an NP (e.g. grew and the strong growth). Coreference
is not limited to ACE types, but NPs that are abstract or underspecified are
not annotated “in order to keep the annotation feasible at high agreement
levels.” However, the criteria on which an NP is to be considered abstract
or underspecified are nowhere specified. As for generics, they are linked to
referring pronouns and definite NPs (parents . . . they), but not to bare singular or plural NPs (cataract surgery . . . cataract surgery). Differently from
MUC, attributive NPs signalled by copular structures are not annotated,
and appositive constructions are not marked within an identity link, but
with another label: “appositive link.”
Table 2.3 summarises the largest coreferentially annotated corpora that
exist for the English language. In recent years there have also been some
efforts at developing corpora annotated with coreference for languages other
than English. Despite the existence of MUC, ACE, MATE and other schemes,
there is yet no general agreement on coreference annotation, and so, in the
lack of a standard, each annotation experiment has defined its tagset by
drawing from a widely used scheme and at the same time accommodating
it to the language in question and to the specific aims of the experiment. A
summary of non-English corpora is provided in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 does not include those corpora only annotated with anaphorical links for pronouns. Due to the decrease in interannotator agreement
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Corpus

Genre

Scheme

Size

MUC-7

Newspaper texts

MUC

25K

ACE 2007

Newswire, broadcast news,
broadcast conversations, weblogs, forums, telephone speech

ACE

300K

Wolverhampton
(Mitkov et al., 2000)

Technical manuals

MUC

50K

OntoNotes
(Pradhan et al., 2007)

Newswire, broadcast news,
broadcast conversation, newsgroups, weblogs, telephone
speech

OntoNotes

1 000Ka

GNOME
(Poesio, 2004a)

Museum labels, pharmaceutical
leaflets, tutorial dialogues

MATEb

30K

ARRAU
(Poesio and Artstein, 2008)

Task-oriented dialogues,
spoken narratives, newspaper
texts, mixed Gnome corpus

ARRAU

94Kc

a
b
c

As scheduled. 300K to date.
A revised version of the original MATE scheme.
Work still in progress. It is expected that the final version of the corpus will also
include half of the texts in the RST discourse treebank, as well as the files from the
Vieira-Poesio corpus (Poesio and Vieira, 1998) and the annotated files in the GNOME
corpus.

Table 2.3: English corpora annotated with coreference
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Hinrichs et al. (2004)

Krasavina and Chiarcos (2007)

TüBa-D/Z

b
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c

b

a

Rodrı́guez
(2007)

LUNAc
Polish, Italian, French

Italian

Dutch

German

German

Czech

Spanish

Language

Human-machine dialogues

Newspaper texts and
dialogues

Newspaper texts

Newspaper texts

Newspaper texts

Newspaper texts

Newswire texts

Genre

MATE/GNOME

MATE/GNOME

MUC

PoCoS/MATE

MATE

PDT

ACE

Scheme

Table 2.4: Non-English corpora annotated with coreference

Prague Dependency Treebank 2.0
Potsdam Commentary Corpus
Work still in progress.

al.

Poesio et al. (2004a)

VENEX
et

Hoste (2005)

KNACK-2002

PCC

Kučová and Hajičová
(2004)

PDT 2.0a

al.

Doddington
(2004)

ACE 2007

et

Author

Corpus

9 100 dialogues

30 texts and 6 dialogues

26K

33K

640K

800K

200K

Size
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when coreference is annotated for all NPs (pronouns as well as full NPs and
proper names), corpora aiming at high interannotator agreement often opt
for restricting the marking to pronouns, such as the project of a 1 000 000word corpus for French started by the University of Stendahl, Grenoble and
Xerox Research Centre Europe (Tutin et al., 2000). The pronouns in a
Danish corpus of approximately 40 000 words (seven fairy tales) have been
annotated by Navarretta (2007). As for Spanish, the end of Section 1.3.2
made reference to the 6 000 anaphoric pronouns of the Cast3LB corpus that
have been linked with their antecedent (Navarro, 2007) by means of a semiautomatic process, using the same XML tags and attributes as the MUC
scheme. Although the semiautomatic annotation makes the time-consuming
task faster, it also brings noise, since not all anaphors are detected and the
correct antecedent is not suggested in some cases.
Finally, as a consequence of the increasing number of projects in multilingual anaphora resolution, the need for parallel bilingual corpora annotated
for coreference links has been felt. As far as I know, however, only two small
corpora exist: a Romanian-English one (Harabagiu and Maiorano, 2000)
which was created by translating the MUC-6 and MUC-7 coreference training texts into Romanian, and a 28 000-word French-English corpus (Mitkov
and Barbu, 2000) covering texts from technical manuals.
In the following chapter, I contribute with an annotation scheme designed for Catalan and Spanish. The scheme profits from current ones by
leveraging their strengths while at the same time overcoming their weaknesses. The current annotation project has a wider scope than the two
schemes that exist for Spanish: on the one hand, I do not limit to ACE-like
entity types; on the other, unlike Navarro (2007), I do not only annotate
pronouns but also proper nouns and full NPs, including split antecedents,
incorporated clitics, and discourse deixis. Annotating with full coreference
chains large corpora for Catalan and Spanish means providing two resources
that make it possible to develop NLP applications for these languages as
those already existing for English, which is a step necessary for assuring
these two languages a role in our present-day technological society.
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3

COREFERENCE ANNOTATION FOR CATALAN
AND SPANISH

The closing section of Chapter 2 laid bare the fact that while some coreferentially annotated data for English have been at the disposal of the NLP
community for several years, no such resource exists for Catalan or Spanish.
The overview in the previous chapter was meant to lay the foundations for
designing an annotation scheme for Catalan and Spanish in the following
sections: a scheme that makes it possible to enrich corpora of these two
languages with coreference relations.
In this chapter my focus shifts to Catalan and Spanish in order to define
an annotation scheme that takes into account the problem of coreference
resolution both from a computational and linguistic point of view, as it
has been analysed in the two preceding chapters. The choice of features
for the AnCora scheme is thus linguistically motivated and made with a
view to training a corpus-based coreference resolution system, opting for
features that can yield relevant learning features. Throughout the chapter
references will be made to the preceding one so as to make evident to what
extent my approach follows and/or differs from previous ones. The scheme is
put into practice by annotating the AnCora corpora, which already contain
annotations from the morphological to the semantic levels.
Although the corpus that we enrich with coreference information has already been mentioned, Section 3.1 begins by presenting the AnCora corpora
in full detail. The general procedure followed to add the coreference layer
is then explained (Section 3.2), with a special emphasis on maximizing all
what can be automatized. The tagset used to annotate coreference links is
presented in Section 3.3, which closely resembles the annotation manual that
the coders receive. It is divided into several subsections, one for each kind
of tag. Section 3.4 focuses on the annotation tool, a graphical interface that
facilitates the task by helping coders interact with the annotated text. A
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brief description of the available tools is provided and a closer look is devoted
to the PALinkA tool, which is the one used in the current project. Section
3.5 provides distributional statistics from the annotated samples. Finally,
Section 3.6 sums up the main points of this core chapter and provides figures
for the two annotated samples.
Throughout the chapter, the reader might find it useful to consult Appendix A (p. 147) to see the coding scheme in practice in a fully annotated
newspaper article from AnCora-Ca.

3.1

The AnCora corpora

AnCora (Taulé et al., 2008) results from two different corpora: AnCora-Ca,
the Catalan corpus, and AnCora-Es, the Spanish one. Both consist of half
million words annotated at different levels of linguistic description: morphological (PoS and lemmas), syntactic (constituents and functions), and
semantic (argument structures, thematic roles, semantic verb classes, NEs,
and WordNet nominal senses). However, the two corpora find themselves at
different annotation stages: AnCora-Ca is fully annotated, whereas 300 000
words of AnCora-Es are at present completely annotated.
AnCora was built in an incremental way from the previous 3LB (Civit
and Martı́, 2004) and CESS-ECE (Martı́ and Taulé, 2008) corpora, which
come mostly from newspaper and newswire articles. AnCora-Ca consists
of 75 000 words from the EFE news agency, 225 000 words from the ACN
Catalan newswire agency,1 and 200 000 words from the Catalan version of
El Periódico newspaper. AnCora-Es contains 75 000 words from the Lexesp
corpus,2 225 000 words from the EFE Spanish newswire agency,3 and 200 000
from the Spanish version of El Periódico newspaper. The subset of 200 000
words coming from El Periódico corresponds to the same news in Catalan
and Spanish, spanning from January to December 2000.
An incremental process guided the annotation of AnCora, since semantics depends on morphosyntax, and syntax relies on morphology. Throughout this procedure previous annotations were checked, corrected and completed, thus minimizing the error rate and guaranteeing the final quality
of the corpus. The resulting layers are independent of each other, which
facilitates the data management. The annotation was performed manually,
semiautomatically, or fully automatically, depending on the linguistic level.
AnCora is the largest multilayer annotated corpus of Catalan and Spanish freely available from http://clic.ub.edu/ancora. It is comparable to
other corpora which are being developed at present: the English OntoNotes
(Hovy et al., 2006), and the Czech Prague Dependency Treebank (Kučová
1

http://www.acn.cat
Lexesp is a Spanish balanced 6-million-word corpus (Sebastián et al., 2000).
3
http://www.efe.es
2
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and Hajičová, 2004). The current versions of AnCora have been used in international evaluation competitions such as CoNLL-2006, CoNLL-2007 and
SemEval-2007, concerning different syntactic and semantic NLP tasks.

3.2

Annotation strategy

After having considered the various coding schemes surveyed in Chapter 2, I
opted for drawing largely on the MATE proposal. Several aspects of MATE
account for this decision:
- Its basis on Webber’s (1979) discourse model, whereby coreference occurs
at the discourse level, namely between discourse entities, which may
or may not refer to specific objects in the world.
- The possibility of annotating typical expressions of Romance languages,
such as clitical pronouns, as well as discourse segments.
- The division between several types of links, thus separating identity links
from other semantic relations.
The MATE guidelines are thus followed closely, adapting them to my specific needs wherever necessary. As I have repeatedly pointed out, although
coreference and anaphora are closely interrelated, they are not the same.
My project aims to build a machine-learning-based coreference resolution
system, therefore the target annotation restricts to coreference relations, irrespective of whether they are also anaphoric or not. Before entering into
the details of the tagset, this section puts emphasis on the general strategy,
which is a key issue towards the success of the annotation task.
Given that AnCora contains already other annotation levels, the first
step of the project consists in obtaining the corpus format on which coreference will be annotated. Such a decision is also constrained by the annotation
tool (see Section 3.4 below). On the one hand, I want to profit from the
existing annotation levels; on the other hand, the most appropriate format
and the one accepted by most markup tools is not the treebank one (.tbf).
Consequently, the .tbf files are first processed into an .xml format that is
accepted by the markup editor and that keeps those annotations that can be
helpful for coreference, such as NP boundaries. Once the coreference layer
is finished, the resulting files can be merged with the original corpus so that
all layers are brought together.
Coreference annotation consists of two major tasks:
1. Identification of the markables (not only NPs but also discourse segments are included).
2. Linking markables that corefer.
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These two tasks roughly correspond to two methodologically different steps:
a first automatic stage, and a second manual one. The former takes advantage of the morphosyntactic annotation already contained in the corpus
in order to automatize the identification of NP markables;4 while the latter
completes the tagging of markables, and incorporates the coreference links.
The starting point is the rich hierarchical syntactic annotation contained
in AnCora (see the left tree in Figure 3.1). The general tag sn codes all
NPs, while more specific tags are used to mark coordinated NPs (sn.co),
adjunct NPs (sn.j), NPs containing a coordinated nominal group (sn.x),
and elliptical subjects (sn.e). All these tags are also able to contemplate
cases of discontinuities (splitting into a sn.1n and a sn.1c labels). Besides,
each word has its PoS. The semantic level indicates which NPs are NEs by
adding an additional letter at the end of the tag: o for organizations, l for
locations, p for persons, d for dates, n for numbers (including percentages
and money), and a for the rest.
Such a full annotation makes it possible to do most of the markable
identification task automatically. In line with the format of the existing
annotation levels, I continue using inline (vs. standoff) annotation, which
includes all the markup in a same file.5 The automatic stage outputs .xml
files partially annotated:
 All sn (NPs) and relatiu (relative pronouns) receive a <de> tag with
an ID number. Hence, the highlighted nodes in the right tree in Figure
3.1 give the XML output presented in Figure 3.2. The set of <de>
delimits those constituents that may enter into coreference relations.
 Each <de> element has an obligatory attribute (POS) that specifies the
type of NP, i.e. its degree of determination (pronominal or full NP;
bare NP, indefinite or definite; genre; number; case). This attribute
is automatically filled by copying the PoS of the specifier (espec.); if
there is none, the information is taken from the PoS of the nominal
group (grup.nom), or the node tag itself.
 <de> elements can have an optional attribute (ENTITYREF) indicating the kind of entity they are referring to. Of the four values it can
take (Section 3.3.1 below), it is only filled at the automatic stage if it
is an NE.
 Sentences defined in formal terms (i.e. strings between two dots) are
automatically encoded with a <sent> element together with an ID
number.
4
Discourse segments are not automatically obtained but annotated by hand at the
second stage.
5
The conversion of inline to standoff annotation is left for future work.
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sn
sn
espec.mp
espec.mp
da0mp0 los
da0mp0 los
grup.nom.mp gobiernos
grup.nom.mp gobiernos
ncmp000
ncmp000
sp
sp
prep
prep
sps00 de
sps00 de
sno
sno
espec.mp
espec.mp
da0mp0 los
da0mp0 los
grup.nom.mp
grup.nom.mp
ncmp000 estados
ncmp000 estados
S.F.R.
S.F.R.
relatiu
relatiu
pr0cr000 que
pr0cr000 que
grup.verb
grup.verb
vmis3p0 demandaron
vmis3p0 demandaron
sp
sp
prep
prep
sps00 a
sps00 a
sno
sno
grup.nom
grup.nom
np0000o Microsoft
np0000o Microsoft

Figure 3.1: Original treebank format from which <de> are automatically
detected. The example phrase is Los gobiernos de los estados que demandaron a Microsoft ‘The governments of the states that sued Microsoft’

<de id="de_0" pos="da0mp0"> los gobiernos de <de id="de_1"
pos="da0mp0" entityref="NE-org"> los estados <de id="de_2" pos="rel">
que</de> demandaron a <de id="de_3" pos="np0000o" entityref="NE-org">
Microsoft </de></de></de>

Figure 3.2: XML output after automatically processing the tree in Fig.3.1
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With the automatic stage I can reduce not only a large amount of time but
also many errors. Coders can then focus on the attributes of markables and
the annotation of coreference links.
Previous attempts at annotating coreference have stressed the difficulty
in reaching consistency among annotators. Underspecification and the need
for world knowledge when linking coreferent mentions mainly account for inconsistencies, but disagreements might also result from oversights and lack
of attention by coders. In order to reduce missed links, three different strategies are designed:
1. Whenever a coreferent mention is linked with a previous reference, the
annotator must perform a transitivity test: if mention D is said to
corefer with mention C (1-a), then this means that the slot occupied
by D can be occupied by C with no change in meaning (1-b), namely
mention C can successfully combine with the context of D. The same
applies to the rest of mentions in the chain up to A.
(1)

(Sp.)
a. La expansión de la piraterı́a en el Sudeste de Asia puede destruir
las economı́as de la región C . . . El papel vital del transporte
marino se ve minado por las bandas internacionales, lo
que puede llevar a destruir el progreso económico de las
naciones de la región D .
‘The expansion of piracy in South-East Asia can destroy the
economies of the region C . . . The vital role of sea transport
is reduced by the international bands, which can lead to
destroy the economic progress of the countries of the region D .’
b. El papel vital del transporte marino se ve minado por
las bandas internacionales, lo que puede llevar a destruir
las economı́as de la región C .
‘The vital role of sea transport is reduced by the international bands, which can lead to destroy the economies
of the region C .’

2. Annotators are also asked to annotate false positive links, namely
cases where two NP heads are lexically identical but they do not corefer
(Section 3.3.3). This helps the coder not to miss potential coreferent
mentions.
3. No text should be annotated over more than one working session.
Each discourse constitutes a whole unit with its mentions and entities;
splitting its annotation into different sessions could easily result in the
coder’s forgetting entities already created in a previous session and so
cause new mentions to be wrongly linked.
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3.3

Annotation scheme

I resume the discussion from Chapter 2 by reprising those central issues
on which a coreference scheme must be explicit. Table 3.1 places AnCora
alongside the most influential current schemes. It becomes evident that
our scheme has much in common with MATE although restricting it to
coreference. On the other hand, our scheme differs from earlier ones in that:
- In contrast with the schemes used in evaluation programs, referential
and attributive NPs are kept in two separate relations (in line with
OntoNotes), since it is linguistically improper to say that a nominal
predicate corefers with the subject NP: the first is naming a quality of
the second, not pointing to any entity.
- AnCora includes the annotation of discourse deixis, which can provide further help for coreference resolution systems. It is also very interesting
for linguistic studies, as they often lack real data. To our knowledge,
only the ARRAU corpus (Poesio and Artstein, 2008) – still in progress
– and the OntoNotes corpus (Pradhan et al., 2007) annotate references
to abstract objects, although the second limits itself to events and only
the heads of VPs are considered as antecedents.
- Split antecedents are absent in the MUC and ACE schemes.
- AnCora does not restrict to a set of NEs à la ACE, and includes all referential entities, even abstract or underspecified ones – unlike OntoNotes –
since it focuses on the speaker’s reference rather than on the semantic
reference.
- False positives (i.e. mentions that are likely to but do not corefer) are
explicitly marked up for the first time.
The following sections turn to the detailed description of the tagset designed to annotate AnCora, with a special focus on how coreference relations
are to be encoded (Recasens et al., 2007a,b).6 This account follows closely
the coreference annotation manuals of AnCora. The outline of the tagset
given in Table 3.7 at the end of the chapter (p. 74) might be useful to follow
this section.

3.3.1

Mention attributes

Apart from the obligatory ID and POS (morphological type) attributes,
which are automatically filled, five optional attributes are annotated at the
6
Although the essence of these two publications still underlies the current tagset, the
annotation of 200 000 words has shown a need for renaming some tags and for limiting
the goal of the present annotation task.
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manual stage whenever necessary. Thus, each <de> must contain between
two and five attributes.
 ENTITYREF

Given that only referential NPs are to be treated as markables, this
attribute serves to capture the referential status of a <de>. The four
values it can take are:
1. “NE” (named entity): Automatically filled by profiting from the
semantic level already anntotated (Borrega et al., 2007).
(2)

(Sp.) El Gobierno chino ha decidido reforzar las medidas de
seguridad.
‘The Chinese Government has decided to reinforce the security
measures.’

2. “spec” (specific): The <de> refers to an entity which is named (i.e.
it is coreferent with a mention of entityref=“NE”), although the
mention itself cannot be considered an NE. In (3), el president
‘the president’ is specific because it refers to el president de la
Generalitat, Jordi Pujol ‘the president of the Generalitat, Jordi
Pujol’.
(3)

(Cat.) En un sentit similar s’ha manifestat el president de la
Generalitat, Jordi Pujol, . . . El president ha recordat . . .
‘In a similar sense declared his opinion the president of the
Generalitat, Jordi Pujol, . . . The president remembered . . . ’

1. Elliptical pronouns
2. Clitic pronouns
3. Quoted speech
4. Possessives
5. Embedded NPs
6. Split antecedent
7. Referential vs. attributive
8. Generic vs. specific
9. Metonymy
10. Discourse deixis
11. Bound anaphora
12. Bridging reference

MUC

ACE

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

MATE
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

AnCora
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

Table 3.1: Coverage of AnCora with respect to three major schemes
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3. “nne” (non-named entity): The <de> corresponds to a referential
entity but one which is not as “identifiable” as an NE and so
has no unique name (4-a). This label includes impersonal thirdperson pronouns (4-b) as well as editorial pronouns (4-c). Bare
NPs complementing a deverbal noun are also “nne” (4-d).
(4)

a.
b.

c.

d.

(Cat.) *0* Ha dirigit les principals formacions espanyoles.
‘(He) has conducted the major Spanish orchestras.’
(Cat.) El diputat ha defensat el Secretari per les imputacions que *0* li fan.
‘The member of Parliament has defended the Secretary for
the imputations that (they) bring against him.’
(Cat.) L’efecte 2000 era un problema real, encara que tots
hem ajudat a magnificar-lo.
‘The 2000 effect was a real problem, although we all have
helped make it bigger.’
(Sp.) El proyecto prevé la utilización de gas natural.
‘The project plans the use of natural gas.’

4. “lex” (lexicalized): The <de> has been lexicalized and become
part of a fixed phrase (5-a) (5-b). It includes inherent clitics in
pronominal verbs (5-c).
(5)

a.
b.
c.

(Cat.) No busqueu tres peus al gat.
‘Don’t look for three legs in the cat.’
(Cat.) D’altra banda.
‘On the other hand.’
(Cat.) L’Estat se la juga.
‘The State plays it at risk.’

Non-referential NPs have no ENTITYREF attribute, including attributive NPs (nominal modifiers (6-a), nominal predicates (6-b), appositive phrases, and predicative complements7 ), negated NPs (6-c),
interrogative pronouns, frequency or duration phrases, values of functions (prices, age (6-d), rates, etc.), and the Catalan partitive pronoun
en. Coordinated NPs are not given an ENTITYREF either since they
can contain entities of different types.
(6)

a.
b.
c.

(Cat.) Les condicions de treball.
‘The working conditions.’
(Cat.) L’agrupament d’explotacions lleteres és l’únic camı́.
‘The union of milk exploitations is the only way.’
(Cat.) No se’ls exigeix cap prova de capacitació.
‘They are not asked any capability test.’

7

Predicative complements are identified by the presence of com/como ‘as’, tractar-se
de/tratarse de ‘be about’, convertir en ‘turn into’, nomenar/nombrar ‘nominate’, escollir/elegir ‘elect’, etc.
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d.

(Cat.) Henderson, que havia complert 64 anys.
‘Henderson, who had turned 64.’

 homophoricDD

This optional attribute can take the single value “yes” and it is included for definite NPs with entityref=“nne” that are self-sufficient
definite descriptions (DDs). By self-sufficient I mean non-anaphoric,
i.e. they are not interpreted by reference to another element. Being
thus independent, they can be the first mention of an entity in a text.
According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), homophoric DDs are generic
or proper-noun-like definite NPs that refer to something in the cultural context or world view, which might have not been introduced
in the text, e.g. el sol ‘the sun’, la ira ‘the anger’, l’actualitat ‘the
present time’, les dones ‘women’,8 els preus ‘prices’, etc. This category includes those first-mention definite NPs interpretable by the
situational context:
(7)

(Sp.) El plusmarquista mundial de altura está en condiciones de
ganar la medalla de oro en los Juegos de Sydney. Desde su regreso a
las pistas, *0* sólo ha ganado una competición.
‘The high jump world recordholder is fit enough to win the gold medal
in the Sydney Olympic Games. Since his return to the tracks, (he)
has only won one competition.’

The group of homophoric DDs includes complex definite NPs whose
modifiers (prepositional, relative, noun or adjective phrases, including superlatives) provide the information required for the NP to be
interpreted and thus make them self sufficient. The fact that one of
the modifiers is anaphoric does not exclude the NP from being self
sufficient (8-b).
(8)

a.
b.

(Cat.) La història nord-americana
‘The North American history’
(Cat.) Els policies responsables de la brutal pallissa
‘The policemen responsible for the brutal beating’

The three last attributes are mutually exclusive. If appropriate, one of
the following might be added:
 TITLE=“yes”.

The <de> is part of a newspaper headline or a subheading.
(9)

(Cat.) Rato agraeix les gestions socialistes a la Unió Europea.
‘(Rato) is grateful for the socialist negotiations in the European Union.’

8

Unlike English, generic NPs in Catalan and Spanish are introduced by the definite
article.
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 NO_TITLE=“yes”.

The <de> makes reference to a previous headline which is missing in
the text.
(10)

(Cat.) Part del pont ha estat construı̈t a Espanya, que ocupa el
quart lloc en la participació.
‘Part of the bridge has been built in Spain, which occupies the fourth
position in the share.’

 CAPTION=“yes”.

The <de> belongs to a short piece of text originally placed under a
picture.
(11)

3.3.2

(Cat.) Un professor dóna classe de Religió.
‘A teacher is giving a Religion lesson.’

Coreference links

Coreferent <de> contain a daughter element, <corefLink>, whose attributes
specify both the antecedent and the type of relation. Besides, an ID number is automatically given to each relation by the annotation tool. More
specifically, when this tag is added to a mention, the annotator must specify
the values of the ANCHOR and TYPE attributes:
1. “ANCHOR”: The ID attribute of the last mention (whether pronominal or not) to the same entity.
2. “TYPE” can take four different values:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

“ident” (identity)
“pred” (predicative)
“dx-seg” (discourse deixis – segment)
“dx-text” (discourse deixis – textual scene)

3. “ID”: An automatically generated attribute gives an identification
number to the relation itself.
I proceed now to comment on these tags one by one, thus making explicit
the range of relations contemplated by our scheme. In the following section,
only tags relevant for the examples are shown.
Identity link
The identity relation (“ident”) links two referential NPs (i.e. two <de>
with an ENTITYREF attribute other than “lex”) that point to the same
discourse entity. Preference is given to the speaker’s reference, thus ignoring
cases of number disagreement:
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Se constatan <de id="de_2" pos="ncmp000" entityref="nne"> aumentos
del 50 y del 100 por ciento y hasta del 400 por ciento </de>, dijo
a EFE la directora de la Tribuna ... <de id="de_8" pos="da0ms0"
entityref="nne"> <corefLink anchor="de_2" type="ident" id="85"/> El
aumento de los precios </de> sobrepasa los controles.
‘There have been increases of 50 and of 100 per cent and even of 400 per cent, said
to EFE the director of the Tribune . . . The increase of prices exceeds the controls.’

Many combinations of mentions are possible, as shown by the collection
in Table 3.2, from AnCora-Es. Notice that two full NPs that belong to the
same entity can have the same head, or stand in a synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy or metonymical relationship. Let us make explicit the instructions
annotators are given when faced against the series of difficulties outlined in
the previous chapter (Section 2.1, p. 22). This list of instructions has been
– and is being – enlarged throughout the annotation process with a view
to achieving an interannotator agreement in the order of 90%, on the path
recommended by Hovy et al. (2006). The next chapter will explore to what
extent the scheme, and so the annotation, is reliable.
1. Elliptical pronouns
Since elliptical subject pronouns are syntactically already encoded as
*0*, they are also marked up as <de> at the automatic stage, which
means that they are there available for potential coreference links.
2. Clitic pronouns
Like elliptical subjects, Catalan clitics (joined to the verb by a hyphen)
are identified at the syntactic level and so they automatically receive
a <de> tag. In the case of Spanish, where clitics are completely incorporated into the verb, they must be encoded manually before marking
the appropriate coreference link. The <clit> element is included for
verbal complexes, with the same attributes as a <de>.
<clit id="clit_1" pos="pp3cna000" entityref="nne"> verlo </clit>
‘see|it’

The Catalan pronouns en and hi are marked as coreferent with an
NP, although from a syntactic point of view, when functioning as a
nominal modifier, a prepositional object or an adjunct, they substitute
a prepositional phrase.
(12)

(Cat.) De la reunió sı́ que en van transcendir imatges.
‘From the meeting indeed from-it images transcended.’
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Form

Anchor
Example

Coreferent mention
Form
Example

Artur Mas
Microsoft
el INM
‘the INM’
Emil Zatopek

Proper noun
Definite NP
Demonstrative NP

Clinton
Peres
Chávez
el Barça ‘the Barça’
Obuchi
Fox
la ciudad ‘the city’
una cena organizada
por...
‘a dinner organised
by...’
la merluza
‘the hake’
la lesión que *0*
sufre
‘the injury that (he)
suffers’
los sindicatos
‘the trade unions’
la firma ‘the firm’
los venezolanos
‘the Venezuelans’
el gobernador
‘the governor’
la compañı́a
‘the company’
la reunión
‘the meeting’
Él ‘He’
*0*

Zero pronoun
Third-person pronoun
First-person pronoun
Clitic pronoun
Demonstrative pronoun
Relative pronoun
Proper noun
Definite NP

Indefinite NP

Proper noun

Full NP

Mas
la firma ‘the firm’
esta institución
‘this institution’
un superhombre capaz de ganar...
‘a superman capable
of winning...’
*0*
él ‘he’
“...yo...” ‘...I...’
ganarle ‘win|it’
éste ‘this’
quien ‘who’
Lugo
la cena
‘the dinner’

Demonstrative NP
Indefinite NP

esa especie
‘this species’
una rotura del ligamento
‘a torn ligament’

Zero pronoun

*0*

Third-person pronoun
First-person pronoun

le ‘it’
“...nosotros...”
‘...we...’
conducirlo
‘lead|him’
ésta
‘this’
que
‘that’
Gore
el senador
‘the senator’
este triunfo
‘this triumph’
un torneo en el que...
‘a tournament in
which...’
*0*
le ‘it/him/her’
nosotros ‘we’

Clitic pronoun
Demonstrative pronoun
Relative pronoun
Proper noun
Definite NP

*0*

Demonstrative NP

esta
‘this’

Indefinite NP

*0*
que ‘that/who’
nos ‘us’

Zero pronoun
Third-person pronoun
First-person pronoun

Pronoun

Table 3.2: Mentions linked by identity link (from AnCora-Es)
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3. Quoted speech
Those rows in Table 3.2 where the coreferent mention is a first-person
pronoun correspond to extracts from direct speech. Editorial firstperson plural pronouns are linked to the corresponding organization
or community, if this can be identified.
En paraules d’un dels directius de <de id="de_87" pos="da0cs0"
entityref="NE-org">l’agència</de>,"Ramón y Cajal<de id="de_89"
pos="pp1cp000" entityref="spec"> <corefLink anchor="de_87"
type="ident" id="112"/> ens </de> va deixar tirats"
‘In the words of one of the managers of the agency, “Ramón y Cajal left us
in the lurch.”’

4. Possessives
For possessive NPs, the reference of the entire NP is taken into account. No relation is marked for the possessor expressed by the determiner/pronoun, as these have not been identified at the automatic
stage. This is the same decision taken by Poesio et al. (2004a) for the
Italian VENEX corpus.
<de id="de_5" pos="da0ms0" entityref="NE-org"> El Partido
Demócrata </de> aprobó hoy ofrecer la candidatura a ... Albert
Gore, que fue aclamado con aplausos ante la convención de <de
id="de_16" pos="dp3cs0" entityref="spec"> <corefLink
anchor="de_5" type="ident" id="91"/> su partido </de>
‘The Democrat Party approved today offering the candidature to . . . Albert
Gore, who was acclaimed with applause before the convention of his party.’

5. Embedded NPs
A general principle is to choose always the maximal NP. This means
that if the reference of an embedded NP pragmatically coincides with
that of the entire NP, then the latter is preferred. For this reason, a
phrase such as la ciutat de Los Angeles ‘the city of Los Angeles’ is
considered to be atomic and linked to the previous shorter mention
Los Angeles. Likewise, el Govern de la Generalitat ‘the Government
of the Generalitat’ is regarded as atomic.
The “maximal NP” rule also applies for constructions of the form the
members of (the set). In principle, references to a set coincide with
references to the set of members, such as mentions to a football team
and mentions to all its players. Notice that constructions such as los
jugadores de Argentina ‘the players of Argentina’, or las empresas que
conforman CGO ‘the companies that form CGO’ (CGO being a group
of companies) are redundant in that the complement coincides with
the entire NP.
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Apart from these two cases, all <de> which are embedded within a
larger <de> are also candidates to participate in a coreference chain,
independently of the <corefLink> tags of the larger <de>.
<de id="de_33" pos="da0ms0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
El primer dia de circulació de <de id="de_34" pos="da0cs0"
entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes"> l’euro </de> </de>...
<de id="de_52" pos="da0cs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<corefLink anchor="de_33" type="ident" id="111"/> l’estrena de
<de id="de_53" pos="da0cs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<corefLink anchor="de_34" type="ident" id="112"/> l’euro </de>
</de>
‘The first day of circulation of the euro . . . the use of the euro for the first
time.’

6. Split antecedent
For coordinated NPs three or more <de> are automatically generated:
one for each constituent NP and one for the entire NP. For those cases
when a mention is identical to a set of entities but these do not appear
coordinated in a single NP, the ANCHOR attribute takes more than
one value, one ID for each subentity.
David H.P. circulava en un ciclomotor Suzuki Katana per Consell
de Cent i <de id="de_12" pos="e+vaip3s0" entityref="spec"> *0*
</de> va ser envestit per <de id="de_13" pos="di0ms0"
entityref="spec"> un Citroën </de>. El testimoni no va poder
precisar qui dels <de id="de_16" pos="da0mp0+pn0cp0"
entityref="spec"> <corefLink anchor="de_12 de_13" type="ident"
id="44"/> dos </de> es va saltar el semàfor en vermell.
‘David J.P. ran in a Suzuki Katana motorbike along Consell de Cent and he
was crashed into by a Citroën. The witness could not specify who of the two
of them went through the red traffic lights.’

The converse is not annotated: mentions that are subentities of an entity introduced earlier in the discourse are not linked, since this implies
a link type other than coreference, namely part-of or set-member.
(13)

(Cat.) Un partit obert fins al final per les ocasions de gol a les dues
porteries . . . El Racing va buscar la porteria contrària.
‘A game open until the end due to the chances of scoring in the two
goals . . . Racing looked for the opposing goal.’
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7. Referential vs. attributive NPs
Taking the criticism by van Deemter and Kibble (2000) into account,
nominal predicates and appositional phrases are not treated as identity coreference. However, given that NPs identifying a DE by its
properties can be very relevant for automatic coreference resolution,
I have created the special “predicative link” type for these cases (see
the following subsection).
A second case of false identity link occurs between <de> of entityref=“lex”.
These cannot participate into any coreference link, as it makes no sense
to consider two lexicalized phrases coreferential.
8. Generic vs. specific NPs
Coreference links are annotated at a specific and a generic level, but
keeping these two levels distinct. Hence, lexical match between the
heads of two referential NPs does not suffice to establish coreference.
For example, no relation is coded in the following sentence between
the first specific un nen de la seva classe ‘a classmate of hers’ and the
second generic un nen ‘a child’.
Una nena de 6 anys va morir per un tret que va sortir d’una
arma que aguantava <de id="de_23" pos="di0ms0" entityref="nne">
un nen de la seva classe </de> ... la indignació de saber que
<de id="de_28" pos="di0ms0" entityref="nne"> un nen </de> va
poder aconseguir una arma i portar-la a l’escola.
‘A six-year-old girl was killed by a shot that came from a weapon held by a
classmate of hers . . . the indignation of being aware that a child was able to
get a weapon and take it to school.’

Generic NPs are included within a coreference chain if they are used
referentially, not attributively.
Un presumpte frau en la venda de <de id="de_21" pos="ncms000"
entityref="nne"> gasoil </de> per estafar més de 315.000 litres
de gasoil ... els camions de distribució del <de id="de_47"
pos="da0ms0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes"> <corefLink
anchor="de_21" type="ident" id="51"/> gasoil </de> ...
‘A presumed fraud in the sale of diesel oil to defraud more than 315,000 litres
of diesel oil . . . the delivery vans of diesel oil . . . ’

9. Metonymy
Metonymy within the same newspaper article is annotated as a case
of identity, since despite the rhetorical device both DEs pragmatically
corefer. It is just a matter of how the DE, the concept, is codified in
the text.
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L’Ajuntament va aprovar una ordenança que prohibeix la venda de
<de id="de_5" pos="ncfp000" entityref="nne">begudes alcohòliques
</de> en horari nocturn...locals sense la categoria de bar no
podran vendre <de id="de_14" pos="ncms000" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_5" type="ident" id="33"/> alcohol </de>
‘The City Council passed a decree that bans the sale of alcoholic drinks at
night hours. . . premises without the status of bar will not be allowed to sell
alcohol.’

Identity of reference cannot be partial but must be complete. If the
total identity of referents cannot be ascertained, no relation is encoded.
(14)

(Sp.) Los productores centroamericanos . . . los productores de café
de Costa Rica
‘The Central American producers . . . the coffee producers from Costa
Rica’

10. Discourse deixis
Due to its particular features, discourse deixis is kept separate as another link type. See the so-called subsection below.
Finally, since my target is a coreference resolution system, I do not deal
with other related – albeit different – relations such as bound anaphora and
bridging references, which remain for future projects.
Predicative link
As already pointed out above, this link is not properly coreferential because
it covers NPs which function as attributions rather than as referential. However, I consider it appropriate to link them under a “predicative link” since
these relations contain useful information that can be helpful when training
a computational coreference resolution system. The division between identity and predicative links parallels that of OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2007)
between identical and appositive types. The “pred” link is reserved for three
specific constructions:
1. Nominal predicates (...es/son... ‘is/are’) of the identificative kind. By
identificative I mean that these NPs identify a previous mention by one
of its defining properties. They are often but not always introduced
with the definite article.
2. Appositional phrases (... , ... ,) of the identificative kind.
3. Acronyms.
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Form

Anchor
Example

Proper noun

Telefónica

Full NP

Los virus

Form

Coreferent mention
Example

Nominal predicate

‘Viruses’
Pronoun
Proper noun
Full NP
Proper noun

Nosotros
‘We’
Fidel Castro
Su novia
‘His girlfriend’
El PIB
‘The GDP’

Appositional phrase
Expanded acronym

el mayor operador de telecomunicaciones en la región
‘the biggest telecommunications operator in the region’
las formas de existencia más
primitivas que conocemos
‘The most ancient beings
that we know’
la nueva frontera
‘the new border’
el presidente cubano
‘the Cuban president’
la alemana Steffi Graf
‘the German Steffi Graf’
(Producto Interior Bruto)
‘(Gross Domestic Product)’

Table 3.3: Mentions linked by predicative link (from AnCora-Es)

Table 3.3 presents an example from each type realised by different forms.
The head of each predicative construction is distinguished from the attribute
according to the following specificity scale:
proper noun > pronoun > definite NP > indefinite
In cases where the two members are equivalent in specificity, the left-most
member is marked as the referent.
Similar predicative relations but different from the three outlined above
are not annotated. Such false cases of predicative link include:
- Non-identificative predicates or appositions.
(15)

a.
b.

(Cat.) A. Guirado, membre d’aquesta associació.
‘A. Guirado, member of this society.’
(Sp.) Fernando Alonso es hijo de Santander.
‘Fernando Alonso is a son of Santander.’

- Proper nouns complementing the previous noun.
(16)

(Cat.) La comissió José Marı́a Ruiza de la Serna.
‘The José Marı́a Ruiza de la Serna Commission.’

- Subject or direct object complements.
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(17)

(Cat.) Bauzá acompanyava Camacho com a assessor jurı́dic.
‘Bauzá accompanied Camacho as a legal adviser.’

Discourse-deixis link
A <de> enters into a relation of discourse deixis (“dx”) when it corefers with
a clause or sequence of clauses. Discourse deixis is defined in syntactic terms
as these are clearer for coders. The <de> that more frequently have a clausal
antecedent are:
- The complex relative pronoun Cat. cosa que, fet que / Sp. lo que ‘which’.
These pronouns are not marked as such at the morphosyntactic level.
Therefore, coders are required to tag them as
<de pos="rel" entityref="nne">.
- The neuter pronoun Cat. ho Sp. / lo ‘it’.
- Definite or demonstrative NPs that are nominalizations of a previous predicate, e.g. Cat. la proposta ‘the proposal’.
- Quasi-pronominal definite descriptions of the kind la cosa ‘the thing’, el
fet ‘the fact’, la situació ‘the situation’. They can be replaced by the
pronoun Cat. això / Sp. esto ‘this’ and are almost semantically empty.
Depending on the extension of the clausal antecedent, “dx” links occur in
one of two types: dx-segment and dx-textual scene.
 Segment (“dx-seg”)

The antecedent is not larger than one sentence (i.e. a string bounded
by two periods). The discourse segment (containing one verb at least)
with which the expression corefers is manually marked up with a <seg>
element, since <de> tags are reserved for NPs. A <seg> tag has a sole
attribute: ID (identification number), which is automatically given. In
case of doubt about the exact delimitation of the discourse segment,
the longest stretch is encoded.
*0* va demanar un esforç per <seg id="seg_94"> assimilar l’euro
amb rapidesa </seg> i no deixar- <de id="de_14" pos="pp3nn000"
entityref="nne"><corefLink anchor="seg_94" type="dx-seg"
id="95"/> ho </de> per més endavant
‘(She/He) asked for an effort to assimilate the euro quickly and not postponingit for later.’

The reference of discourse segments, known as “abstract objects”, has
been studied by philosophers of language (Asher, 1993) as well as computational linguists (Webber, 1988; Ginzburg and Sag, 2000). On his
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way to develop a systematic semantics for expressions that denote
abstract entities, Asher (1993) claims for a continuum from less to
more abstract objects according to their degree of world immanence.
The less abstract entities are eventualities (with spatio-temporal properties), facts come next, and propositions constitute purely abstract
objects. Taking into account that the predicate that follows the coreferent expression serves to pick up its referent, coreference relations
of the “dx-seg” type have an additional SUBTYPE attribute, which
encodes the semantical aspect of the previous segment that is being
referred to. SUBTYPE distinguishes three values:
1. “token”: The coreferent <de> and the <seg> anchor represent
the same event-token, the two events share the spatial and temporal coordinates.
La primera donant va ser una dona d’uns 40 anys <seg
id="seg_67"> que va morir d’un infart de miocardi </seg>...
<de id="de_14" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne"> <corefLink
anchor="seg_67" type="dx-seg" subtype="token" id="80"/> La
mort de la donant </de> es va produir a...
‘The first donor was a 40-year-old woman who died from a heart attack . . . The donor’s death happened in. . . ’

2. “type”: The two coreferent expressions share the event-type, i.e.
the event is of the same kind but not the same occurrence.
*0* va demanar un esforç per <seg id="seg_94"> assimilar
l’euro amb rapidesa </seg> i no deixar-<de id="de_14"
pos="pp3nn000" entityref="nne"><corefLink anchor="seg_94"
type="dx-seg" subtype="type" id="95"/> ho </de> per més
endavant
‘(She/He) asked for an effort to assimilate the euro quickly and not
postponing-it for later.’

3. ‘‘prop”: The coreferent mention refers to a previous string of
words as a linguistic object per se rather than what is being
pointed to in the discourse model.
El jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas de Sudáfrica, el general
Nyanda, afirmó hoy en su primera visita oficial a Angola
que <seg id="seg_112"> las Fuerzas Armadas de este paı́s
"consiguieron destruir buena parte de las fuerzas
convencionales de UNITA." </seg> El general sudafricano
hizo <de id="de_14" pos="dd0fp0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="seg_112" type="dx-seg" subtype="prop"
id="121"/> estas declaraciones </de>...
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‘The head of the Armed Forces of South Africa, general Nyanda, confirmed today in his first official visit to Angola that the Armed Forces of
this country ”managed to destroy a big part of the conventional forces
of UNITA.” The South African general made these declarations. . . ’

 Textual scene (“dx-text”)

This coreference link differs from the previous one in that the anchor
of the <de> extends beyond the sentence level: two, three, four or up
to five sentences. This is usually the case for quasi-pronominal DDs
that I call “labels,” borrowing the term from Francis (1994). The idea
is that labels are nominal groups that function as pro-forms in order to
“encapsulate or package a stretch of written discourse.” The coreferent
expression refers to the whole scene built up by the preceding text.
Sentences are automatically identified with a <sent> tag and an ID
number. Mentions that refer to a previous textual scene receive as
ANCHOR the IDs of the sentences that are being pointed to. However,
if the textual scene corresponds to more than five sentences, the anchor
just shows a 5-sentence package with those sentences containing the
most relevant information.
<sent id="sent_0"> Latinoamérica concluyó hoy su participación
en la "Bolsa de Turismo" de Berlı́n con un balance preliminar un
tanto pesimista porque *0* no tuvo la cantidad de visitantes
esperada.</sent> <sent id="sent_1"> La competencia de Asia,
continente de "moda" en la actualidad para los turistas
europeos, los altos precios de los pasajes y la relación dólarmarco alemán, fueron los obstáculos se~
nalados por varios paı́ses
para impedirles lograr sus objetivos. </sent> <sent id="sent_2">
La escasa presencia de interesados provocó que en algunos
puestos el material no se distribuyera por completo.</sent> ...
Fernández se mostró optimista con respecto a que <de id="de_14"
pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne"><corefLink anchor="sent_0 sent_1
sent_2" type="dx-text" id="144"/>la situación </de> mejore.
‘Latin America ended today its participation in the tourism stock market of
Berlin with a preliminary balance rather pessimistic since it did not have the
expected number of visitors. The competition by Asia, which is the continent
at present appealing to European tourists, the high prises of the tickets, and
the relation dollar-German mark, were the obstacles pointed out by several
countries that impeded them to achieve their aims. The scarce presence of
interested people caused some stalls not to have all their material distributed.
. . . Fernández showed herself optimistic with respect to the improvement of
the situation.’
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A probable origin of some discourse markers (e.g. Cat. d’aquesta
manera / Sp. de esta forma ‘in this way’) might be found in labels that
have been recurrently used over time, and as a result have lost their
semantic load becoming a fixed phrase that functions as a discourse
marker. Due to their lexicalization, these NPs are not coreferred.

3.3.3

False positives

This is a very particular case of annotation because it precisely encodes the
non-coreference relation between two DEs whose head is lexically identical.
By lexical identity I also mean number agreement, so that no false positive
link is marked between a singular and a plural mention. In order to distinguish these false relationships from proper coreference, a different tag is
used, <falseposLink>, which contains an ANCHOR attribute and an ID
number.
<de id="de_76" pos="di0ms0" entityref="nne"> Un virulent incendi
forestal declarat ahir al paratge d’Arroyo Frı́o, al cor de la serra
de Cazorla (Jaén) </de> ... A la serra de Guadarrama (Madrid), <de
id="de_84" pos="di0ms0" entityref="nne"> <falseposLink anchor="de_76"
id="363"/> un incendi </de> va cremar 64 hectàrees
‘A virulent forest fire declared yesterday in the spot of Arroyo Frı́o, in the heart
of the Cazorla mountain range (Jaén) . . . In the Guadarrama mountain range
(Madrid), a fire burnt 64 hectares.’

Annotating false positives is novel as far as I know. This inclusion is
motivated by two independent factors: (i) it helps annotators check all
cases of lexical match and so not miss coreference links, and (ii) given that
head_match is one of the learning features that has proved to be most reliable, false positives identify those cases where it would fail. Since the set of
negative instances is always much larger than the positive set, these relations
annotated as “false” can be used to do training data selection: they are the
ones that must be given a more prominent weight over other negatives.

3.4

Annotation tool

By simply looking at the XML examples provided in the previous sections,
the reader might have had difficulty trying to work out their codification.
Despite the alleged simplicity of the XML markup language, the annotation of large amounts of data requires making the formal aspects as easy
as possible in order to maximize the coders’ time and let them focus on
the linguistics issues, complicated enough as they are. To this end, userbased tools have been developed to facilitate the application of annotation
schemes, making the annotation process faster and more user friendly. A
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good graphical interface offers the human annotator trouble-free and efficient interaction with the annotated text, by hiding unnecessary aspects of
the annotation, such as raw XML encoding.
Each annotation level has different requirements, which need to be contemplated by the tool. Annotating syntax, for instance, requires visualizing
the entire sentence in a hierarchized structure (tree, brackets, etc.) and having a menu that allows adding, removing, combining nodes, and so on. In
contrast, coreference coders need to search through the entire text and have
means of linking mentions that corefer. Annotation tools differ not only
with respect to the annotation layer but also in relation with the annotation
scheme. Not all tools are compatible with any tagset.
Existing tools for the annotation of coreference, ordered from the newest
to the oldest, are:
 PALinkA–Perspicuous and Adjustable Links Annotator (Orasan, 2003).
See a description below.
 MMAX2–MultiModal Annotation in XML (Müller and Strube, 2003)
allows for annotating not only coreferential but also bridging relations
on the basis of “member” and “pointer” attributes.
 Callisto (http://callisto.mitre.org) was first released in 2003. It
is the annotation tool developed by MITRE to support the annotation
of the corpora for the ACE competition. It is built with a modular
design, and utilizes standoff annotation.
 WordFreak (Morton and LaCivita, 2003) can be used to annotate ACE
entity types and coreference relations in English, Chinese, and Arabic.
It was used for the PropBank annotation.
 NITE XML Toolkit (Carletta et al., 2003) is the direct descendent of
the MATE tools and especially focused on spoken corpora annotation,
but is not very oriented towards coreference.
 Referee (DeCristofaro et al., 1999) operates in three modes (reference
mode, segment mode and dialogue mode). In reference mode, the user
can mark expressions and assign coreference relations to them.
 Alembic Workbench (Day et al., 1997) was developed at MITRE for
the MUC corpora.
 DTTool–Discourse Tagging Tool (Aone and Bennett, 1994) deals with
antecedent-anaphor relations in multilingual texts, but is rather limited regarding the possible combinations of attributes and possible
values of markables.
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of PALinkA annotation tool: marking up coreference
links

The PALinkA and MMAX2 tools seem to be the ones most open to any coding scheme and they are freely available from the Web. MMAX2, however,
uses standoff and, as already pointed out, because of the other existing annotation levels in the AnCora corpora, inline annotation has prevailed (leaving
the mapping to standoff for the future). PALinkA, on the other hand, can
be used to add annotation to files which already contain some sort of annotation, thus making it possible to profit from the automatic annotation of
<de>. PALinkA meets three important requirements: (i) it does not require
advanced computing knowledge for its customisation, (ii) it hides unnecessary details for the annotator, and (iii) it provides the information in a
simple and user-friendly way. Besides, the tool makes it possible to add
new markables as well as to add links, asking the annotator to specify the
referred element. All in all, I finally opted for PALinkA.9
The set of tags which can be used to annotate is loaded from a preferences
files. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the main screen of the tool does not
display the XML tags, so the text can be easily read. Square brackets
indicate the boundaries of <de>, while different colors show different types
9

I would like to thank Constantin Orasan, the designer of PALinkA, for personalizing
a version of the tool to meet the specific needs of our annotation scheme.
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of PALinkA annotation tool: selecting a tag

Figure 3.5: Screenshot of Eclipse XML editor: encoding TYPE attributes
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of links. With a simple click of the mouse mentions are linked with one
another, and a line appears for the current markable indicating its previous
anchor. On the right hand side, coreference chains are shown in a tree
format, each entity heading a tree.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the menu of tags, from which coders can select
the one they need to add: a <de> (with two or more attributes), a clitical
pronoun, a discourse segment, a coreference link, or a false positive link.
While PALinkA is very useful to annotate coreference links and encode
extra markables, it is no help for adding attributes to an already existing
markable. Therefore, at a previous stage, the Eclipse XML editor (Figure
3.5) is used to add the attributes (entityref, homophoricDD, title, no_title,
caption) to markables. This editor does not make the XML encoding transparent, but it does present it in a legible structured tree.

3.5

Distributional statistics

The scheme here described saw the light after going through an interactive
phase consisting in the annotation of 200 000 words – a fifth part of the
AnCora corpora: 101 355 words for AnCora-Ca, and 94 970 for AnCoraEs. This interaction meant constant feedback in both directions: the tagset
proved flexible enough to cover the cases of coreference in the two Romance
languages; at the same time, those issues arising most questions among
annotators resulted in modifying the original guidelines, refining it up to
the present state.
The two annotated samples contain a total of 4 659 chains (containing two mentions at least) in Catalan, and 4 429 chains in Spanish. Table
3.4 specifies the proportion of mention-to-mention link types: 11 398 links
grouped in 4 659 chains (AnCora-Ca), and 11 101 links grouped in 4 429
chains (AnCora-Es).
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 give details of the number of <de> (also <clit> in the
Spanish corpus) sorted by PoS and by <corefLink>, that is, whether they
are coreferent or not.10 In brief, AnCora-Ca contains a total of 31 079 <de>,
from which a third (35.31%) are coreferent: 13.50% are definite NPs, 4.30%
proper nouns, 5.44% elliptical subjects, 5.30% relative pronouns, 2.39% personal pronouns, and 1.59% demonstrative NPs. The figures for AnCora-Es
are quite similar: a third (35.98%) of 29 179 <de> and <clit> are coreferent: 12.65% are definite NPs, 6.28% proper nouns, 5.46% elliptical subjects,
5.36% relative pronouns, 1.53% personal pronouns, and 1.37% demonstrative NPs.
10

The count of coreferent mentions does not include mentions linked by a predicative
relation.
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Relation type

AnCora-Ca
#
%

Subtype

Identity
Predicative
Discourse Deixis
Segment
Textual scene
Total

AnCora-Es
#
%

10 691
423

93.80
3.71

10 166
602

91.58
5.42

259
25

2.27
0.22

307
26

2.77
0.23

11 398

100

11 101

100

Table 3.4: Number of links per relation type

Coreferent
#
%

PoS

Non-coreferent
#
%

Pronoun
Personal
Elliptical subject
Relative
Demonstrative
Subtotal

742
1 691
1 646
95
4 174

2.39
5.44
5.30
0.31
13.43

80
157
176
23
436

0.26
0.51
0.57
0.07
1.40

Full NP
Bare NP
Proper noun (NE)
Indefinite
Definitea
NE
Demonstrative
Numeral
Subtotal

284
1 335
295
4 195
1 316
495
76
6 680

0.91
4.30
0.95
13.50
4.23
1.59
0.24
21.49

3 610
2 446
2 211
8 357
2 475
238
919
17 781

11.62
7.87
7.11
26.89
7.96
0.77
2.96
57.21

Coordinated

66

0.21

1 226

3.94

Misc.

55

0.18

661

2.13

Total

10 975

35.31

20 104

64.69

a

The count for definites includes possessive NPs, as these
must be preceded by the definite article in Catalan.

Table 3.5: Number of <de> in AnCora-Ca
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PoS

Coreferent
#
%

Non-coreferent
#
%

Pronoun
Personal
Elliptical subject
Incorporated clitic
Relative
Demonstrative
Subtotal

446
1 594
95
1 565
75
3 775

1.53
5.46
0.33
5.36
0.26
12.94

39
77
–
166
9
291

0.13
0.26
–
0.57
0.03
1.00

Full NP
Bare NP
Proper noun (NE)
Indefinite
Definite
NE
Demonstrative
Possessive
Numeral
Subtotal

205
1 831
178
3 690
1 197
399
211
85
6 599

0.70
6.28
0.61
12.65
4.10
1.37
0.72
0.29
22.62

3 138
2 566
1 888
7 193
2 134
132
705
1 280
16 902

10.75
8.79
6.47
24.65
7.31
0.45
2.42
4.39
57.93

Coordinated

55

0.19

828

2.84

Misc.

70

0.24

659

2.26

Total

10 499

35.98

18 680

64.02

Table 3.6: Number of <de> and <clit> in AnCora-Es
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3.6

Summary

This chapter presents the first main contribution of the dissertation, binding the technical issues reviewed in Chapter 1 with the linguistic perspective
outlined in Chapter 2. The AnCora annotation scheme designed to annotate Catalan and Spanish corpora with coreference results from considering
the hypothetical requirements of a machine-learning coreference resolution
system as well as the way in which the linguistic reality lets itself being encoded, drawing on previous coding schemes. The final result is exemplified
by the fully annotated document in Appendix A.
I argued that our scheme aims to find a meeting point between those
widely used for coreference: while its general skeleton is inspired by MATE,
it does profit from the distinction between entity types stressed by ACE,
and it does also try to avoid the weaknesses of MUC (van Deemter and
Kibble, 2000), thus separating identity from predicative relations. At the
present time we can benefit from the changes that the MATE scheme has
undergone every time it has been implemented: (i) improving the annotation
technology, (ii) using more and more automatic markup, (iii) developing
better instructions, and (iv) applying the ideas to languages other than
English.
To begin with, the section devoted to the annotation strategy explored
the two-step process that is followed. Everything that can be automatically encoded (i.e. the identification of markables as well as morphological attributes) lightens the subsequent time-consuming manual tasks, which
strictly focus on more fine-grained attributes and on establishing the coreference relations.
Secondly, the annotation scheme was expanded in order to present the
tags one by one. Table 3.7 gives an outline of the tagset: the XML elements together with the attributes and values they can take. In defining
these categories, I was forced to take sides on the linguistic issues; the final
tags underlying the scheme were supported and illustrated with empirical
data extracted from AnCora. Short extracts in XML also accompanied the
exposition of the coding guidelines.
Thirdly, I tackled the choice of an annotation tool, which is an indispensable help in a large-scale annotation task. Working with raw XML
texts would be unfeasible. The tool we use, PALinkA, offers a wide range of
advantages and AnCora files can be converted into the accepted format. Its
main shortcoming, however, is that it is not compatible with all the previous
annotation layers contained in AnCora.
Last but not least, distributional statistics for the coreference tags in
the 200 000 words coreferentially annotated were provided. They offer an
invaluable insight into the proportion of coreferent mentions to the total
number of NPs as well as the connection between morphological type and
being coreferent.
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Element

Attribute

Value

<de>

id
pos

de_#
da0fs0
pp3cn000
np0000p
etc.
NE
spec
nne
lex
yes
yes
yes
yes

(entityref)

(homophoricDD)
(title)
(no_title)
(caption)
<clit>

id
pos

clit_#
pp3fpa00
pp3csd00
etc.

<seg>

id

seg_#

<sent>

id

sent_#

Daughter
element

Attribute

Value

<corefLink>

anchor

de_#
seg_#
clit_#
ident
pred
dx-seg
dx-text
token
type
prop
#
de_#
#

type

(subtype)

<falseposLink>

id
anchor
id

Table 3.7: Outline of the AnCora coreference annotation scheme. (Attributes in brackets are optional.)
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CHAPTER

4
RELIABILITY STUDY

There is plenty of evidence in the literature that users of annotation schemes
do not always agree on how to apply them. This is more even so for semantic
and pragmatic tasks, where the judgments tend to be very subjective, which
has led researchers to find measures in order to assess intercoder agreement
as a way to measure the correctness of the annotation – reliability being thus
used as a measure of validity. The usefulness of an annotation scheme will
be much higher if it is backed up by a reliability study demonstrating that
annotations are largely consistent across different annotators. Consistency
can only be achieved if the coding scheme is appropriate for the data and
clearly explained. A reliability study on a sample of the corpus makes one
confident that the remainder can be annotated correctly by just one coder.
After presenting the annotation scheme for coreference in Catalan and
Spanish in Chapter 3, I turn to proving its validity by reporting on a reliability study with eight annotators. This study is meant to be an objective way
of demonstrating that the scheme is able to cover the expression of coreference relations in Catalan and Spanish. Following the OntoNotes’ motto
“the 90% solution” (Hovy et al., 2006), my target is achieving near 90%
interannotator agreement although, as we shall see, I will not be using the
same measure since it suffers from an important flaw in not taking chance
agreement into account.
Conducting a reliability study is precisely the goal of this chapter. Section 4.1 reviews the literature on measures of interannotator agreement, focusing on the most widely-used ones: percent agreement, the Kappa statistic
(K), and Krippendorff’s alpha (α). Considering the strengths and drawbacks of each measure justifies my choice of the most appropriate coefficient
for coreference annotation. Secondly (Section 4.2), the experimental setup
of the study is described. Section 4.3 presents and discusses the results,
analysing not only the agreements but also the disagreements, and a ty75
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pology of errors is proposed. Finally, Section 4.4 closes the chapter by
summarising the main points.

4.1

Measuring agreement

Artstein and Poesio (2008) survey in depth existing agreement measures
(both their mathematics and underlying assumptions) and comment on the
past ten years of experience with such coefficients in corpus annotation. The
present discussion limits itself to three agreement measures that have been
used in the field so as to consider what are the differences between them
and so justify why one is more appropriate for coreference annotation than
the other two.
Percent agreement or observed agreement is the simplest measure,
defined by Scott (1955, p. 323) as “the percentage of judgments on which
the two analysts agree when coding the same data independently.” That is
to say, the number of items on which the coders agree divided by the total
number of items.
# Equal items
(4.1)
# Total items
With more than two coders, however, observed agreement cannot be defined
as the number of items on which there is agreement, since inevitably there
will be items on which some coders agree and others disagree. In the case
of multiple coders, pairwise agreement is used: the proportion of agreeing
judgment pairs out of the total number of judgment pairs for that item.
The main problem with observed agreement is that it does not yield
values that can be compared across studies, since some agreement is due to
chance, and the amount of chance agreement is affected by two factors that
vary from one study to the other: (i) the number of categories (the fewer
categories, the higher percent agreement), and (ii) the distribution of items
among categories (the more common a category, the higher percent agreement). Therefore, if we want to obtain figures that are comparable across
studies, observed agreement needs to be adjusted for chance agreement.
Kappa statistic, or simply K (Siegel and Castellan, 1988), is corrected
for chance by first finding how much agreement is expected by chance and
then subtracting this value from the observed agreement. In order to measure how much agreement above chance is attainable, the expected agreement is subtracted from 1. The ratio between these two differences tells us
the proportion of agreement beyond chance:
Observed agreement – Expected agreement
1 – Expected agreement
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(4.2)
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Expected agreement, i.e. the probability that two coders will classify an arbitrary item as belonging to the same category by chance, requires a model
of how chance would affect the coders’ decisions. Kappa computes this
model distinguishing only between categories, thus using a single probability distribution for all coders, based on the observed rate of each category K
across all coders. The probability distribution of a category k corresponds
to the proportion of items assigned to k by all coders divided by the overall
number of assignments. Although this measure distinguishes between categories, it ignores possible annotator bias. Further studies (Artstein and
Poesio, 2005), however, confirm that the issue of annotator bias is of little
consequence because the differences get smaller and smaller as the number
of annotators grows.
The use of the Kappa statistic as a measure of reliability in the field
of content analysis motivated Carletta (1996) to suggest its adoption in
the area of discourse and dialogue annotations. Her proposals have been
enormously influential, and subsequent reliability studies have used this coefficient so as to take into account the level of agreement coders reach by
chance. Since then, K has been a kind of standard for measuring agreement
in NLP. A number of questions, however, have also been raised, including
the realization that K is not appropriate for all types of agreement, being
problematic in relation to coreference. Alternative measures have thus been
employed.
Krippendorff ’s alpha, or simply α (Krippendorff, 1980), is based on
an equivalent formula to (4.2), although expressed in terms of disagreement
(4.3). It overcomes a serious limitation of K, namely the assumption that
all disagreements are equal. For some coding tasks such as coreference,
disagreements are not all alike; e.g. given two coreference chains, the disagreement will be much bigger if mentions included in one chain are not
found in the other one than a difference of only one mention. Since Krippendorff’s α does not take all disagreements to be of equal weight, it is
said to be a weighted coefficient. In order to understand the unpacking of
(4.3) to (4.4), we need to take into account that α originates from measures
of variance. Each item is considered as a separate level in an analysis of
variance, and so the smaller the variance around each level, the higher the
reliability. Observed disagreement corresponds to the variance within the
levels (i.e. items), and expected disagreement equals the overall variance of
the data.
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Observed disagreement
Expected disagreement
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where
The set of items is { i | i ∈ I } and is of cardinality i.
c is the number of coders.
The set of categories is { k | k ∈ K } and is of cardinality k.
nik stands for the number of times item i is classified in category k (the
number of coders that make such judgment).
nk is the number of times category k is assigned to any item by any coder.
dkj kl is the distance metric between categories kj and kl , identical categories having a distance of zero (dkj kj = 0).
The higher the value of α, the more agreement there is between the annotators: α = 1 means that agreement is complete, and α = 0 means that
agreement is at chance level.
Artstein and Poesio (2008) make the point that unlike other annotation
tasks that consist in assigning a specific label to each category, in coreference coders do not assign labels, but rather create links between coreferent
mentions. Until Passonneau’s (2004) paper it was “not clear what the ‘labels’ should be for the purpose of calculating agreement.” We do not want
to count as a disagreement every time two coders agree on the entity realized by a particular NP but just happen to mark different words as anchors.
Passonneau (2004) proposed to use the emerging coreference chains (i.e. sets
of mentions) as the labels.
The distance metric is not part of the general definition of α, because
different metrics are appropriate for different types of categories. For coreference, what is needed is a weighted measure that allows for partial disagreement when two coreference chains do not exactly coincide but do overlap,
since few annotators will catch all mentions of an entity. Passonneau’s (2004)
distance metric1 considers two sets as minimally distant when they are identical, and maximally distant when they are disjoint; between these extremes,
sets that stand in a subset relation are closer than ones that merely intersect.
The distance metrics she proposes between two sets A and B are:
1

In (Passonneau, 2006), this distance metric is referred to as MASI (Measuring Agreement on Set-valued Items) and refined by combining it with the Jaccard distance (Jaccard,
1908).
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0 if A = B
1/3 if A ⊂ B or B ⊂ A
2/3 if A ∩ B 6=

, but A 6⊂ B and B 6⊂ A

1 if A ∩ B =
Krippendorff’s α has been tested in anaphoric annotation in an experiment with eighteen coders (Poesio and Artstein, 2005). Compared to the
values obtained with Kappa, α does not go down so drastically as K when
coders do not completely agree on the set of mentions. Notice, however,
that they reach the conclusion that using α is going to make it even more
difficult to compare the results of different annotation experiments, since
the coefficients are very relative to the distance metrics: “A poor value or
a high value might result from too strict or too generous distance metrics.”
It is thus necessary to set standard distance metrics so as to make possible
comparison across studies.
To sum up then, given the failure of percent agreement to consider chance
agreement and the shortcomings of Kappa in treating all disagreements alike,
a chance-corrected and weighted coefficient like Krippendorff’s α is the one
that seems most suited to measure agreement in coreference annotation
tasks, and this is the one that I use in my reliability study.

4.2

The experimental setup

Before developing a large-scale reliability study, I measured agreement systematically with the two regular annotators in order to get an insight into
the main issues causing disagreement. My main concern was measuring
the agreement on assigning coreference links and thus forget about the attributes of markables. Computing agreement between two coders is easier
as it can be done on the basis of contingency tables, where each coder is
represented in a separate dimension. For ease of computation, I adapt Passonneau’s (2004) proposal and instead of taking as labels the coreference
chains, I consider the four main categories of link types in our scheme:2
 Non-coreferent(Non-coref)
 Discourse Deixis (Dx)
 Predicative (Pred)
 Identity (Ident)
2
If coders agree on the type, but the mentions are included in different chains, then I
consider it as a disagreement between identity and non-coreferent.
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Figure 4.1 shows the contingency table for an annotated text. Notice
that the (shaded) values along the diagonal correspond to the agreements.
The advantage of such tables is that Krippendorff’s α can be easily computed
once the formula is entered in an Excel worksheet. In the example, α = .91.
Measuring reliability with only two coders is rather limited and prone to
annotator bias, as suggested above. Therefore, a large-scale reliability study
was conducted, for which I provide now the details. Many decisions had to
be taken bearing in mind that the subjects were volunteers and thus strict
time constraints underlay the experimental setup.
Subjects Six undergraduates and two graduates of linguistics participated
voluntarily in the experiment, all of them students at the University of
Barcelona and native speakers of Spanish. The six undergraduates had no
previous experience on corpus annotation.
Materials The two newspaper texts annotated in the experiment correspond to files 17704-20000522 (Text 1) and 17124-20001122 (Text 2) from
the AnCora-Es corpus. The subjects were trained on texts 11177-20000817
and 16468-20000521 from the same corpus. In both cases, the second text
was more complex than the first by not only being longer but also including
discourse-deixis relations and a higher number of ambiguities.
Tools The annotations were performed on three computers with Windows
XP using the PALinkA annotation tool (see Section 3.4 in the preceding
chapter).
Procedure The experiment was run in four 90-minute-long sessions (6
hours in total), divided in two groups: two training sessions and two sessions
to annotate the two texts for the study. It all lasted about two weeks.

Figure 4.1: Contingency table
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Different working sessions were organized so as to suit the volunteers’ time
availability.
Session 1 Introduction to AnCora and the current project of coreference
annotation. Brief explanation of what coreference is, how it is encoded by the annotation scheme together with an outline of the XML
markup language. Examples were commented at the same time that
they were taught how to use the software. The participants were given
the annotation manual.
Session 2 Questions arisen while reading the manual were answered and
the participants were trained by annotating two newspaper texts3 from
AnCora-Es, thus becoming familiar with the graphical interface of
the annotation tool. Feedback was provided independently to each
participant in relation with misunderstandings, technical issues, or
doubts they had.
Session 3 Participants added the coreference links in Text 14 independently: 481 words, 11 sentences, 153 <de> out of which 51 were
coreferent, 28 coreference chains.
Session 4 Participants added the coreference links in Text 25 independently: 687 words, 15 sentences, 191 <de> out of which 88 were
coreferent, 26 coreference chains.
3

Files 11177-20000817 and 16468-20000521.
File 17704-20000522.
5
File 17124-20001122.
4

Figure 4.2: (Partial) Agreement matrix for Text 1
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In experiments with multiple coders, contingency tables like the one in
Figure 4.1 are no longer useful. Instead, Passonneau (2004) employs a coderby-item agreement matrix where the row labels are the items (mentions),
the column lables are the coders, and the cell contents indicate the value
that a specific coder assigned to a specific item: the category k assigned by
the i th coder to the j th unit. This kind of matrix was the one used to enter
the results of the experiment (Figure 4.2), where a numerical value is given
to each link type:
 Non-coreferent(Non-coref) → 1
 Discourse Deixis (Dx) → 2
 Predicative (Pred) → 3
 Identity (Ident) → 4

4.3

Results and discussion

The agreement values obtained with Krippendorff’s α are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. They were computed with the freely available KALPHA
macro written for SPSS (Hayes and Krippendorff, 2007). We got α = .85
for Text 1 and α = .89 for Text 2. In the observed coincidence matrix,
the disagreements between observers cluster around the diagonal containing
perfect matches. The expected coincidence matrix can be interpreted as
what would be expected under conditions of chance. The delta matrix visualizes how α weights the coincidences: a mismatch between non-coreferent
and discourse deixis is less penalized than one between non-coreferent and
predicative, and the strongest penalization is for a disagreement between
non-coreference and identity.
Still now, according to Artstein and Poesio (2008), it is “the lack of
consensus on how to interpret the values of agreement coefficients” that accounts for “the reluctance of many in CL to embark on reliability studies.”
In his work, Krippendorff (1980) suggests 0.8 as a threshold value, which
is also supported by more recent efforts (Poesio and Artstein, 2005). It is
doubtful, however, that a single cutoff point is appropriate for all purposes.
The OntoNotes project (Hovy et al., 2006) claims to achieve 90% interannotator agreement, but we should bear in mind that they simply use percent
agreement, the shortcomings of which were pointed out in Section 4.1.
A reliability study is not only interesting for the intercoder agreement
obtained but, from a linguistic perspective, considering the disagreements
can also be very interesting, as they provide an insight into weaknesses of the
scheme, obscurities in the manual, or the genuine complexity of the linguistic
phenomenon we are dealing with. Let us now turn to a qualitative analysis
of the data attending to the disagreements. For the sake of clarity, these
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Figure 4.3: Intercoder agreement for Text 1

have been grouped under seven main headings, thus suggesting a typology
of errors.
 Different metonymic interpretation
The interpretation of mentions used metonymically is prone to be ambiguous, thus accepting more than one link. In example (1), las dos
delegaciones ‘the two delegations’ was marked up as coreferent by half
of the annotators. Not all those who saw it as coreferent, however,
coincided in the pointed entity (which was a split antecedent): three
coders chose as anchors el general Joao de Matos ‘general Joao de
Matos’ and el general Nyanda ‘general Nyanda’, whereas one selected
Sudáfrica ‘South Africa’ and Angola ‘Angola’. The last annotator understood the delegations as representatives of their country, whereas
the other three stuck to an interpretation on a person-person basis.
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Figure 4.4: Intercoder agreement for Text 2

(1)

El jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas de Sudáfrica, el general Nyanda,
afirmó hoy en su primera visita oficial a Angola que . . . En su visita,
el general Nyanda estuvo acompañado por el general Joao de Matos
. . . Según fuentes próximas al Ministerio de Defensa, durante las conversaciones entre las dos delegaciones . . .
‘The head of the Armed Forces of South Africa, general Nyanda,
confirmed today in his first official visit to Angola that . . . In his
visit, general Nyanda was accompanied by general Joao de Matos
. . . According to sources close to the Ministry of Defense, during the
conversations between the two delegations . . . ’

 Overlapping mentions within embedded NPs
Although according to the “maximal NP” rule, the largest string of
words is preferred, sometimes coders opted for selecting a subpart.
For the mention su reinado ‘his reign’, four annotators linked it to los
veinticinco años de reinado de Juan Carlos I ‘the twenty five years
of reign of Juan Carlos I’ and the other four limited their choice to
reinado de Juan Carlos I ‘reign of Juan Carlos I’.
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The same reason accounts for the following two disagreements:
(2)

a.

(i)

(ii)

b.

(i)

(ii)

(2 coders) tropas sudafricanas . . . un batallón de sus soldados
‘South-African troops . . . a battalion of its soldiers’
(2 coders) tropas sudafricanas . . . un batallón de sus soldados
‘South-African troops . . . a battalion of its soldiers’
(4 coders) las fuerzas guerrilleras de la UNITA . . . las fuerzas
de la UNITA
‘the guerrilla forces of the UNITA . . . the forces of the
UNITA’
(2 coders) las fuerzas guerrilleras de la UNITA . . . las fuerzas
de la UNITA
‘the guerrilla forces of the UNITA . . . the forces of the
UNITA’

 Overextended chains
Some mentions could be coreferent with a previous one but the text
does not provide enough information to assure it, thus one wonders
whether the referential overlap is total or only partial. Isolated links
just encoded by one of the eight coders include:

(3)

a.

b.
c.

lo que el Rey ha impulsado . . . lo que el Rey ha hecho por el paı́s
‘what the King has promoted . . . what the King has done for the
country’
el papel de Juan Carlos I . . . lo que el Rey ha impulsado
‘the role of Juan Carlos I . . . what the King has promoted ’
el reinado . . . su tarea
‘the reign . . . his job’

Bridging relations in which two NPs are closely related although not
coreferent often tempted coders to establish an identity link when they
should not. Two coders, for instance, strove to find an antecedent for
los beligerantes ‘the belligerents’, but as these were only implicitly
introduced in the discourse, they finally linked the mention to a split
entity consisting of la rebelión armada en el este del paı́s ‘the armed
rebellion in the East of the country’ and la RDC ‘the DRC’, which is
a too risky presupposition.
 Divide between referential and attributive NPs
Although the guidelines state that two attributive NPs do not enter
into any coreference link and that predicative links do not apply to
predicative complements, some annotators did include them:

(4)

a.

misión de paz . . . fuerzas de paz
‘peace mission . . . peace forces’
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b.

un encuentro con el presidente angoleño en calidad de Comandante en Jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas Angoleñas
‘a meeting with the Angolan president as a Commander-in-chief
of the Angolan Armed Forces’

On the other hand, the divide between referential and attributive mentions is not always clear-cut. A difference of Catalan and Spanish with
respect to English is that Romance languages accept much more readily epithet-like uses of indefinite NPs to add information about an
entity previously introduced (5-a).
(5)

a.

el papel que desempeñan el Rey, la Reina . . . los españoles tienen
un Rey entregado en su tarea, apasionado por su tarea y con una
extraordinaria sensibilidad por todas las cosas que pasan en el
paı́s
‘the role played by the King, the Queen . . . the Spanish have a
King devoted to his job, passionate about his job and with an
extraordinary sensitivity for all the things that happen in the
country’

Interestingly enough, the most asked question by the participants was
whether they could add a <de> for España ‘Spain’ in una España
moderna ‘a modern Spain’. Since this addition was not possible, they
all opted for keeping two separate chains:
(6)

a.
b.

España . . . el paı́s . . . nuestro paı́s
‘Spain . . . the country . . . our country’
una España moderna, ambiciosa . . . la España moderna . . . la
España moderna
‘a modern, ambitious Spain . . . the modern Spain . . . the modern
Spain’

 Discourse deixis: different <seg> extension
Whereas the relative pronoun lo que ‘which’ (7-a) was linked by all
coders to the previous segment “la Corona...objetivos”, other NPs
coreferent with one or more clauses posed difficulties to annotators
in that disagreements arose with regard to the exact extension. In
(7-b), 50% chose “El jefe...de UNITA” and 50% chose “las Fuerzas
Armadas...de UNITA”.

(7)

a.

Según Aznar, la Corona puede “garantizar y expresar” que España
pueda tener “más ambiciones, propósitos y objetivos”, lo que,
para el presidente, “es una gran posibilidad para España”.
‘According to Aznar, the Crown can “guarantee and express”
that Spain can have “more ambitions, goals and objectives”,
which, according to the president, is a great possibility for Spain”.’
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b.

c.

El jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas de Sudáfrica, el general Nyanda,
afirmó hoy en su primera visita oficial a Angola que las Fuerzas
Armadas de este paı́s “consiguieron destruir buena parte de las
fuerzas convencionales de UNITA.” El general sudafricano hizo
estas declaraciones. . .
‘The head of the Armed Forces of South Africa, general Nyanda,
confirmed today in his first official visit to Angola that the
Armed Forces of this country “managed to destroy a big part of
the conventional forces of UNITA.” The South African general
made these declarations. . . ’
Aznar destacó que los españoles tienen “un Rey entregado en su
tarea, apasionado por su tarea . . . Relató que el Rey Juan Carlos
“se emociona no cuando piensa en lo que ha hecho por el paı́s,
sino en lo que puede hacer” y subrayó que “esa entrega es uno
de los aspectos más destacados”.
‘Aznar stressed that the Spanish have “a King devoted to his
job, passionate about his job . . . He reported that the King Juan
Carlos “is moved not when he thinks of what he has done for
the country, but of what he can do” and emphasized that “this
dedication is one of the most outstanding aspects”.’

Even more problematic was (7-c), which gave rise to five different links:
- (3 coders) “dx-seg” with “el Rey Juan Carlos...puede hacer.”
- (1 coder) “dx-seg” with “lo que *0* puede hacer.”
- (1 coder) “dx-text” with the two preceding sentences.
- (1 coder) “ident” with “su tarea.”
- (2 coders) Non-coreferent.
 Missed links
Some links were just not included by some coders without possibly
knowing whether they failed to consider it as coreferent or they just
failed to notice it. The obvious link in (8-a) was ignored by 2 coders,
probably due to carelessness. The relation in (8-b) is more debatable.
NPs referring to abstract terms (8-c) as well as those with a split antecedent (1) prove to be more difficult to recognize than links between
NEs.

(8)

a.

b.
c.

la presencia del Rey Juan Carlos . . . la presencia del Rey
‘the presence of the King Juan Carlos . . . the presence of the
King’
el papel del Rey . . . la acción del Rey
‘the role of the King . . . the action of the King’
la rebelión armada en el este del paı́s apoyada por tropas regulares de Ruanda y Uganda . . . la crisis del Congo
‘the armed rebellion in the East of this country supported by regular troops from Rwanda and Uganda. . . the crisis in Congo’
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 Misunderstandings
There were cases, especially when there was a semantic similarity, in
which the coder misinterpreted the discourse referent of a mention. In
the following, for instance, s/he mixed the UN troops with the soldiers
sent by South Africa.

(9)

el próximo despliegue de tropas sudafricanas en el marco de la Misión
de la ONU en el vecino Congo . . . el envı́o de 5.500 cascos azules para
la RDC
‘the next deployment of South-African troops in the framework of the
UN Mission in the neighbouring Congo’ . . . ‘the sending of 5,000 blue
berets for the DRC ’

The unexperienced coders tended to focus on lexical rather than referential matches.

4.4

Summary

This chapter set out to measure to what extent the coreference annotation
scheme presented in Chapter 3 can be considered reliable and, accordingly,
to what extent the annotated data are valid. To this end, a reliability
study was presented. Apart from this experiment, I also contributed with
(i) a comparison of three different existing coefficients, (ii) a justification for
preferring one to the others, and (iii) a proposal for a typology of sources of
disagreements.
After presenting the most frequent coefficients that have been used in
previous studies to measure interannotator agreement, I justified the choice
of Krippendorff’s α by highlighting the weaknesses of percent agreement and
the Kappa statistic, since measuring agreement in coreference tasks calls for
a coefficient that is both weighted and corrected for chance. In brief, α is
the one that better approximates to the reality I want to measure.
In the second part of the chapter I described the experimental conditions
underlying the reliability study here presented: a total of eight volunteers
were first trained with two texts, and afterwards they proceeded to annotate
two other texts. The annotations of these two texts were captured in the
form of a coder-by-item agreement matrix from which α was automatically
computed with an SPSS macro. I drew on the distance metric proposed by
Passonneau (2004) to compute α for coreference annotation, although the
way equivalence classes were built was slightly simplified.
The results reported in the last part of the chapter showed the validity
of our coreference annotation scheme for Spanish and Catalan: α = .85 for
Text 1 and α = .89 for Text 2. They are high enough coefficients so as to
claim good reliability. Only a large and accurately annotated corpus makes
it possible to successfully train algorithms and infer linguistic behaviour. On
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the one hand, the high interannotator agreement supports the consistency
and coverage of the coding guidelines, and it is a guarantee that the new
annotated data will also be reliable. On the other hand, however, I was
interested in dissecting the disagreements as a window on problematic issues
that are likely to trigger different responses from the coders.
Therefore, I concluded by commenting on the most frequent sources of
disagreements, thus providing a typology of errors that can be very useful
for future annotation efforts. To my knowledge, very little research has been
conducted in this respect. In a nutshell, most of the problems can be attributed either to underspecified expressions and ambiguities which are left
unresolved in the discourse itself, or in the case of discourse deixis to difficulties in delimiting the extension of the antecedent. Some disagreements
are of a different nature: mere careless mistakes.
All in all, we should not forget that there is no such thing as a “corpus
without errors” and so, even when tested by means of reliability studies, any
corpus will still contain mistakes. This is why it is not feasible to aim at
an interannotator agreement higher than 90%, especially in pragmatic tasks
like coreference where knowledge from many sources comes into play.
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CHAPTER

5

CHAIN-STARTING DEFINITE NOUN PHRASES

One of the obstacles that make coreference resolution such a challenging task
for NLP is the large amount and variety of knowledge involved in it. Existing
systems have relied greatly on traditional linguistic accounts which assume
the definite article to be a mark of anaphoricity. First-mention uses are thus
treated as exceptions deserving no special attention. This widely-held view,
however, is strongly based on English and tends to be limited to evidence
from constructed examples. When natural data are taken into account and
from languages other than English, classical treatments of definites collapse
and the need for a language-specific approach becomes apparent.
Acknowledging the considerable number of definite NPs that are used as
first mentions, some works in the field of NLP (Bean and Riloff, 1999; Ng
and Cardie, 2002; Uryupina, 2003b; Vieira and Poesio, 2000) have added
an automatic classifier able to distinguish those definite NPs that have no
antecedent in order to stop the coreference resolution system from looking
erroneously for a previous mention and wasting time. However, only few
non-anaphoric detectors have been proposed to date, and none exists either
for Catalan or Spanish.
The study presented in this chapter constitutes the second main contribution of this dissertation, offering three different perspectives on the issue
of detecting chain-starting definite NPs in Catalan and Spanish. The starting point is the idea that the definite article plays a different role in (1) and
(2), since whereas the definite noun phrase (NP) la premsa ‘the press’ can
introduce a new entity into the text for the first time, the definite NP l’actor
‘the actor’ relies on a previous mention for its interpretation.
(1)

(Cat.) L’enfrontament
ha ressorgit
a les pàgines de la premsa.
The confrontation has reappeared in the pages of the press.
‘The confrontation has reappeared in the pages of the press.’
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(2)

(Cat.) L’actor
va ser incinerat, tal com era el seu
desig.
The actor was cremated, just as
was the his wish.
‘The actor was cremated, just as it was his wish.’

I begin by reviewing four different accounts each of which takes a different
perspective, yet I bring together some of their claims so as to understand
the difference between the definites in (1) and (2), both for Catalan and
Spanish. In a nutshell, definites of the first type have a head noun which
is functional (Löbner, 1985; Fraurud, 1990) and a grammaticized definite
article (Lyons, 1999; Bybee, 1998); while definites of the second type have
a head noun which is sortal (Löbner, 1985) and the definite article retains
its semantic meaning (Lyons, 1999).
I hold that certain nouns (functional nouns) combine more systematically
with the definite article (a grammaticized article) constituting a “storage
unit” in the terms of Bybee and Hopper (2001, p. 8): “recurring units in
the continuous stream of speech.” In addition, storage units like la premsa
‘the press’ (vs. l’actor ‘the actor’) are likely candidates to be chain starting,
namely the first mention in a coreference chain. My goal is delimiting such
storage units for Catalan and Spanish, since this can help a coreference
resolution system distinguish first from coreferent mentions. The approach
I take focuses on strings of words and their frequency occurrence, without
considering their psycholinguistic basis or logical meaning. A usage-based
account in terms of frequency can reveal useful features to build a chainstarting detector of definite NPs for Catalan and Spanish.
The “storage units” claim has prompted two empirical studies based on
the AnCora corpora (Section 3.1). The first study seeks evidence for the
grammaticization of the definite article; the second measures to what extent
certain nouns show a tendency to co-occur with the definite article with a
view to determining storage units. This study keeps non-modified definite
NPs (simple) separate from modified definite NPs (complex). Complex definites like those in (3) and (4) are analysed in a second step so as to explore
the intersection between storage units and nominal modifiers.
(3)

(Cat.) La premsa local va començar ahir
la seva campanya.
The press
local began
yesterday the its campaign.
‘The local press began its campaign yesterday.’

(4)

(Cat.) Demà,
a partir de les dotze, l’actor Lionel Valdés
Tomorrow, from
the twelve, the actor Lionel Valdés
‘Tomorrow, from twelve o’clock, the actor Lionel Valdés’

This chapter is divided into three sections, each one taking a different
perspective on the subject. Section 5.1 is theoretically oriented: the approaches of Löbner (1985), Fraurud (1990), Lyons (1999), and Bybee (1998)
are discussed, in that their ideas about a category of functional nouns on
the one hand, and the grammaticization of the article on the other, fill a
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gap that casts light on making sense of empirical evidence. The theoretical ideas give rise to two hypotheses that are empirically tested in Section
5.2, which describes two different corpus studies. The first one aims to obtain evidence for the grammaticization of the definite article in Catalan and
Spanish. The second one demonstrates the existence of article+noun pairs
with a strong bond between definite article and noun. Section 5.3 takes a
computational perspective so as to build a chain-starting classifier of definite
NPs for Spanish. The classifier brings together both the theoretical and empirical perspectives. The high precision obtained in the evaluation supports
both the efficiency of the chain-starting detector as well as the reality of the
linguistic hypotheses that I put forward.

5.1

Theoretical Perspective

The starting point of this study is the observation – already brought forward
in Fraurud (1990) – that in everyday language many uses of the definite
article do not fall within the scope of traditional accounts of definiteness
(Heim, 1983). Many uses differ from the a book/the book pattern (5).1
(5)

John read a book. It was Mary who had given him the book.

In the last twenty years, the awareness of the mismatch between deepseated theories and real data has led more recent approaches both from a
theoretical and from an NLP point of view to abandon traditional hypotheses. The increase in size and domains of electronic corpora has been very
influential in this shift. The availability of large amounts of data that can
be digitally stored and processed has opened a wide range of possibilities
for a new analysis of language, one that does not build a theory and then
construct suitable examples but which moves from the observation of real
data to the subsequent description of the underlying theory. These more
recent accounts question the assumption that definite phrases are typically
anaphoric whereas non-anaphoric uses are exceptions of little importance.
Traditional theories suffer from two main weaknesses: (i) their restriction to fabricated examples, overlooking complexities that are inherent in
everyday language, and (ii) their limitation to the English language. As a
result, such classical accounts turn out to be of little use for NLP applications, which need to deal with raw input coming from the natural languages
of a multilingual world. Thus, before modelling a chain-starting detector,
my theoretical and empirical approaches are an attempt to overcome these
weaknesses. This section provides the theoretical background and raises the
1
Birner and Ward (1994, p. 93) provide many counterexamples from English to traditional accounts in terms of familiarity and uniqueness, arguing that “neither approach
alone can account for all felicitous uses of the definite article.”
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issues which have prompted and guided the two empirical studies that follow in Section 5.2. The discussion is confined to those ideas suggested in
previous works that are relevant in the present context.

5.1.1

Functional nouns

The starting point of the approaches by Löbner (1985) and Fraurud (1990)
is the semantics of head nouns in definites, the latter study building on the
former towards a computational model. Löbner’s analysis of definiteness
moves beyond the traditional approach in terms of uniqueness, advocating
a new classification of nouns – or, more precisely, concepts – with a view to
grounding his functional theory of definiteness, which argues that it is the
semantics of the noun that makes the definite article (un)necessary in any
given discourse. According to Löbner (1985, p. 292), “there are semantic
subclasses of nouns that differ in the range of determiners with which they
combine in certain contexts.” Löbner distinguishes between sortal (SC) and
relational concepts (RC). The former, e.g. woman, classify objects according
to the properties they exhibit; while the latter, e.g. moon, describe objects as
standing in a certain relation to others. RCs are further subcategorized into
one-to-one (functional concepts, FC), like moon, and one-to-many relational
concepts, like friend.
On the basis of this noun categorization, Löbner (1985, p. 293) develops
his functional theory of definiteness, arguing that just as “functions relate
objects unambiguously (or one-to-one) to others,” the role of the definite
article is indicating that the following noun is to be taken as a FC. Given
that definite NPs point unambiguously to terms (“individual expressions”),
they can be regarded as FCs. The dividing line, however, between some
definites and others lies in how the arguments for unambiguous reference
are provided: by the lexical meaning of the head noun, as in the case of
semantic definites, or by the discourse context (textual or physical), which
is the case of pragmatic definites. More specifically, the textual discourse
context can be split into the NP modifiers and the rest of the text.
The head of semantic definites is an FC – being already definite, the
appearance of the definite article becomes redundant. Typical semantic definites are proper nouns2 and similar expressions (e.g. the opera Rigoletto; the
rumour that Reagan is going to resign; the Wall in Berlin), and NPs which
depend on a situational argument common to all temporal and spatial locations (e.g. the moon) or are unique in the “abstract” situation invoked
by the discourse (e.g. the post office, being the one specifically inferred in
context). More debatable from my point of view, as I shall discuss later (Section 5.2.3), are those definites with a non-FC head involving more than one
2
Personal names never combine with the definite article in English, but they can in
colloquial German and do obligatorily with familiar names in Catalan.
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argument3 which, however, according to Löbner, become functional because
of a modifier, be it explicit or implicit (e.g. the closest shop, the meaning of
the definite article, the Prime Minister, etc.).
In contrast, pragmatic definites always have an SC or one-to-many RC
as head, but its reference is unambiguous thanks to the immediate situation.
The article in this case has a proper meaning, indicating that the head noun
is to be taken as an FC. In this group is where Löbner includes anaphoric
definites, since they get their functional link from the text, as well as definites
containing a restrictive relative clause or a prepositional or adverbial phrase,
since the textual modifiers provide the required arguments. Complex NPs
are divided into semantic and pragmatic definites, although the boundary is
rather. In a nutshell, semantic definites are candidates to be first mentions,
while pragmatic definites are likely to be coreferent mentions when simple,
and first mentions when complex.
On the basis of Löbner’s distinction between semantic and pragmatic
definites, a line can be drawn between NPs which are definite per se (in
a certain language) and NPs whose definiteness is not so straightforward,
but depends on the immediate discourse. Like any linguistic classification,
however, rather than being clear-cut, I believe that FC and SC concepts
constitute the extremes of a continuum (see Section 5.2.3 below) in which
intermediate cases remain an object of discussion among linguists. These
in-between definite NPs, for which the source of the necessary arguments is
not clear, fall under the umbrella class of Clark’s (1977) “bridging definites”4
or Hawkins’ (1977) “associative anaphoric uses.” The information needed to
resolve the function is provided partly by the textual context and partly by
world knowledge. Given this complexity, no wonder that the computational
interpretation of these definite NPs still poses many difficulties.
Löbner’s notions of FC, RC and SC lay the basis on which Fraurud
(1990) builds her model of definite NP processing. Exploiting the notion
of “relationality” at large, she is able to make sense of the results obtained
from her empirical study on a 10 455-word Swedish corpus, in which only one
third of all occurrences of definite NPs turn out to be coreferent mentions.
This finding has also been empirically corroborated for English (Poesio and
Vieira, 1998). Fraurud stresses the idea that most definites appearing as
first mentions in a discourse are relational in that they are interpreted by
establishing different relations with certain arguments in the sense of Löbner.
These arguments, called “anchors” by Fraurud, might be provided either
within the discourse (referents previously mentioned in the text) or outside
3

Löbner considers that all FCs have, at least, one obligatory argument, namely the
situational argument, which is often implicit. In addition, they can take other object
arguments. Depending on the number of arguments, FCs are then subdivided into FC1,
FC2, etc.
4
Typically, bridging forces the reader/listener to construct an antecedent by a series of
inferences, like in necessary-parts relations: I looked into the room. The ceiling was high.
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the discourse (background referents, i.e. extra-linguistic entities that we
are all aware of because of world knowledge). According to Fraurud, the
interpretation of first-mention definites can thus be equated to a process
of anchoring. The amount of anchoring that a certain noun occurrence
requires for its interpretation results, on the one hand, from its “inherent
relationality” (the lexico-encyclopaedic knowledge connected with it) and
from its “contextual relationality” (its interpretation in a specific context).
Fraurud’s main claim is that in addition to the definiteness of an NP,
the relationality of a definite NP might influence the way it is interpreted.
More precisely: definite NPs whose head noun has a relational definition
are more likely to be first-mention definites, while definite NPs with a head
noun which has a sortal definition will tend to be anaphoric definites. This
two-way classification maps well onto Löbner’s semantic vs. pragmatic distinction. Fraurud’s algorithm of NP interpretation only begins by applying
an anaphoric pattern for sortal nouns (i.e. pragmatic definites), whereas relational nouns (i.e. semantic definites) are first processed as non-anaphoric.

5.1.2

Grammaticization of the definite article

The division between semantic and pragmatic definites makes one wonder
why the definite article appears in both cases; what is then the specific role
of the definite article? What is it that we call definiteness? Trying to answer
these questions, Lyons (1999) conducts an in-depth analysis of definiteness
across languages. After showing how much it varies not only in form, but also
in function, Lyons concludes that no approach in terms of either uniqueness
or identifiability can successfully account for all its uses. The failure to
find a semantic or pragmatic notion that characterises definiteness in all
its uses leads Lyons to a turning point: definiteness is not a semantic but
a grammatical category5 associated with a particular structural position
within the Definiteness Phrase (DP). In the case of English, Spanish and
Catalan, it occupies the specifier position of the DP. It is thus possible for
the definite article to be a meaningless filler with the sole role of occupying
the specifier position in the absence of any other meaningful item (such as
a demonstrative), thus indicating that the DP is projected.
Definiteness originated as a category of meaning (“identifiability,” according to Lyons), but it has grammaticized over time in a way comparable
to other categories such as tense, mood, gender, etc. Consequently, given
that “when a concept comes to be represented grammatically it takes on a
new life” (Lyons, 1999, p. 276), we cannot expect to find at present a one-toone correspondence between the grammatical category and the category of
meaning it is based on. Lyons claims that two kinds of definiteness can be
distinguished nowadays: (i) semantic or pragmatic definiteness, i.e. definite
5

In fact, the category he claims is a wider one, the category of person-definiteness,
which includes personal pronouns.
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uses which retain the original meaning of definiteness, and (ii) grammatical
definiteness, i.e. definite uses that are the result of the grammaticization of
the article and so represent an extension or abstraction of the prototypical
meaning.
The analysis of the article as having undergone a historical process of
grammaticization brings Lyons close to typologists such as Bybee (1998),
who assumes that the only linguistic universals we can talk of are those of
language change. From this point of view, the evolution of language results
partly from universal tendencies of language change that cause all languages
to move along the same paths. Grammaticization is the development from
lexical to grammatical forms and from grammatical to even more grammatical forms (Heine and Kuteva 2002), which is often triggered by the
repetition and recurrence of certain constructions that makes them become
automatized as a single storage unit (Bybee and Hopper, 2001). The more
frequent these common constructions are, the more generalized and abstract
their meaning becomes. The parameters of grammaticization or definitional
criteria according to Bybee (1998) and Heine and Kuteva (2002) are:
1. Phonetic reduction: loss in phonetic substance.
2. Semantic bleaching: loss in meaning content.
3. Increase in frequency of use, i.e. context generalization.
4. Gradual process with full variation in both form and function.
Parameters 2 and 3 are closely interrelated and they are the concern of
corpus study I (Section 5.2.2).

5.1.3

The meeting point

Given the range of concepts introduced in the previous sections, let us review them before proceeding. Table 5.1 shows the overlaps between Löbner
(1985), Fraurud (1990) and Lyons (1999). Although the correspondence is
not absolute, since obscure cases may fall into different categories, such a
mapping succeeds in highlighting the major connections between the accounts revised in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, thus linking both perspectives:
the noun and the definite article.
Löbner’s “semantic definites” and Fraurud’s “definites with a relational
definition” fit in Lyons’ “grammatical definiteness”: the former focusing on
the functionality of the noun semantics, the latter stressing the grammatical
status (semantically redundant) of the definite article. The last row corresponds to the anaphoric use of the article, which is responsible for turning
a sortal concept (SC) or one-to-many relational concept (RC) into a functional one (FC). It is this second group of definite uses the one that has been
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Löbner (1985)

Fraurud (1990)

Lyons (1999)
Definite Article

Noun
redundant article +
FC

semantic definites

relational
definition

grammatical
definiteness

meaningful article +
SC/one-to-many RC

pragmatic definites

sortal definition

semantic/pragmatic
definiteness

Table 5.1: Mapping between Löbner’s, Fraurud’s and Lyons’ categories

considered as paradigmatic according to traditional accounts. Consequently,
little attention has been devoted to the first group, namely definite NPs that
do not rely on a previous antecedent.6 This chapter focuses precisely on this
group, arguing for their being regarded as “storage units.”
Finally, let us briefly sum up the key points from each author that form
the theoretical core of my study:
 Löbner (1985)

1. FCs are semantically distinct from SCs and one-to-many RCs.
2. The definite article is pleonastic when combined with an FC (i.e.
semantic definites), as the noun on its own already implies a oneto-one reading.
 Fraurud (1990)

1. Definites are not a homogenous group: more than fifty per cent
of definite NPs in Swedish are used non-anaphorically.
2. First-mention definites are interpreted by a process of anchoring,
i.e. in relation to one or more anchors provided either by the
local or global context.
 Lyons (1999)

1. The definite article as a grammatical category (with a DP projection) does not correspond one-to-one with the original category
of meaning.
2. Across languages the definite article can occupy different positions in the DP and serve different functions so that languages
vary with respect to the grammatical use of the article.
6

Non-anaphoric NPs can, however, be coreferent with a previous mention in the discourse, but their interpretation does not depend on it, e.g. The moon shone brightly
through the window . . . Allison watched the moon.
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 Bybee (1998)

1. Grammaticization is a diachronic process: semantic weakening
occured alongside the transformation of an early demonstrative
into the definite article.
2. Languages find themselves at different stages in the grammaticization continuum.
After having outlined the theoretical accounts that underpin my claims concerning definite NPs and having made explicit their connections, next Section turns to seeking empirical evidence in favour of these claims.

5.2

Empirical Perspective

This section reports on two different corpus studies that I carried out for the
purpose of securing linguistic evidence for the claim that we find in Catalan
and Spanish article+noun storage units when a functional noun in Löbner’s
terms is accompanied by the grammaticized definite article (Lyons, 1999).
I aim to obtain evidence from Catalan and Spanish for:
 The grammaticization of the definite article (Corpus study I).
 The existence of article+noun pairs with a strong bond between definite article and noun (Corpus study II).

The aim of the two following corpus studies is to pinpoint trends and probabilities (corpus-driven generalizations) with a view to translating them into
relevant features in a coreference resolution system, since they can successfully guide a chain-starting detector. My main concern in this chapter is
definite NPs, so I have focused strictly on this group and left the rest of
NPs (indefinite, bare, demonstrative, etc.) for future work.

5.2.1

The corpus

The empirical data used in my experiments come from the AnCora corpora
(Section 3.1) at the stage prior to the addition of coreference information, i.e.
annotated with PoS tags, constituents and functions, argument structures
and thematic roles, strong and weak NEs, and nominal WordNet synsets.
I use a dataset of 400 000 words (with 144 000 NPs) from AnCora-Ca, and
one of 320 000 words (with 93 000 NPs) from AnCora-Es. The syntactic
annotation of the two corpora makes it possible not only to obtain the NP
constituents, but also to distinguish between simple and complex NPs.
To begin with, all full NPs were extracted. By full NPs it is meant
NPs with a nominal head, omitting pronouns, NPs with an elliptical head,
and coordinated NPs. Out of all NPs in the corpus, AnCora-Ca contains
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Simple NPs
Complex NPs
Total

Definite NPs

Other Det. NPs

Bare NPs

Total

27 196
34 133

8 182
12 948

25 321
12 113

60 699 (51%)
59 194 (49%)

61 329 (51%)

21 130 (18%)

37 434 (31%)

119 893 (100%)

Table 5.2: Overall distribution of full NPs in AnCora-Ca

Simple NPs
Complex NPs
Total

Definite NPs

Other det. NPs

Bare NPs

Total

12 739
20 447

6 642
9 545

15 183
8 068

34 564 (48%)
38 060 (52%)

33 186 (46%)

16 187 (22%)

23 251 (32%)

72 624 (100%)

Table 5.3: Overall distribution of full NPs in AnCora-Es

119 893 full NPs and AnCora-Es 72 624. Table 5.2 (AnCora-Ca) and Table
5.3 (AnCora-Es) show the counts of definite and non-definite NPs (in any
syntactic position) sorted into simple and complex. As definite I only include
NPs introduced by the Catalan definite article el, la/l’, els, les, and Spanish
el, la, los, las. Non-definite NPs are split into NPs introduced by determiners
other than the definite article and bare NPs.

5.2.2

Corpus study I

The first experiment attempts to obtain evidence for the grammaticization
of the definite article in Catalan and Spanish. I use the four parameters of
grammaticization (Section 5.1.2) as a test. Concerning the first one, phonetic reduction, historical descriptions (Cano, 1988; Badia, 1984) indicate
that the Catalan and Spanish article come from the Latin demonstrative
ille, illa, illud: the Latin forms dropped one syllable to yield the Catalan and Spanish articles. Besides, the Catalan forms show a reduced vowel
(schwa).
Cano’s (1988, pp. 144–145) words support the second and third parameters, semantic bleaching and increase in frequency of use:
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El notable incremento de uso de los demostrativos, en especial
de ille, ante sustantivo hizo que en muchos casos su función
señaladora quedara reducida a la simple determinación (. . . ) el
valor del artı́culo (. . . ) va a indicar el carácter real, existente de
lo referido por el nombre. [The considerable increase in the use
of demonstratives, especially ille, before a noun meant that in
many cases their signalling function became reduced to simple
determination (. . . ) the meaning of the article (. . . ) is going to
indicate the real, existing nature of the referent of the noun.]
Finally, the gradual process with full variation in both form and function
(the fourth parameter) is documented in detail by Kabatek (2005), who comments on the grammaticization path followed by the definite article across
Romance languages. Although grammaticization paths are universal, the
speed and extent to which they occur often vary cross-linguistically. I believe that the definite article in Catalan and Spanish has grammaticized to
a larger extent than in other European languages. On the basis of the third
parameter (increase in frequency of use), I hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 1 The article is used more frequently in languages where it is
grammaticized (e.g. Catalan, Spanish) than in languages where it is less or
not grammaticized (e.g. English).
This first corpus study aims to demonstrate the high grammaticization of
the definite article in Catalan and Spanish by quantitatively comparing its
frequency of use in relation to other languages. In order to make such a
comparison, I defined the definiteness ratio, a statistical parameter that
captures the extent to which the definite article is used in a language. The
definiteness ratio is the ratio of definite NPs to the total number of full NPs.
Results
Based on the material at my disposal, the languages chosen for comparison
were Swedish7 and English.8 Table 5.4 presents the values obtained by the
definiteness ratio in the four languages.
Discussion
According to the definiteness ratio, we can place each language on a scale
from less to more frequent use of the definite article:
English < Swedish < Spanish < Catalan
7

On the basis of the figures reported in Fraurud (1990).
I made use of the numbers provided by Allan Ramsay based on the 100-million-word
British National Corpus (Personal communication, Oct 2007).
8
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This scale finds a parallel in Lyons’ (1999) ranking of languages according
to their progression in respect of definite article use:
 English: simple definites9
 French, Spanish: simple definites, generics
 Italian: simple definites, generics, possessives
 Greek, Catalan: simple definites, generics, possessives, personal names

The results of this first corpus study favour hypothesis 1 and I thus conclude
that the definite article in Catalan and Spanish is highly grammaticized. The
increase of use can be explained by the generalization of contexts in which
the definite article appears (Table 5.5). Context generalization is directly
connected with semantic bleaching, since an extension of contexts must come
at the cost of a loss in semantic meaning.
Definiteness is still semantically informative in English, where the article
appears only with simple definites, but it has spread into a wider distribution
in Romance languages. Like English, Spanish does not use the article before
possessives and personal names, but it does with generics; Italian uses it with
possessives too; and Catalan in all three contexts. Definites within fixed
expressions are also more frequent in Catalan and Spanish. The article has
tended to appear in more and more contexts: generics, before body parts,
nominalized adjectives, relative clauses, etc. In present-day Spanish – even
more in Catalan – bare NPs are less frequent (≈30%).
Generic phrases mainly account for the definiteness ratios of the two
Romance languages being twice as much that of English. Natural language
is not only about specific individuals, but it is also full of references to kinds.
Both singular (6) and plural (7) generics pervade journalistic texts, as they
are useful labels for entire classes, even if their exact composition is often
underspecified.
9
Lyons (1999, p. 47) uses the term simple definites for those “NPs which correspond
in terms of what they express, if approximately, to English NPs in which definiteness is
signalled by, at most, the article the.”

Catalan

Spanish

Swedish

English

Full NPs
Definite full NPs

119 893
61 329

72 624
33 186

2 434
745

18 034 875
4 821 093

Definiteness ratio

0.51

0.46

0.31

0.27

Table 5.4: The definiteness ratio
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(6)

(Sp.) El mercado internacional del
café.
The market international of the coffee.
‘The international coffee market.’

(7)

(Cat.) Un pioner que utilitza codis atı́pics en el llenguatge de les
A pioneer who uses
codes atypical in the language of the
imatges.
images.
‘A pioneer who uses atypical codes in the language of images.’

Although fixed phrases are another area where the use of the article in
Catalan and Spanish (8) often differs from other languages, they are not as
numerically important as generics.
(8)

(Sp.) Villalobos dio las gracias a los militantes.
Villalobos gave the thanks to the militants.
‘Villalobos thanked the militants.’

Definite NPs within these units have fossilized to the extent that they do
not require any functional interpretation, as they do not point to any entity
in the discourse – when we give thanks to somebody, we are not giving anything. There is no point in regarding a subsequent mention of las gracias
‘the thanks’ as coreferent with the previous one. When building a coreference chain, this type of definites10 should be recognized and ruled out by
the system in order to avoid any noise they could bring about. Finally, the
uses of the article specific to Catalan account for the 0.05-point difference
in frequency of occurrence (see Table 5.4) with regard to Spanish. More
precisely, such a difference stems from the compulsory appearance of the article before possessive determiners, since in the case of personal names, these
are not used colloquially (when they are preceded by the definite article) in
newspaper articles.
10

Many of non-autonomous definites are part of V-O compounds which, according to
Thompson and Hopper (2001), cannot be considered from a transitivity account. Instead
of “argument structures,” they favour a usage-based account of such units as a whole.
Notice that dar las gracias ‘to give thanks’ equals agradecer ‘to thank’.

Generics
English
Spanish
Italian
Catalan

apples
las manzanas
le mele
les pomes

Fixed expressions
go to school
ir a la escuela
andare a scuola
anar a l’escola

Possessives
his jacket
su chaqueta
la sua giacca
la seva jaqueta

Personal names
Sarah
Sara
Sara
la Sara

Table 5.5: Variation in the use of the definite article across languages
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The definiteness ratio, as an indicator of the degree of grammaticization
of the article, makes a convincing case for the need to take the language
into account when building a chain-starting detector, as there is no oneto-one correspondence between the uses of definites in English and those
in Catalan and Spanish. On the other hand, the wide range of contexts
where the article appears in the two languages under analysis prompts us
to question the relevance of definiteness alone for a chain-starting detector.

5.2.3

Corpus study II

The goal of the second experiment is to find evidence in support of:
Hypothesis 2 Certain simple definite NPs show such a strong bond between definite article and noun that the article+noun pair they form can be
considered as a storage unit in the sense of Bybee and Hopper (2001).
I regard article+noun storage units not as fixed idioms in the speaker’s mind
but as strings of words that are very likely to co-occur together in real language use. I hold that the definite article has become highly grammaticized
in these units and is redundant because, since the head noun is functional
in Löbner’s (1985) terms, its reference is already unambiguous. This study
of article+noun pairs was originally inspired by the one reported in Nissim
(2002), although she does not keep simple NPs distinct from complex ones
and she only interprets the results in relation to bridging anaphora.
Results
There are 2 266 noun types in the AnCora-Ca corpus and 1 519 in AnCoraEs. Singular and plural nouns both masculine and feminine were kept as
distinct types, and only nouns that occur a minimum of ten times were included in this study. In order to measure the bond between definite article
and noun type, a definite probability 11 was computed for each type, which
I define as the number of times that a noun N occurs non-modified and
preceded by the definite article divided by the number of occurrences of N
non-modified and preceded by any determiner. Nouns that never appeared
preceded by the definite article were excluded. Figure 5.1 presents the distribution of nouns according to definite probability in the two corpora (in
relative frequencies).
By way of an example, I provide twenty nouns ordered decreasingly by
their definite probability (in brackets):
 AnCora-Ca: premsa ‘press’ (1.00), història ‘history’ (0.96), ciutadania
‘citizens’ (0.89), conferència ‘conference’ (0.71), artista ‘artist’ (0.67),
11

Bean and Riloff (1999) and Uryupina (2003b) use similar definite probabilities, although the way these ratios are computed is slightly different (see Section 5.3.1 below).
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of nouns according to definite probability

llibres ‘books’ (0.55), crisi ‘crisis’ (0.43), diumenge ‘Sunday’ (0.33),
baralla ‘fight’ (0.20), edició ‘edition’ (0.08).
 AnCora-Es: Unión Europea ‘European Union’ (1.00), población ‘population’ (0.92), educación ‘education’ (0.89), región ‘region’ (0.74),
niños ‘children’ (0.53), ideas ‘ideas’ (0.40), apertura ‘opening’ (0.33),
bandera ‘flag’ (0.25), carta ‘letter’ (0.17), deseo ‘wish’ (0.00).

The definite probability is an approximation of the real picture. However,
given that only about 12% of all noun types occur more than fifty times,
following a Zipfian distribution, the use of the definite probability alone to
extract specific instances of article+noun storage units can be biased when
the corpus does not contain enough data. Consequently, I considered that
confidence intervals (henceforth CI) needed to be computed as well, since
the narrowness of the CI depends on the number of observed examples,
thus showing how reliable the estimate is: the narrower the CI, the more
accurate it becomes. The Minitab statistical package was used to compute
a 95 percent CI for each noun type. A 95 percent CI tells us that the true
value of the parameter will lie within the computed interval 95 percent of the
time. For instance, the noun Gobierno ‘Government’, which was observed in
the corpus 217 times preceded by a determiner, and 202 times as el Gobierno
‘the Government’, has a definite probability of 0.93, and its CI ranges from
0.89 to 0.96. Since many nouns do not appear more than ten times in the
corpus, their CIs are rather wide.
A noun with a probability whose lower confidence limit (henceforth LCL)
is high implicitly tends to co-occur with the definite article (storage unit),
whereas a noun with a probability whose LCL is low is shown to occur with
determiners other than the definite article. My focus of interest was LCLs
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given that I wanted to delimit the group of nouns that show a preference
for the definite article, that is, those nouns whose LCL was closer to 1.
A threshold was set at 0.70 LCL to guarantee that above this value the
article+noun pairs are storage units. Such delimitation results in a total of
353 units from AnCora-Ca and 120 units from AnCora-Es (the considerable
difference in the size of the two sets is due to the smaller size of the AnCoraEs dataset). There was a big overlap between the storage units obtained
for Catalan and those for Spanish. The following provides a sample of units
(their LCL in brackets):
 AnCora-Ca: l’Ajuntament ‘the City Council’ (0.99), la Generalitat
‘the Catalan Government’ (0.99), el mercat ‘the market’ (0.98), el
carrer ‘the street’ (0.89), la policia ‘the police’ (0.87), la pau ‘the
peace’ (0.85), la premsa ‘the press’ (0.83), la història ‘the history’
(0.82), el futur ‘the future’ (0.78), els Pirineus ‘the Pyrenees’ (0.74).
 AnCora-Es: el euro ‘the euro’ (0.92), el Gobierno ‘the Government’
(0.89), la oposición ‘the opposition’ (0.88), la Unión Europea ‘the European Union’ (0.87), la OTAN ‘the NATO’ (0.83), los consumidores ‘the consumers’ (0.83), los sindicatos ‘the trade unions’ (0.79), la
población ‘the population’ (0.74), la televisión ‘the television’ (0.72),
las autoridades ‘the authorities’ (0.70).

Up to this point, I have only dealt with simple definite NPs. Like definiteness, modification is also language-specific (9). While postmodification is
the rule in Catalan and Spanish, English makes use of both pre- and postmodification, but with a marked penchant for the former. I will use the
general term “modifiers” to mean “postmodifiers.”
(9)

(Sp.) El mercado internacional del
café.
The market international of the coffee.
‘The international coffee market.’

After extracting the set of article+noun storage units, I wondered to
what extent they can take modifiers, and if so whether they show any preference for a certain syntactic type in comparison with nouns which do not appear in storage units. Four main syntactic types were distinguished: prepositional phrase (PP), adjective phrase (AP), relative clause (RC, whether restrictive or non-restrictive), and NP. The intersection between storage units
and nominal modifiers is illustrated in Table 5.6. When a noun is followed
by more than one modifier, only the syntactic type of the first modifier was
taken into account.
Given that PP and AP turned out to be the two major groups, I investigated whether there is a correlation between noun type and syntactic type
of modifier. Some nouns were found to show either a PP preference or an
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AP preference,12 as presented in Table 5.7 for AnCora-Ca, and Table 5.8 for
AnCora-Es.
Discussion
The results of corpus study II demonstrate that certain nouns tend to cooccur with the definite article (Figure 5.1) and that the use of CIs is a
reliable way of delimiting the group of article+noun storage units. Notice
that setting a threshold at 0.70 LCL is a guarantee for obtaining “reliable”
storage units. If the definite probability had been used instead, the set of
storage units would have been much bigger but would have contained many
dubious candidates. A closer look at the heads of the units confirms my
expectations that they fit in Löbner’s (1985) functional category: euro is
a prototypical example of a functional noun, as it points unambiguously to
one single referent. It might be argued that other nouns such as Ajuntament
‘City Council’ and mercat ‘market’ do not express a one-to-one relation,
but they do refer to one single institution/location which is unambiguously
identified by all citizens of the place where it is uttered (this corresponds to
Löbner’s implicit situational argument).
The fact that certain nouns have systematically combined over time with
determiners no other than the definite article giving rise to storage units has
caused these nouns to acquire a functional meaning in Löbner’s sense.13 The
head of article+noun storage units is often a proper noun or the like – including generics.14 The appearance of the definite article in these cases is
redundant, as it does not add any meaning. Its presence can be accounted
for by its high degree of grammaticization, which has meant a context generalization with a loss in semantic meaning. Thus, we find that the article has
spread into generic phrases, giving rise to storage units like los consumidores
‘the consumers’.
Although Löbner talks of SC and FC as two distinct categories, the
distribution shown in Figure 5.1 suggests that the boundary is rather fuzzy.
I propose that nouns lie on a continuum between SC and FC, which can be
equally read as a continuum ranging from common to proper nouns. This
point is made very clearly by the coexistence of two spelling forms for nouns
such as el ayuntamiento ‘the city council’ vs. el Ayuntamiento ‘the City
Council’. Borderline cases are those in which it is not clear whether the
12

No interesting correlation was found for RC and NP modifiers.
Those nouns that have systematically appeared accompanied by the definite article
are a product of the usage of each language community and so vary from language to
language. I argue for seeing functionality as a posteriori conceptualization, not a priori
as implicitly suggested by Löbner (1985).
14
Interestingly enough, this result is in accordance with Lyons’ (1999) proposal of treating proper nouns as a kind of generic in the sense that they both denote kinds, although
in the case of proper nouns the “ensembles” consist of one single entity. Inversely, Carlson
(1977) treats bare plurals as proper nouns of “kinds.”
13
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Storage units
AnCora-Ca AnCora-Es

¬Storage units
AnCora-Ca
AnCora-Es

¬Modifier

9 044 (63%)

2 448 (64%)

8 835 (30%)

4 973 (29%)

Modifier
PP
AP
RC
NP
Other

5 278 (37%)
2 650 (19%)
1 543 (11%)
456 (3%)
498 (3%)
131 (1%)

1 405 (36%)
558 (14%)
579 (15%)
114 (3%)
101 (3%)
53 (1%)

20 217 (70%)
10 915 (38%)
4 946 (17%)
2 537 (9%)
1 096 (4%)
723 (2%)

12 323 (71%)
6 347 (37%)
3 482 (20%)
1 269 (7%)
589 (3%)
636 (4%)

Table 5.6: The intersection between storage units and modifiers. Absolute
and relative frequencies

PP preference

AP preference

PP (%)

AP (%)

l’inici ‘the beginning’
la venda ‘the sale’
els habitants ‘the inhabitants’
el president ‘the president’
el problema ‘the problem’

97
87.5
86
79
60

3
7.5
0
11
24

la televisió ‘the television’
el Govern ‘the Government’
l’economia ‘the economy’
les autoritats ‘the authorities’
la premsa ‘the press’

0
22
16
39
27

86
72
63
61
55

Table 5.7: Noun preferences for a PP or an AP modifier in AnCora-Ca

PP preference

AP preference

PP (%)

AP (%)

el inicio ‘the beginning’
la venta ‘the sale’
los habitantes ‘the inhabitants’
el problema ‘the problem’
el presidente ‘the president’

94
88
89
67
63

6
12
0
8
18

la televisión ‘the television’
la prensa ‘the press’
el Gobierno ‘the Government’
las autoridades ‘the authorities’
la Liga ‘the League’

0
9
20
23
6

89
87
76
73
47

Table 5.8: Noun preferences for a PP or an AP modifier in AnCora-Es
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head is an FC with an implicit argument or whether it is an SC with an
argument that needs to be recovered from the text (“FC2 semantic definites
with implicit arguments”). From this perspective, the inherent functionality
of a noun weakens as its definite probability (over a certain LCL threshold)
decreases, so that the interpretation of the noun is more dependent on the
specific situation. Definites like las negociaciones ‘the negotiations’ (0.69
LCL) or el árbitro ‘the referee’ (0.61 LCL) can all introduce an entity for
the first time in a discourse provided that their scope of reference has been
somehow delimited, either by a direct previous mention or by the general
discourse setting.
Let us consider complex definites. Table 5.6 shows that storage units
display a tendency not to be modified (63% in Catalan, 64% in Spanish)
whereas the converse is true for strings that are not storage units (30% in
Catalan, 29% in Spanish). This is further evidence for considering that
aticle+noun storage units constitute a single unit, which is referentially autonomous thanks to the functionality of the noun (making any modification
redundant). As for the small group of storage units that appear modified,
what is observed for both languages is that PPs as modifiers are much more
dominant in non-storage units than in storage units. It remains for further work to account for the different preferences of syntactic types, but the
functionality of the head noun might offer a possible explanation.
Depending on the functionality of the noun, certain types of modifiers
will be more compatible than others. The distribution of PP and AP modifiers differs: while the first appear either individually or combined with
other modifiers, the second tend to be followed by at least one additional
modifier. This is indicative of the fact that PPs are more informative than
APs, thus they can combine more easily with non-functional nouns. Tables
5.7 and 5.8 provide further evidence of the correlation between functionality
and type of modifier. Although many nouns can accept either a PP or an
AP construction to express the same (las autoridades españolas ‘the Spanish authorities’ or las autoridades de España ‘the authorities of Spain’), the
corpus data make evident that, from a usage-based account, one of the two
possibilities is preferred. We can account for this preference on the basis
of the functionality of the noun: PPs combine preferably with non-storage
units, whereas AP modifiers combine more frequently with article+noun
storage units.
Nouns that prefer to combine with a PP, like los habitantes ‘the inhabitants’, are those that depend on an extra argument (e.g. the location: los
habitantes de Parı́s ‘the inhabitants of Paris’) to become referential. This
argument, however, might not appear as a nominal modifier but instead be
recoverable from the discourse context (10), either explicitly or implicitly.
Therefore, a simple definite headed by a PP-preference noun can well be
anaphoric and chain starting. It thus turns out that grouping those nouns
with a PP preference can succeed in capturing nouns that are “bridging”
when heading a simple definite (FC2 semantic definites in Löbner’s terms):
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(10)

(Sp.) Después de la manifestación en Parı́s, los habitantes . . .
After
the demonstration in Paris, the inhabitants . . .
‘After the demonstration in Paris, the inhabitants . . . ’

This section has ratified empirically the theoretical proposals presented
in Section 5.1. The following section tests their effects on a classifier capable
of detecting those definite NPs that mention an entity for the first time in
the text.

5.3

Computational Perspective

One of the problems specific to automatic systems of coreference resolution
is determining, once a mention is encountered, whether it refers to an entity
previously mentioned or it introduces a new entity. Many algorithms (Aone
and Bennett, 1996; Soon et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2003b) do not address
this issue specifically, but implicitly assume all mentions to be potentially
coreferent and examine all possible combinations; only if the system fails to
link it with an already existing entity, the mention is considered to be chain
starting. However, such an approach is computationally expensive and prone
to errors, since natural language texts are populated with a huge number of
entities that appear just once in the discourse. Profiting from the linguistic
findings of the previous sections, I turn now to building a chain-starting
classifer of definite NPs in Spanish, easily portable to Catalan.
The addition of chain-starting classifiers within larger coreference resolution systems to distinguish those definite NPs that introduce a new entity
into the text has proved helpful in that the system does not waste time or
wrongly look for a previous mention. Ng and Cardie (2002) and Poesio et al.
(2005) have tested the impact of such a detector on the overall coreference
resolution performance with encouraging results. Both come to the same
conclusion: the inclusion of a classifier of this kind involves a substantial
gain in precision – although accompanied by a loss in recall – provided that
it runs after having ruled out those head nouns lexically matching an earlier
noun in the text.
It is appropriate to distinguish between anaphora-orientated classifiers

hhhh

hhh Coreference
hhhh
hh
h

Chain starting

Coreferent

Non-anaphoric

a. the First World War . . .

c. . . . the First World War

Anaphoric

b.

d. . . . This conflict

Anaphora

—

Table 5.9: Intersection between coreference and anaphora
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and coreference-orientated classifers. The former, non-anaphoric or existential classifiers, aim to detect a. and c. in Table 5.9, which correspond to
those NPs that are non-anaphoric, i.e. not interpreted by reference to another unit. The latter, known as first-mention or discourse-new detectors,
look only for a. (Table 5.9), that is, NPs that are the first element – might
be the only one – in a coreference chain. Irrespective thus of anaphoricity, their focus is on NPs which introduce an entity into the text for the
first time. In order to avoid any confusion and to move away from the terminological problem with which these various terms are loaded, I coin the
term chain-starting detector to explicitly stress the coreference orientation
of those classifiers which aim to set NPs that appear in the first position of
a chain apart from coreferent mentions.
Section 4.1 begins by providing a short clarification of the various terms
at hand used to name such classifiers so as to lay bare the implications
brought along by each term, which will in turn help to delimit my particular goal. Next earlier classifiers of this kind are surveyed in Section 4.2,
with a special emphasis on the ways definite NPs are processed by each algorithm. Thirdly, towards the development of an own chain-starting classifier
for Spanish, Section 4.3 lists a series of heuristics for recognizing chainstarting definites, on the basis of the theoretical and empirical perspectives
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Both a rule-based and machine-learning approach
are suggested. Finally, Section 4.4 reports on the evaluation and discusses
its implications.

5.3.1

Previous work

A discourse model which envisages discourse as constituted by a small number of discourse entities about which something is said is very naive. Instead,
real discourse is filled with a huge number of entities, which makes coreference resolution so complex: only a small set of all the entities that are
introduced are central while the rest remain in the periphery. If a coreference resolution system is supposed to attempt to find a previous mention
for each entity, the process cannot only be time-consuming but also prone to
errors. An alternative line of research has considered applying a filter prior
to coreference resolution that classifies mentions as either chain starting or
coreferent. Some of the existing proposals are limited to definite NPs (Bean
and Riloff, 1999; Vieira and Poesio, 2000) while others deal with all types of
NPs (Ng and Cardie, 2002; Uryupina, 2003b). In the following discussion,
the classifiers are divided into two main groups according to their strategy:
1. A list-based approach: (manual or automatic) construction of a list of
NPs that are not anaphoric or likely to start a coreference chain.
2. A machine-learning algorithm: learning techniques induce a language
model by being trained on an annotated corpus.
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List-based approaches
What I call the list-based approach lies at the heart of Bean and Riloff’s
(1999) as well as Vieira and Poesio’s (2000) detectors, which aim to create
a list of either non-anaphoric NPs or non-anaphoric patterns that can be
used as a filter prior to coreference resolution. Bean and Riloff (1999) use a
corpus-based extraction algorithm to create a list of non-anaphoric NPs. On
the basis of 1 600 texts from MUC-4, they train four heuristics. Heuristics
1 and 4 are close to corpus study II (Section 5.2.3).
1. Extraction of syntactic structural cues of pre- and post-modification,
including proper nouns used as modifiers, relative clauses, prepositional phrases, and appositives.
2. Definite NPs appearing in the first sentence of every text are collected
and stored.
3. Extraction of “noun-noun” patterns that occur repeatedly in those
definites obtained by (2).
4. Construction of a “definite-only list” with definites occurring at least
five times and whose head never appears in an indefinite construction. To this end, the number of occurrences of each NP in definite
and indefinite constructions is computed; all NPs are first sorted by
their definite probability (i.e. probability of being used in a definite
construction), and second by their occurrence frequency as definites.
Also in a list fashion, Vieira and Poesio’s (2000) system contains a series
of heuristics for detecting those definites that are semantically functional
in Löbner’s sense, and so non-anaphoric. Unlike the previous approach,
however, Vieira and Poesio’s list is not automatically mined from a corpus
but hand crafted.
1. List of semantic functional nouns:
(a) Seven predicates (e.g. fact, result, etc.) that are generally chain
starting when combined with a complement.
(b) Adjectives such as first, best, only together with superlatives.
(c) Terms indicating time reference (e.g. morning, week ).
(d) “Universal-reference” definites (e.g. the moon, the pope)
2. Restrictive modification:
(a) Postmodifiers: NPs followed by prepositional phrases, relative
clauses, and nonfinite postmodifiers not occurring between commas.
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(b) Premodifiers: definite NPs premodified by a proper noun.
These two list-based approaches rely on a finite set of definite NPs or
patterns that have been either mined from a corpus or hand crafted. See
Table 5.10 (p. 114) for the evaluation of the two systems.
Machine-learning classifiers
I present two supervised approaches to chain-starting detectors: Ng and
Cardie (2002) and Uryupina (2003b). Supervised classifiers differ from the
ones in the previous section in that they make use of machine-learning techniques and annotated corpora to train a classifier. From this perspective,
what is crucial is the series of features that are chosen for the classifier to
learn. Both Ng and Cardie (2002)15 and Uryupina (2003b) build a chainstarting classifier, but Uryupina (2003b) combines it with a non-anaphoric
detector.16 Their systems resemble in the set of morphosyntactic and lexical features they include (37 features are used by Ng and Cardie, and 32 by
Uryupina):
- Part of speech
- Type of NP
- Restrictive postmodification
- Lexical match
- Position
- Distance
- etc.
However, the two systems differ in the group of features related to definites. (Ng and Cardie, 2002) design a set of 8 features to capture the exact
syntactic pattern of a definite NP: whether the is followed by a single common noun, two nouns, a proper noun, a proper and a common noun, an
adjective and a common noun, a cardinal and a common noun, a named
entity, or a singular noun and a common noun. In contrast, (Uryupina,
2003b) groups definite NPs into 4 features according to definite probability:
in an attempt to overcome the data sparseness problem in Bean and Riloff
(1999), who calculate the definite probability on the basis of a small corpus, Uryupina uses the Web to compute four ratios for nouns with regard
to their frequency occurrence with or without the article (both when in a
15
16

Despite their use of the term anaphoricity, they develop a chain-starting classifier.
Uryupina uses the term unique NPs for non-anaphoric NPs.
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Table 5.10: Results obtained by state-of-the-art classifiers
Classifier

Training corpus

Test corpus

Bean and Riloff (1999)

1 600 texts MUC4

50 texts
DDs)

Vieira and Poesio (2000)

20 texts Penn
Treebank (1 000
DDs)

14 texts
DDs)

Ng and Cardie (2002)

30 texts MUC6 and 30 texts
MUC-7

30 texts MUC6 and 20 texts
MUC-7

Uryupina (2003b)

19 texts MUC-7

1 text

Poesio et al. (2005)

GNOME
DDs)

(no information)

(554

A(%)

P(%)

R(%)

(1 001

86.6

77.7

(400

72.0

69.0

88.9

84.6

84.0

85.8

simple and in a complex NP). For instance, the four ratios for an NP such
as the president of France are:
# the president of France
# president of France

# the president
# president

# the president of France
# a president of France

# the president
# a president

Uryupina’s definite probabilities turn out to lead to better results for the
non-anaphoric classifier than for the chain-starting one. Consequently, after training and experimenting with the two different classifiers, Uryupina
concludes that the best performance is obtained when the chain-starting
classifier is trained at a second stage learning separately for anaphoric and
non-anaphoric NPs.
Uryupina’s definite probabilities are included in Poesio et al.’s (2005)
classifier, which is an extension of Vieira and Poesio’s (2000) hand-coded
algorithm into a statistical classifier. The extension also incorporates a
feature that considers whether the NP appears in first position on the Web.
The recall and precision scores obtained by the aforementioned classifiers
are shown in Table 5.10 together with the training and test corpora that
were employed.

5.3.2

Corpus-driven heuristics/learning features

The evidence supporting the grammaticization of the definite article in Catalan and Spanish (Section 5.2.2) and in favour of storage units as well as the
different potential of each noun to combine with modifiers (Section 5.2.3)
casts light on heuristics or learning features that might serve to detect definite NPs occupying the first position in a coreference chain. The following
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discussion suggests ten heuristics/features for recognizing chain-starting definites. Some of them draw on the findings previously presented while others
are inspired by prior work (Section 5.3.1). The linguistic cues here presented
are exemplified at the end of the section in Figure 5.2 (p. 118), where a newspaper article from AnCora-Es illustrates how each definite NP is classified
into a class according to the relevant cue at work.
1. Head match. Ruling out those definites that match an earlier noun
in the text has proved to be able to filter out a considerable number
of coreferent mentions (Ng and Cardie, 2002; Poesio et al., 2005). I
considered both total and partial head match, but stuck to the first
as the second brought much noise. On its own, namely if definite NPs
were all classified as chain starting only if no mention had previously
appeared with the same lexical head, I obtained a precision (P) not
less than 82.16% together with 85.48% recall (R). My purpose was
to increase P as much as possible with the minimum loss in R: it is
preferred not to classify a chain-starting instance – which can still be
detected by the coreference resolution module – since a wrong label
might result in a missed coreference link.
2. Storage units. As dicussed in Section 5.2.3, we can take as storage
units those article+noun occurrences whose LCL is above 0.7 (e.g. la
UE ‘the EU’, la oposición ‘the opposition’). These units in which the
article has fully grammaticized might well head a coreference chain in
contrast with other simple definites that are not such units and so are
better classified as coreferent.
Bean and Riloff (1999) and Uryupina (2003b) had already employed
a definite probability measure in a similar way, yet the way the ratio is computed is slightly different. The first employed it to build
the “definite-only list,” while the latter computed four definite probabilities which were included as features within a machine-learning
classifier. The definite probability in my approach is computed on
a large corpus and so it is not restricted to nouns never observed in
an indefinite construction. The reliability of the results is checked
with confidence intervals, avoiding to draw any generalization when
the corpus does not contain a large enough sample.
3. Named entities (NEs). A closer look at the list of storage units
revealed that the higher the definite probability, the more NE-like a
noun is. This led us to extrapolate that the definite article has completely grammaticized (i.e. lost its semantic baggage) before simple
definites which are NEs, either weak or strong (e.g. los setenta ‘the
seventies’, el Congreso de Estados Unidos ‘the U.S. Congress’17 ), and
17

The underscore identifies multiword expressions.
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so they are likely to be chain-starting.
4. Storage-unit variants. The fact that some of the extracted storage units were variants of a same entity gave us an additional cue:
complementing the plain head match feature by adding a gazetteer
with variants (e.g. la Unión Europea ‘the European Union’ and la UE
‘the EU’) stops the storage_unit heuristic from classifying a simple
definite as chain starting if a previous equivalent unit has appeared.
Variants of storage units were manually paired.
The heuristics concerning NEs and storage-unit variants find an equivalent in the features used in Ng and Cardie’s (2002) supervised classifier that represent whether the mention is a proper noun, and whether
a previous NP is an alias of the current mention. Proper nouns are determined based on capitalization (in contrast, our corpus includes both
weak and strong NEs); aliases are determined on the basis of a rulebased alias module that tries out different transformations. Uryupina
(2003b) and Vieira and Poesio (2000) also take capital and lower case
letters into account.
5. First sentence. This heuristic is borrowed from Bean and Riloff
(1999), although they go beyond and store them all in a database.
(The results I obtained in this line from our corpus were not encouraging.) Given that the probability for any definite NP occurring in the
first sentence of a text to be chain starting is very high, since there
has not been time to introduce many entities, all definites appearing
in the first sentence can be classified as chain starting.
6. Sentence beginning. Given that the AnCora-Es dataset annotated
with coreference lacks grammatical functions, I looked for an alternative that captures “cheaply” both syntactic and discourse information:
the position a mention occupies not in the document but within the
sentence. Discourse theories claim that subjects tend to be topics
(i.e. old information) whereas verbal objects are the usual place for
new information. Word order in Spanish is much more flexible than
in English; nevertheless, the most frequent position for subjects is the
sentence beginning (only 7% of all subjects follow the verb; Taulé et al.,
2008). Consequently, those definites that occur in the first position of
the sentence can be classified as coreferent mentions. Even a complex
definite in this position does not have to start a coreference chain, but
simply add information while resuming the topic.
7. Initial simple definite. This is an extension of the previous heuristic
to simple definites, for which the window of “sentence beginning” is
widened up to the fifth position. Simple definites – no matter if storage
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units or not – in the initial stretch of a sentence are expected to be
coreferent mentions.
8. AP-preference nouns. Given that APs are not as informative as
PPs, they are more likely to modify storage units than PPs. Nouns
with a preference for APs turned out to be storage units or behave
similarly. A further filter can thus be included for simple definites:
they will not be coreferent mentions if headed by an AP-preference
noun.
9. PP-preference nouns. The end of Section 5.2.3 pointed out that
PP-preference nouns that head a simple definite can be bridging anaphors
and so they can mention an entity in the text for the first time. These
nouns can be classified as chain starting.
10. Neuter definites. Finally, I include a language-specific heuristic that
became evident after having extracted all coreference chains from the
dataset. Unlike English, the Spanish definite article is marked for
grammatical gender. Nouns might be either masculine or feminine, but
a third type of definite article, the neuter one (lo), is used to nominalize
adjectives and clauses, namely “to create a referential entity” out of
a non-nominal item. The classification of these NPs as chain starting
can favour recall.
The following section builds two different models from these heuristics:
(i) a hand-crafted algorithm in which the heuristics are combined and ordered as a rule-based system, and (ii) a machine-learning approach which
derives a classifier by using the linguistic cues as learning features.
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Figure 5.2: Coverage of the ten heuristics: An example from AnCora-Es

[La expansión de [la piraterı́a]1 en [el Sudeste de Asia]2 , organizada
principalmente en bandas internacionales]3 , puede destruir [las economı́as
de [la región]4 ]5 , según advirtieron hoy expertos reunidos en [la capital de
Malasia, Kuala Lumpur]6 . [El crecimiento del [pirateo]7 en [las naciones
asiáticas]8 ]9 , según apuntó [el director de [la japonesa Fundación Nippon]10 ,
Hiroshi Terashima]11 , es mucho mayor que en [la ruta transatlántica]12 ,
[el papel vital del [transporte marino]13 ]14 se ve minado por [las bandas
internacionales]15 , [lo que puede llevar a destruir [el progreso económico
de [las naciones de [la región]16 ]17 ]18 ]19 . [Las navieras de Japón, de
otras naciones del [lejano oriente]20 , de Oriente Medio y de Europa]21
han mostrado su preocupación por [los ataques contra buques que
navegan por [el Estrecho de Malaca]22 , [el Mar de China Meridional]23
o [las rutas entre Singapur e Indonesia]24 ]25 . [El número de asaltos
piratas o secuestros]26 se han multiplicado por 30 según un informe del
[Departamento Marı́timo para la Piraterı́a, con sede en Kuala Lumpur]27 ,
presentado en una conferencia sobre piraterı́a que durará dos dı́as y que
comenzó hoy en [la capital malasia]28 . Alrededor de 40 expertos de 13
naciones participan en [la conferencia]29 para tratar acerca de una mayor
cooperación en [la lucha contra [los piratas del [mundo]30 ]31 ]32 .

[The expansion of [ piracy]1 in [ South-East Asia]2 , mainly organized in international bands]3 , can destroy [the economies of [the region]4 ]5 , as warned today by
experts who met in [the capital of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur]6 . [The growth of [
piracy]7 in [the Asian countries]8 ]9 , according to [the director of [the Japanese Foundation Nippon]10 , Hiroshi Terashima]11 , is much bigger than in [the transatlantic
route]12 , [the vital role of [ sea transport]13 ]14 is reduced by [the international
bands]15 , [which can lead to destroy [the economic progress of [the countries of [the
region]16 ]17 ]18 ]19 . [The ships from Japan, from other countries in [the Far East]20 ,
from the Middle East and from Europe]21 have shown their concern about [the attacks against ships that sail over [the Strait of Malacca]22 , [the South China Sea]23
or [the routes between Singapore and Indonesia]24 ]25 . [The number of assaults
by pirates or hijacks]26 has multiplied by 30 according to a report from [the
Marine Department against
Piracy, with headquarters in Kuala Lumpur]27 , presented at a conference on piracy that will last two days and that started today in
[the Malaysian capital]28 . Around 40 experts from 13 countries take part in [the
conference]29 to deal with a bigger cooperation in [the fight against [the pirates in
[the world]30 ]31 ]32 .
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Definite
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Class
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Coreferent
Chain starting
Chain starting
Coreferent
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Coreferent
Chain starting
Coreferent
Coreferent
Coreferent
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Chain starting
Coreferent
Coreferent
Chain starting
Coreferent
Chain starting

Heuristic at work
First sentence
First sentence
First sentence
First sentence
First sentence
First sentence
Initial simple definite
Complex definite
Sentence beginning
Complex definite
PP preference
Complex definite
Head match
PP preference
Head match
Head match
Head match
Complex definite
Neuter definite
Simple definite
Sentence beginning
NE
NE
Complex definite
PP preference
Sentence beginning
Complex NP
Head match
Head match
Storage unit
Head match
PP preference

Remark: The highlighted box points out those cases where the heuristic fails to
predict the correct class.
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5.3.3

Chain-starting classifier

In order to test the linguistic cues outlined above, I build two different chainstarting classifiers: a rule-based model and a learning-based one. Each of
them will now be described in detail. Both classifiers aim to detect those
definite NPs for which there is no need to look for a previous reference,
but while one relies on a hand-crafted algorithm, the other learns an own
model from the set of training instances. The final section reports on the
evaluation.
Rule-based approach
The first way in which the linguistic findings from Section 5.3.2 are tested is
by building a rule-based classifier. The heuristics are combined and ordered
in the most efficient way according to my intuitions, yielding the following
hand-crafted algorithm:
Given a definite mention m,
1. If m is introduced by a neuter definite article, classify as chain starting.
2. If m appears in the first sentence of the document, classify as chain
starting.
3. If m shares the same lexical head with a previous mention or is a
storage-unit variant of it, classify as coreferent.
4. If the head of m is PP-preference, classify as chain starting.
5. If m occurs at the first position within the sentence, classify as coreferent.
6. If m is a simple definite,
(a) and m appears before the fifth position of the sentence, classify
as coreferent.
(b) and the head of m appears in the list of storage units, classify as
chain starting.
(c) and the head of m is AP-preference, classify as chain starting.
(d) and m is an NE, classify as chain starting.
(e) Otherwise, classify as coreferent.
7. Otherwise (i.e. m is a complex definite), classify as chain starting.
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Two main principles underlie the algorithm:
 Simple definites tend to be coreferent mentions.
 Complex definites tend to be chain starting (if their head has not
previously appeared).

Accordingly, Step 6 in the above algorithm finishes by classifying simple
definites as coreferent, and Step 7 complex definites as chain starting. Before
these last steps, however, a series of filters (corresponding to the heuristics
of Section 5.3.2) are applied so as to capture better the complex reality:
- Step 3 classifes as coreferent those (simple and complex) definites whose
head has previously appeared.
- Before Step 3 a couple of heuristics avoid some definites from being classified as coreferent even if their head matches an earlier one.
- Step 4 detects bridging NPs so that they do not end up by being classified
as coreferent in Step 6.
- Complex definites in initial (subject) position are not chain starting (Step
5).
- Before classifying all simple definites as coreferent, Step 6 detects storage
units, AP-preference heads and NEs to label them as chain starting,
with the exception of those appearing at the beginning of the sentence.
The performance obtained by the rule-based classifier is presented in Table
5.11 (p. 126) and discussed in Section 5.3.4 below, where it is compared with
the results of a machine-learning approach to the same kind of classifier,
whose characteristics are now described.
Machine-learning approach
The second way in which the linguistic cues from Section 5.3.2 are tested
is by constructing a learning-based classifier. To this end, the cues are
converted into learning features (attributes) and a feature vector for each
training instance of the corpus is built. I use the Weka classifier package,18
version 3.4, developed by the University of Waikato (New Zealand). It is a
useful package that contains a large number of different classifiers. The user
just needs to provide the input in the form of a list of feature vectors. I train
two different machine-learning algorithms on a 10-fold cross-validation:
 J48 Decision tree, which is Weka’s own version of Quinlan’s (1993)
C4.5 model. After taking the set of instances, a decision tree chooses
18

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka.
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the attribute that best partitions the set, and builds subtrees recursively with the instances which have each value of the attribute. The
result is a structure where non-terminal nodes represent tests on one
or more attributes and terminal nodes reflect decision outcomes.
 AdaBoost – Adaptive Boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1997). This is
an adaptive algorithm in the sense that it combines “weak” classifiers
so as to construct a “strong” one by making subsequent classifiers focus
successively on the misclassified instances by the previous classifier.

A total of nine learning features are considered:
1. Head match
2. Sentence number (the counterpart of first sentence)
3. Position in the sentence (the counterpart of sentence beginning and
initial simple definite)
4. Is a neuter definite
5. Is a PP-preference noun
6. Is an AP-preference noun
7. Is a simple definite NP
8. Is a storage unit
9. Is an NE
Features 2 and 3 are numerical, while the rest are binary (either “yes” or
“no”). Apart from a naive classifier which is only trained on the head match
attribute, I experiment with three different sets: 4 attributes (head match,
sentence number, is simple, is neuter definite), 5 attributes (the previous four plus position in sentence), and all 9 attributes.
The advantage of the machine-learning approach is that it automatically
computes which features are more useful as well as the value for numerical
attributes, and combines them in a principled way. The model inferred
by such methods is not always transparent to humans, as it is the case of
AdaBoost. Decision trees, however, output a tree in which one can see which
attributes turned out to be most useful to partition the training instances.
Below I present the trees based on 4 and 9 attributes, respectively. Both
trees start with head match, but while the first continues with is simple,
the second chooses neuter definite. As for the numerical values, significant sentence numbers seem to be 12, 2, and 0 in the first case, and 5, 7,
1, 4, and 10 in the other case. The position occupied by the definite NP
within the sentence is relevant if it is 1, 2, 6, or 49.
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Decision tree with 4 attributes
headmatch = yes
|
isSimple = yes: coreferent (1552.0/175.0)
|
isSimple = no
|
|
neuterDefinite = yes: firstmention (109.0/4.0)
|
|
neuterDefinite = no
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 12
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 2
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 0: firstmention (13.0)
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 0: coreferent (228.0/107.0)
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 2: coreferent (1150.0/469.0)
|
|
|
sentence_no > 12: firstmention (335.0/149.0)
headmatch = no: firstmention (7496.0/1330.0)

Decision tree with 9 attributes
headmatch = yes
|
neuterDefinite = yes
|
|
isSimple = yes: coreferent (2.0)
|
|
isSimple = no: firstmention (109.0/4.0)
|
neuterDefinite = no
|
|
isSimple = yes: coreferent (1550.0/175.0)
|
|
isSimple = no
|
|
|
positionInSentence <= 2
|
|
|
|
isAPpref = yes
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 5: coreferent (2.0)
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 5: firstmention (4.0)
|
|
|
|
isAPpref = no: coreferent (216.0/51.0)
|
|
|
positionInSentence > 2
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 12
|
|
|
|
|
isStorageUnit = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 7: firstmention (19.0/3.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 7: coreferent (3.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = no
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence <= 49: coreferent (21.0/5.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence > 49: firstmention (4.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = no: coreferent (87.0/26.0)
|
|
|
|
|
isStorageUnit = no
|
|
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = yes: coreferent (273.0/102.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = no
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 1: firstmention (87.0/31.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 1
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 4: firstmention (62.0/21.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 4
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 10
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 7: coreferent (69.0/27.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 7: firstmention (34.0/13.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 10: coreferent (16.0/3.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = no: coreferent (541.0/251.0)
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|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 12
|
|
|
|
|
isAPpref = yes: coreferent (6.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
isAPpref = no
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence <= 6: firstmention (36.0/6.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence > 6
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no <= 25
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isStorageUnit = yes: firstmention (5.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isStorageUnit = no: coreferent (47.0/16.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
sentence_no > 25: firstmention (6.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = no: firstmention (188.0/78.0)
headmatch = no
|
positionInSentence <= 2
|
|
isAPpref = yes: firstmention (26.0/1.0)
|
|
isAPpref = no
|
|
|
isSimple = yes
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = yes: firstmention (15.0/6.0)
|
|
|
|
isPPpref = no
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = yes
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence <= 1: firstmention (40.0/12.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
positionInSentence > 1: coreferent (5.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
isNE = no: coreferent (60.0/19.0)
|
|
|
isSimple = no: firstmention (583.0/137.0)
|
positionInSentence > 2: firstmention (6767.0/1129.0)

The following section presents and discusses the results obtained by the
learning-based classifiers (Table 5.12, p. 126) comparing them with the performance of the rule-based classifier above outlined.

5.3.4

Evaluation

The test corpus is a subset of the coreferentially annotated AnCora-Es corpus (Chapter 3) consisting of 50 Spanish newspaper articles (total 24 074
tokens, 7 344 full NPs). The average length of the articles was 481 tokens.
For the task at hand, notice that the test corpus contains 2 705 definite
NPs, out of which 1 816 are chain-starting (737 chain-starting definite NPs
are actually isolated entities), namely 67% definites head a coreference chain,
which implies that a successful classifier has the potential to rule out more
than 50% of all definite mentions.
Given that chain-starting is the majority class and following Ng and
Cardie (2002), as a naive baseline I took the “one class” classification: all
instances were classified as chain starting, giving a precision of 66.7% (first
row in Tables 5.11 and 5.12). On the other hand, because of the languagespecific differences highlighted throughout this chapter, my results cannot
be straightforwardly set against those obtained by existing similar classifiers
whose object is English and that are tested on other corpora (see Table 5.10,
p. 114).
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Performance
Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the results in terms of precision (P), recall (R),
and F0.5 -measure (F0.5 ). The F-measure (a harmonic mean between P and
R) adopted is F0.5 -measure,19 which weights P twice as much as R. The
reason for this choice is that since this classifier is designed as a filter for
a coreference resolution module, we want to make sure that the discarded
cases can really be discarded, and so P matters more than R.
Each row in Table 5.11 incrementally adds a new heuristic to the previous
ones. The score is cumulative. Notice that the order of the heuristics in
Table 5.11 does not directly map the order as presented in the algorithm
(Section 5.3.3): the head match heuristic and the storage-unit variant
(which is an extension of head match) need to be applied first, since the
other heuristics function as filters that are effective only if before or after
head match between the mentions has been checked. Table 5.12 is split
into the two learning-based classifiers (J48 Decision tree and AdaBoost)
and presents the performance of the four different sets of features.
Diacritics ** (p<.01) and * (p<.05) indicate whether differences in P
and R between the reduced classifier (head match) and the extended ones
are significant (using a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test).
Discussion
Although the central role played by the head match heuristic has been emphasized by prior work, it is striking that such a simple heuristic achieves
results over 80%, raising P by 15.5 percentage points. All in all, these figures
can only be slightly improved by some of the features I add (they make no
difference at all for the AdaBoost learning classifier).
The additional features have a different effect on each approach: whereas
they improve P (and decrease R) in the hand-crafted algorithm, they improve R (and decrease P) in the decision tree. In the former, we can see
that we get two different blocks separated by sentence beginning: (i) four
heuristics that succeed in increasing R with no loss in P, and (ii) four heuristics that obtain an increase in P statistically significant yet accompanied by
a decrease in R also statistically significant. I expected that the second block
of heuristics would favour P without such a significant drop in R.
The drop in P in the decision tree is not statistically significant, and
the increase in R amounts to four percentage points (one percentage point
in F0.5 ). My goal, however, was to increase P as much as possible, since
false positive errors harm the performance of the subsequent coreference
resolution system much more than false negative errors, which can still be
detected at a further stage. Thus, I do not find the performance of the
learning-based model successful enough. Such a failure might be due to the
19

1.5PR .
F0.5 is computed as 0.5P+R
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Cumulative Heuristics

P (%)

R (%)

Baseline
+Head match
+Storage-unit variant
+Neuter definite
+First sentence
+PP preference
+Sentence beginning
+Initial simple definite
+Storage unit
+AP preference
+Named entity

66.70
82.16
82.53
82.56
82.54
82.54
83.87
86.76**
86.37**
86.35**
86.09*

100
85.48
85.37
86.86
86.98
86.98
84.98
67.20**
71.30**
71.52**
77.89**

F0.5 (%)
75.03
83.24
83.46
83.95
83.97
83.97
84.23
79.09
80.68
80.77
83.17

Table 5.11: Performance of the rule-based classifier

Feature vector

P (%)

R (%)

F0.5 (%)

Baseline

66.7

100

75.0

J48 Decision tree
Head match
4 features
5 features
9 features

82.3
81.3
81.0*
81.5

85.4
89.7**
89.9**
89.9**

83.3
83.9
83.8
84.1

AdaBoost
Head match
4 features
5 features
9 features

82.3
82.3
82.3
82.3

85.4
85.5
86.0
86.0

83.3
83.3
83.5
83.5

Table 5.12: Performance of the learning-based classifiers
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reduced set of features. The very same attributes might prove more efficient
if used as additional learning features within the vector of a coreference
resolution system rather than as an independent pre-classifier.
On the other hand, the performance of the rule-based classifier offers
a rather varied picture. Just looking at the F0.5 -measure, the best model
is the one at the sentence beginning level, which improves the baseline
by 9.2 percentage points (yet only one percentage point in relation with
head match). However, if priority is given to P over R, either the model at
the storage unit or AP preference level, or even at the initial simple
definite level are the ones with highest P, improving the baseline up to 20
percentage points (4.6 in relation with head match) albeit only 5 points in
F0.5 . A compromise between P and R is offered by the last combination of
heuristics, which is the one that achieves the highest P (4 percentage points
over head match) at the smallest loss in R (7.6 points) with a very similar
F0.5 to the reduced set.
From a linguistic perspective, the fact that the heuristics that exploit
the linguistic knowledge presented in Section 5.2 increase the P scores provides support for the hypotheses about the grammaticized definite article
and the existence of storage units. Thus, the linguistic hypotheses are not
misleading, although they bring about a significant drop in R and they do
not help the machine-learning algorithm to learn. As for the positional features, both the sentence position as well as the position occupied by the
definite NP within the sentence turn out to be useful in both approaches.
Some of my heuristics draw on previous work, but I have tuned them for
Spanish and also contributed with new ideas, such as article+noun storage
units, positional information, and the preference of some nouns for a specific
syntactic type of modifier. All the analyzed features can be cheaply obtained
and do not rely on other processing levels (except for the named entity
feature). The position occupied by a definite NP within the sentence offers
an alternative to deep syntactic parsing, which can bring extra noise.
The results here presented cannot be compared with other existing classifiers of this type (Section 5.3.1) for several reasons. My two approaches
would perform differently for English, which has a lower number of definite
NPs and no neuter definites. Secondly, the evaluation corpus is much larger
than prior ones like Uryupina’s (2003) (see Table 5.10, p. 114). Thirdly,
some classifiers aim to detect non-anaphoric NPs, which are not the same
as chain-starting. Fourthly, I have empirically explored the contribution
of each heuristic with respect to the head match feature, which was taken
as the starting point. None of the existing approaches compares its final
performance in relation with this simple but extremely powerful feature.
To sum up then, the chain-starting classifier here presented can be implemented either as a filter prior to coreference resolution (the rule-based
model) or as additional features that contribute with chain-starting information within the feature vector of a larger learning-based coreference model.
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CHAPTER

6
CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, I presented two steps towards developing a coreference
resolution system for Catalan and Spanish: a linguistically well-founded
coreference annotation scheme and a chain-starting classifier. It is the first
coreference scheme that addresses the coding of full coreference chains – including both pronouns and full NPs – for these two languages. In addition,
we put at the disposal of the scientific community the two largest coreferentially annotated samples for Catalan and Spanish, each consisting of 100 000
words from the AnCora corpora. The corpus-driven chain-starting classifier
of definite NPs also constitutes the first attempt at automatically detecting
such NPs for Spanish, and points out a series of linguistic features to be
taken into account in coreference resolution.
The introduction aside, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 correspond to the development of a coreferentially annotated corpus for Catalan and Spanish, while
Chapter 5 takes a first step in experimenting with heuristics and learning
features for coreference resolution.

6.1

Coreferentially annotated corpora

The motivation for defining a scheme that makes it possible to annotate
corpora with coreference information is twofold. From a computational perspective, these corpora enable a corpus-based strategy to coreference resolution; from a linguistic perspective, existing hypotheses about coreference
can be tested against real data, and new generalizations and models can
be inferred on the basis of the linguistic evidence offered by the annotated
corpora. Zaenen (2006, p. 578), however, calls attention to the bulk of annotation efforts that are being carried out at present for various discourse
phenomena:
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Annotation tasks typically involve these ill-understood phenomena. Current practice seems to assume that theoretical understanding can be circumvented and that the pristine intuitions of
nearly naı̈ve native speakers can replace analysis of what is going
on in these complicated cases.
The subjectivity and lack of agreement inherent in discourse phenomena like
coreference as well as the hurry that permeates ongoing projects prompts
Zaenen (2006) to question to what extent these efforts are bound to repeat
the success that the Penn Treebank had on grammar induction. Her words
make evident that there is a need to understand the linguistic problem so
as to produce thorough and useful annotation guidelines. This is the main
principle leading the present dissertation.
The encoding of coreference links should take into account the features
that an annotated corpus ideally needs to contain for being useful both for
rule-based and corpus-based approaches. Rule-based approaches can infer
interesting rules by mining the corpus, as this provides a valuable insight on
real data; and corpus-based approaches, on the other hand, depend on corpora not only for testing but also for training, and the annotated information
is a source for deriving relevant learning features.
Chapter 2 focused on the linguistic outlook on the problem. After listing
a typology of linguistic issues that underlie the way in which coreference
relations occur, the three most influential schemes – MUC, ACE and MATE
– were revised from this perspective, putting emphasis on the linguistic
decisions behind the guidelines and the linguistic consequences they imply.
It became evident that meeting these decisions goes hand in hand with the
specific goal of the project and that linguistic complexities are sometimes
simplified for the sake of easiness and agility.
The two first chapters served as an introduction to my contribution in
Chapter 3: the AnCora annotation scheme for Catalan and Spanish, together with the respective annotation guidelines.1 To this end, I aimed to
find a balance between Chapters 1 and 2, thus respecting the hypothetical
requirements of a machine-learning coreference resolution system as well as
the way in which the linguistic reality lets itself being encoded. The choices
made explicit in the annotation guidelines integrate the strengths of previous
schemes at the same time that minimize their weaknesses.
Firstly, four different types of coreference are distinguished: identity,
discourse deixis at the segmental and textual levels, and predication. Secondly, the definition of “identity of reference” is specified in detail so as to
remove ambiguities to a great extent. Other relations such as bridging are
not included in order to keep a consistent definition of coreference. Thirdly,
mentions are individually enriched with up to five attributes that contain
1
The coreference annotation manual is available from http://clic.ub.edu/ancora/
lng/en/coreference.pdf
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useful information for a learning-based system: part of speech, referential
entity, homophoric DD, title/caption, and an ID number. Fourthly, the definition of the coding scheme prompted me to introduce some new terms –
like self-sufficient definite descriptions – with a view to maximal accuracy.
Finally, to do the markup the PALinkA annotation tool was customised to
meet our needs. The annotation scheme is the product of constant feedback between the tagset and the actual process of markup (200 000 words),
pointing out uncontemplated cases and imprecisions. Distributional statistics point out that a third over the total of NPs are coreferent.
Chapter 4 verified the efficiency of the AnCora annotation scheme by
conducting a reliability study with eight coders. The choice of Krippendorff’s alpha was motivated by its being weighted and corrected for chance.
The high inter-annotator agreement demonstrated the reliability – validity
by extension – of the scheme. The dissection of the disagreements served to
suggest a typology of errors, the principal reason being unsolved ambiguities
and underspecifications.
All this being said, I stress again that although no corpus can ever be
empty of mistakes or debatable markups, annotated corpora allow for a
piecemeal approach to the study of language and their value is not that
they substitute for the understanding of a phenomenon, but “they are an
encoding of that understanding” (Zaenen, 2006, p. 579).

6.2

Chain-starting classifier

With a view to finding linguistic cues that can help detect those NPs that
start a coreference chain, Chapter 5 focused on definite NPs, since they introduce an entity into the text for the first time over 50% of the time (Fraurud,
1990). Definiteness, however, is not universally fixed, but coded differently
across languages, and I emphasized the need for a language-specific approach
to Catalan and Spanish.
I laid the theoretical basis by integrating the claims of Löbner (1985),
Fraurud (1990), Lyons (1999) and Bybee (1998). The first two argue that
functional nouns differ from the rest in that they are inherently definite and
so have a pleonastic definite article. The last two argue that definiteness has
become a grammatical category. I made explicit the link between functional
nouns and a grammaticized definite article by correlating Löbner’s distinction between semantic and pragmatic definites with that of Lyons’ between
grammatical definiteness and semantic/pragmatic definiteness.
The meeting point between the four authors prompted two corpus studies designed to collate theoretical ideas with corpus data and yield linguistic
evidence for my main claim – that functional nouns preceded by the (grammaticized) definite article constitute “storage units” in the terms of Bybee
and Hopper (2001). Firstly, evidence for the grammaticization of the definite
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article was provided by computing the definiteness ratio for four different
languages. According to this ratio, Swedish, English, Spanish and Catalan
find themselves in different stages of the grammaticization process, the two
Romance languages being those where the article is more frequently used.
Languages with a higher ratio have a higher number of chain-starting definite NPs, as the article has extended its range of contexts. Within storage
units, it is simply redundant.
The second corpus study provided support for the functional class of
nouns, making use of definite probabilities to detect specific instances of
article+noun storage units. As for complex definites, the interrelation between storage units and modification confirms the peculiar character of such
units, since the figures clearly show that they obviate modification. The
distinction drawn between PP-preference and AP-preference nouns finds a
correspondence in the functionality continuum.
The theoretical and empirical approaches revealed useful linguistic cues
to build an automatic chain-starting classifier. The first corpus study emphasised the need to take the language into account when developing such a
classifier, so that definite NPs are given more or less emphasis depending on
the extent to which the definite article has grammaticized. From the second
corpus study article+noun storage units were delimited. These lists can be
incorporated into the classifier so that the units are given a more prominent
weight as chain starters, since they are likely candidates provided that no
mention has previously appeared with the same head. The rest can be ruled
out from being chain starting with the exception of simple definites with
a PP-preference head, which might be bridging. As for complex definites,
they are prototypical first mentions.
Finally, I built a chain-starting classifier of definite NPs for Spanish (easily portable to Catalan), pointing out and empirically supporting a series
of linguistic features to be taken into account not only for detecting definite mentions that occupy the first position in a coreference chain but also
as attributes within a larger coreference resolution system. The result is a
collection of linguistic cues from different linguistic levels (lexical, semantic,
morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic) that can be obtained in a computationally not expensive way. They were implemented in two different
approaches: a rule-based model and a learning-based one. In the first, each
resulting heuristic individually managed to improve precision although some
of them at the cost of a drop in recall. The highest improvement in precision (86.09%) with the lowest loss in recall (77.89%) translated into an
F0.5 -measure of 83.17%.
Priority was given to precision, since I wanted to ensure that the filter prior to coreference resolution module does not label as chain starting
definite NPs that are coreferent, which would result in missed coreference
links. The classifier was thus designed to minimize false positives. Detecting almost 78% of these definites with 86% precision could have substantial
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savings. From a linguistic perspective, the improvement in precision supports the linguistic hypotheses. As this classifier is not a final but a prior
or additional module – either a filter within a rule-based system or a set of
features within a larger learning-based system – the shortage of recall can be
compensated at the coreference resolution stage by considering other more
sophisticated features.
Being able to detect those definite NPs that are not coreferent is a first
step to lighten the daunting task of coreference resolution, which is well
known for its complexity. Given that many sources of knowledge come into
play, coreference resolution is still challenging. I believe that providing both
theoretical and empirical accounts is the way to guarantee the development
of linguistically well-founded features, and by extension to guarantee the
success of resulting computational models.

6.3

Future research goals

Coreference resolution is vital to improve the performance of various NLP
applications such as information extraction, question answering, and machine translation. My future research goals concern mainly the use of the
AnCora corpora annotated from the morphological to the pragmatic levels
to develop a learning-based coreference resolution system for Catalan and
one for Spanish. It will be crucial to work on the feature vectors and obtain interesting features by exploiting the linguistic information that can be
mined from the annotated corpora. The chain-starting classifier described
in Chapter 5 constitutes a first step in this direction. I plan to adapt it
to Catalan (using the empirical results from the AnCora-Ca corpus), and
explore to what extent the inclusion of such a classifier improves the overall
performance of coreference resolution systems for Spanish and Catalan. The
two final coreference resolution systems can participate in one of the international evaluation campaigns that include the task of coreference resolution,
like ACE.
With the aim of building the coreference resolution systems, more imminent – and closely related – goals are two: enlarging the AnCora corpora to
increase the amount of training data, and speeding up the time-consuming
task of annotation. These goals will yield two subproducts. On the one
hand, the two half-million-word AnCora corpora annotated with coreference will be freely available to the research community. In addition, we
intend to convert the current inline annotation to a standoff format, so that
both formats are available. Standoff annotation will enable to have each
level of annotation separated from the rest, and reduce the risk of XML errors by not allowing two different tags to overlap. On the other hand, a new
annotation tool, AnCoraPipe, is being developed to allow for annotating
multilevel corpora from the same graphical interface (Bertran et al., 2008).
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AnCoraPipe will facilitate and speed up the tedious task of annotation to a
large extent.
As resource suppliers, we have plans to use the coreferentially annotated
corpora in evaluation campaigns for training and testing the participating systems. More specifically, the ARE – Anaphora Resolution Exercise
(Orasan et al., 2008), which was first held in conjunction with the 6th Discourse Anaphora and Anaphor Resolution Colloquium (DAARC 2007). The
first edition focused only on English, but the organisers are interested in including Spanish and/or Catalan in the second edition in 2009.
The development of a coreference resolution system for Catalan and
Spanish means providing these two languages with a key tool for building
NLP applications, thus assuring these two languages a role in our presentday technological society.
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APPENDIX

A

A FULLY ANNOTATED DOCUMENT FROM
ANCORA-CA

File 40907_20011018
El Consell_Comarcal_del_Solsonès ha iniciat els treballs d’arranjament i
millora dels camins i accessos al Pla_de_Busa, al terme municipal de Navès.
La intenció del Consell és que les obres es puguin acabar en el termini de
quinze dies. La finalitat de la intervenció és facilitar l’arribada de visitants a aquest indret, que suposa un dels principals atractius del Solsonès,
especialment durant la temporada de bolets. Les obres es duen_a_terme
a_través_del Pla_Únic_d’_Obres_i_Serveis i hi col·labora el departament
d’Agricultura_de_la_Generalitat. La inversió per a la millora és de 3 milions de pessetes. La intervenció contempla la cobertura de forats al camı́
per evitar que *0* es converteixin en bassals de fang en època de pluges, la
col·locació de formigó en un pujador del camı́ principal a Coll_d’_Arques
i l’obertura de cunetes. A_més_d’aquesta obra i també per a millorar
l’accessibilitat a Busa s’han refet les trencades i s’han canalitzat les aigües
pluvials d’alguns trams, a_més_d’eixamplar una de les corbes més pronunciades del camı́. Aquesta intervenció, que va començar a finals de
setembre, es completarà d’aquı́ a una setmana, segons les previsions del
Consell_Comarcal_del_Solsonès.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
- <article file="../corpus_new/CESS_ECE/ca/v4/trees//40907_20011018.tbf"
nfrases="8" output="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml">
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_0"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_0" pos="da0ms0" entityref="NE-org">
<w>El</w>
<w>Consell_Comarcal_del_Solsonès</w>
</de>
<w>ha</w>
<w>iniciat</w>
- <de id="de_1" pos="da0mp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>els</w>
<w>treballs</w>
<w>d’</w>
- <de id="de_2" pos="ncms000">
<w>arranjament</w>
<w>i</w>
<w>millora</w>
</de>
<w>dels</w>
- <de id="de_3" pos="da0mp0+ncmp000" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>camins</w>
<w>i</w>
<w>accessos</w>
<w>al</w>
- <de id="de_4" pos="da0ms0+np0000a" entityref="NE-other">
<w>Pla_de_Busa</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>,</w>
<w>al</w>
- <de id="de_5" pos="da0ms0+ncms000" entityref="NE-loc">
<w>terme</w>
<w>municipal</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_6" pos="np0000l" entityref="NE-loc">
<w>Navès</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_1"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_7" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>La</w>
<w>intenció</w>
<w>del</w>
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- <de id="de_8" pos="da0ms0+np0000o" entityref="NE-org">
<corefLink anchor="de_0" id="65" type="ident" />
<w>Consell</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>és</w>
<w>que</w>
- <de id="de_9" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_1" id="66" type="ident" />
<w>les</w>
<w>obres</w>
</de>
<w>es</w>
<w>puguin</w>
<w>acabar</w>
<w>en</w>
- <de id="de_10" pos="da0ms0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>el</w>
<w>termini</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_11" pos="dn0cp0">
<w>quinze</w>
<w>dies</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_2"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_12" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>La</w>
<w>finalitat</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_13" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_9" id="67" type="ident" />
<w>la</w>
<w>intervenció</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>és</w>
<w>facilitar</w>
- <de id="de_14" pos="da0cs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>l’</w>
<w>arribada</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_15" pos="nccp000" entityref="nne">
<w>visitants</w>
</de>
</de>
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<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_16" pos="dd0ms0" entityref="spec">
<corefLink anchor="de_4" id="69" type="ident" />
<w>aquest</w>
<w>indret</w>
<w>,</w>
- <de id="de_17" pos="rel" entityref="spec">
<corefLink anchor="de_16" id="68" type="ident" />
<w>que</w>
</de>
<w>suposa</w>
- <de id="de_18" pos="pi0ms000">
<w>un</w>
<w>dels</w>
- <de id="de_19" pos="da0mp0+aq0cp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>principals</w>
<w>atractius</w>
<w>turı́stics</w>
<w>del</w>
- <de id="de_20" pos="da0ms0+np0000l" entityref="NE-loc">
<w>Solsonès</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
<w>,</w>
<w>especialment</w>
<w>durant</w>
- <de id="de_21" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>la</w>
<w>temporada</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_22" pos="ncmp000">
<w>bolets</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_3"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_23" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_13" id="70" type="ident" />
<w>Les</w>
<w>obres</w>
</de>
<w>es</w>
<w>duen_a_terme</w>
<w>a_través_del</w>
- <de id="de_24" pos="da0ms0+np0000a" entityref="NE-other">
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<w>Pla_Únic_d’_Obres_i_Serveis</w>
</de>
<w>i</w>
- <de id="de_25" pos="pp3cn000" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_23" id="71" type="ident" />
<w>hi</w>
</de>
<w>col·labora</w>
- <de id="de_26" pos="da0ms0" entityref="NE-org">
<w>el</w>
<w>departament</w>
<w>d’</w>
- <de id="de_27" pos="np0000o" entityref="NE-org">
<w>Agricultura_de_la_Generalitat</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_4"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_28" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>La</w>
<w>inversió</w>
<w>per</w>
<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_29" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_25" id="77" type="ident" />
<w>la</w>
<w>millora</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>és</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_30" pos="Z" entityref="NE-num">
<w>3</w>
<w>milions</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_31" pos="Zm" entityref="NE-num">
<w>pessetes</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_5"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_32" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_29" id="78" type="ident" />
<w>La</w>
<w>intervenció</w>
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</de>
<w>contempla</w>
- <de id="de_33" pos="co">
- <de id="de_34" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>la</w>
<w>cobertura</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_35" pos="ncmp000" entityref="nne">
<w>forats</w>
</de>
<w>al</w>
- <de id="de_36" pos="da0ms0+ncms000" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_3" id="79" type="ident" />
<w>camı́</w>
</de>
<w>per</w>
<w>evitar</w>
<w>que</w>
- <de id="de_37" pos="e+vmsp3p0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_35" id="73" type="ident" />
<w>*0*</w>
</de>
<w>es</w>
<w>converteixin</w>
<w>en</w>
- <de id="de_38" pos="ncmp000">
<w>bassals</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_39" pos="ncms000">
<w>fang</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>en</w>
- <de id="de_40" pos="ncfs000" entityref="nne">
<w>època</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_41" pos="ncfp000">
<w>pluges</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
<w>,</w>
- <de id="de_42" pos="da0fs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>la</w>
<w>col·locació</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_43" pos="ncms000" entityref="nne">
<w>formigó</w>
</de>
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<w>en</w>
- <de id="de_44" pos="di0ms0" entityref="nne">
<w>un</w>
<w>pujador</w>
<w>del</w>
- <de id="de_45" pos="da0ms0+ncms000" entityref="nne">
<falseposLink anchor="de_36" id="79" />
<w>camı́</w>
<w>principal</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_46" pos="np0000l" entityref="NE-loc">
<w>Coll_d’_Arques</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>i</w>
- <de id="de_47" pos="da0cs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>l’</w>
<w>obertura</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_48" pos="ncfp000" entityref="nne">
<w>cunetes</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_6"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
<w>A_més_d’</w>
- <de id="de_49" pos="dd0fs0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_32" id="78" type="ident" />
<w>aquesta</w>
<w>obra</w>
</de>
<w>i</w>
<w>també</w>
<w>per</w>
<w>a</w>
<w>millorar</w>
- <de id="de_50" pos="da0cs0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<corefLink anchor="de_36" id="80" type="ident" />
<w>l’</w>
<w>accessibilitat</w>
<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_51" pos="np0000l" entityref="NE-loc">
<corefLink anchor="de_17" id="78" type="ident" />
<w>Busa</w>
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</de>
</de>
- <seg id="seg_76">
<w>s’</w>
<w>han</w>
<w>refet</w>
- <de id="de_52" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>les</w>
<w>trencades</w>
</de>
<w>i</w>
<w>s’</w>
<w>han</w>
<w>canalitzat</w>
- <de id="de_53" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>les</w>
<w>aigües</w>
<w>pluvials</w>
<w>d’</w>
- <de id="de_54" pos="di0mp0" entityref="nne">
<w>alguns</w>
<w>trams</w>
</de>
<w>,</w>
</de>
<w>a_més_d’</w>
<w>eixamplar</w>
- <de id="de_55" pos="pi0fs000" entityref="nne">
<w>una</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_56" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>les</w>
<w>corbes</w>
<w>més</w>
<w>pronunciades</w>
<w>del</w>
- <de id="de_57" pos="da0ms0+ncms000" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_50" id="81" type="ident" />
<w>camı́</w>
</de>
</de>
</de>
</seg>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
- <sent file="palinka/ca/CESS_ECE//40907_20011018.tbf.plnk.xml" id="sent_7"
src="40907_20011018.tbf">
- <de id="de_58" pos="dd0fs0" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="seg_76" id="82" subtype="token" type="dx-seg" />
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<w>Aquesta</w>
<w>intervenció</w>
<w>,</w>
- <de id="de_59" pos="rel" entityref="nne">
<corefLink anchor="de_58" id="75" type="ident" />
<w>que</w>
</de>
<w>va</w>
<w>començar</w>
<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_60" pos="ncfp000" entityref="NE-date">
<w>finals</w>
<w>de</w>
- <de id="de_61" pos="W" entityref="NE-date">
<w>setembre</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>,</w>
</de>
<w>es</w>
<w>completarà</w>
<w>d’</w>
<w>aquı́</w>
<w>a</w>
- <de id="de_62" pos="di0fs0">
<w>una</w>
<w>setmana</w>
</de>
<w>,</w>
<w>segons</w>
- <de id="de_63" pos="da0fp0" entityref="nne" homophoricDD="yes">
<w>les</w>
<w>previsions</w>
<w>del</w>
- <de id="de_64" pos="da0ms0+np0000o" entityref="NE-org">
<corefLink anchor="de_8" id="79" type="ident" />
<w>Consell_Comarcal_del_Solsonès</w>
</de>
</de>
<w>.</w>
</sent>
</article>
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